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SRC President to Have Veto Power ?>lleo« and 
i ItuauaHv 
laien load

hy.jkm Simonsft OWIce. 
wliaaheel _ council ^ a„v other 3 stu- Although the actual changes This would give the president ing him autocratic power»»

]î^1Ii*ithr<^8h*Pfhn sents Then Mr Stevenson pro- to the constitutional could not great financial powers. connection with the ameod-
ceauml difficulty Août A*; be voted on for another two Then he introduced' the ments. a two-thuds majority >
constitution of the Co Mrve on die committee, weeks, Mr. Stevenson read to president’s power of veto. As needed to pass legislation, thii
tion committee, ^ounc^or. name$ were passed by council the proposed changes. stated, the only way the veto would mean that the president
Stevenson was able to a d remain as- Chair- The first was the fading out could be cancelled would be a™1 4 ®thcr members of coun-
the membership of the commi- “Mr^tevenson Mr Peters of the position of financial by a 2/3 majority. cil could pass legation that

°hâirman and one mem- Mr. ’Fairbanks, Mr. Charters’ chairman and his duties being The constitution committee nine others vere against.
°f the cluurman^one memf ^ ^ ' taken up by the President. ^ prosed »»bb»ticd pres

idency.
He later stated, “1 don't 

think the president should take
As it stands, the president over 

would have a choice of accept- poweis, but a close relation- 
ing a salary of $85 a week pro- ship should exist between the 

, . . _ ... riding he takes no courses, how- two offices. If the president

SsSSlS ÎS5HS
to President Dineen asking to that as no aUowance had been Dr. Strax is a specialist m ^ eU -b)e for m honoraria. democratic process, that most 
be considered for a teaching made in the budget, it is îm- theoretical nuclear physics, but J adequately represents the stu
oosition in either the physics or possible to hir*additional staff „$ one facul ty member pointed His term will continu to ru interests.”
ŒKT" Lyear,”“It might be possible out, with a PhD. from Harvard, from Februaiy to February,

th. .* , ->y~."^
<t •DV‘Tte- *?-. »*»*=«w« »•*

scientific viewpoint) were sug- fired in the spring of 1968 for Baker taught have been divided dent to remain on b» J ' “A sabbatical president
Bested by^rStrax as courses politically oriented disruptions among Dr. Tupper of the Math- to the presiden e would be a paid bureaucrat.
Sat he could possibly teach for on the campus. Since the acad- ematics department, Dr. O - end o but he is supposed to be a part
the philosophy department this emic qualifications and teaching Havlon, a postdoctoral tellow jn interviews with the two of the Students Representative
spring. ability of Dr. Strax has never in theoretical phy;ics, and Drs. presidential candidates after the Council. All representatives

Prof. Demopoulos, whose been in question, there has been Young and Kaiser of the phy- meeting Bob Poore stated that must be students.”
field is the philosophy of sci- much speculation that he was sics department. “the sabbatical presidency
ence said concerning this that: treated unfairly. ®r- Boonc’ " °. . e. should not be instigated under
“the courses suggested by Dr. President Dineen, in reply physics department, sam ma condition,because no mat- that, “If die president took
Strax include topics which many to Dr. Strax, said: “After in- although Prof. Baker s teaching ter bow a COUi8e load, even the responsibility of the
people think about but which vestigating the requirements load has been aqediae y - one course, will helpunain- financial Chairman it would
few people look into seriously, for staff this staff, 1 find we do sorbed, he has applied o e |ÿn a closeness with thV stu- mean placing greater responsib
le would be a useful addition, not have any need for additional administration for a pennanent dents One cannot understand üity on the President. I am
not just to the department, faculty.” replacement. He says that he is studcnt prohkms unless one is qpposed. The few powers the
but to the whole university. There had been a possibility not interested m rehinng Ur. g _ of proMems.” SRC has should not be con

Several' members of the of a vacacy in the physics de- Strax because: we rethinking wto power> he centrated in the hands of one
philosophy department expies- partaient this term because of more m terms of getting some- much J^er, giv- person.”
sed an interest in Dr. Strax the unexpected death of Prof, one who is in spectroscopy.

ber to

the finandal chairman's

Strax Denied Position
lor, Gradual»
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Basketball Acadia at UNB 
6:30 Gym

'IVCF 7:00 SUB STU Dance 9:00 SUB

■s»EÏ. J . _ SATURDAY. JANUARY 23

Basketball Dal at UNB 4riLegal Aid 11:00 SUB 

India Assoc. 1:00 SUB
KINGS COLLEGE BUILDING IN PASTORAL SETTING PHOTO BY JOM1NI

Hockey SMU at UNB 7:00 I
r Rink

Snowball fight II Swimming UNB at Mt. A
CHSR Social 8:30 SUB /1:30

Basketball DAL at UNB 
2:00 Gym

Senior Class Party 9:00 
SUBYour Winter Carnival Committee along with several Fred

ericton Area merchants is sponsoring the first of what is hoped 
will be an Annual Inter-Residence Snowball Fight

1. Each residence should select a team of 12 warriors with 
captain.

2. Since there are eight (8) residences competition should 
be keen. Opposing forces will be chosen prior to game time 
by draw.

3. It is recommended that some form of fortification (i.e. semi
circle fort) be constructed before the fight. This could be a 
joint effort of the residences. Stakes marking the proper po
sitions will be in place on the proceeding evening. The forts 
will be 100 feet apart.

4. One pint will be placed in no-mans land SO feet from each 
fort. One team member from- each force will then run out at 
the whistle to retrieve the pint for his team. The men in the 
forts will try to prevent the other teams man from claiming the 
pint by a bombardment of snowballs. ANYTHING GOES 
(within reason).

5. The team earning the best of 13 pints wins the battle and 
has the right to proceed to finals. The winners also get an ad
ditional case of pints as a trophy.

6. The overall winning house team will receive four cases of 
pints and a cup to hold as proof of superiority.

7. Team lists should be summitted to the SUB Office no 
later than Monday, January 25,1971.

Remeber this is your carnival. Remember too the glory 
of having beaten all other houses while you swill refreshments. 
To be held on ground in front of SUR Saturday afternoon 
January 30,19711:00 p.m.
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SUNDAY. JANUARY 24
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II Karate Club 2:00 SUB 
I Dance Class 6:00 SUB

Bahai Fire Side 8:00 Mem
Hall
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MONDAY. JANUARY 26

India Assoc. 7:00 SUB 

Action Corps 7:00 SUB 
Women's Lib. 7:30 SUB I

Legal Aid 11:00 SUB 

TC SRC 4:30 SUB 

Camara Club 7:00 SUB

t

O’HtTUESDAY. JANUARY 26 Mclr
Pre Med. Club 7:30 SUB reprt

cons
O’Hi

Chess Club 7:00 Old Stu
dent Center Building Laurier LaPierre 8:00 Mc

ConnellLegal Aid 7:00 SUB 

Karate Club 7:00 SUB Basketball UNB at Ricker
8:00

Coed Club 7:30 SUB SRC 10:00 SUB 

WENESDAY. JANUARY 27 1
Brux
at 1Lecture Series by Rev 

LeDrew Gordner "The 
Divine Novel Carleton Rm 
106 7:00 p.m.

Legal Aid 11:00 SUB 

UNB SRC 11:30 SUB 

Mass 12:30 SUB

vieiJ 1a
wic

Campus Quickies
The Campus Police have done by the IBM computer in moved to Oromocto on Satur- 

proposed that an automatic Head Hall. This is only for the day, January 30. It is to beg India Assoc. 7:00 SUB 
$100 fine be imposed on any- Arts reps however, as this is held in conjunction with the 
one who strikes a CP. “This only on a trial basis. No costs other carnival activities, 
type of regulation is in effect were given, but it was reported 
at other Maritime universities that the administration may be

willing to foot the bill.

ter,
andCSA 7:30 SUB 

UNB P C Club 8:30 SUB 

THURSDAY. JANUARY 28

Mass 6:30 SUB cot
tio
off
tel

Stu. Wives Bridge 8:00

Preliminary Tournaments 
8:00 SUB

Karate Club 1:00 SUB
of

The Overseas Chinese Stu-g UNB SRC 1:30 SUB

Legal Aid 7:00 SUB
byand has proven quite accept

able”, said Ken Lewis, the 
chief of police.

dents Association proposes to 
start a Chinese (Mandarin) class.

The Annual Winter Cami- Anyone interested is invited tog Carnival Opening 8‘.00 SUB 
val Ice Dice, sponsored by the Mr. T.J. Tseng, room 120.

ch
adOpening Dance & Crownigl 

of the Queen (casual dress) wi
The final computations in 

SRC elections this year will be UNB Sports Car Club has been Dept, of Chemistry. Torchlight Parade 8:00 Rink 9:00 SUB ev
ct
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Sample Course Evaluation ...
Task Force Report On Course Evaluation

“feedback” to the professor about the effec
tiveness of his teaching. Moreover, the survey 
and analysis indicates that it is possible to con
struct generalized evaluation tools when they 
are based on a rigourous empirical determina
tion of the items to be surveyed in the teach
ing and learning situations. Finally, research 
indicates that student course evaluation pro
grammes have been successful whenever pro
fessors and students co-operated and collab
orated in the elaboration of the programme 
and whenever continuity of administration, 
interpretation and improvement of the pro
gramme was assured.

Ill

while V. Mendenhall acted as chairman of the 
task force. The task force was to report from 
time to time to the Academic Vice-Rector, an 
APIJO committee and the SUUO and submit a 
final report to these groups. The task force 
met semimonthly from September to Novem
ber and weekly thereafter. AU meetings were 
open and various representatives from the Un
iversity community attended from time tc 
time.

When J. Percy Smith wrote "Teach - 
or get lost", he underscored, although 
he tiad something else in mind, a per
ceptible shift in the understanding of 
the idea of a University and the aca
demic's rôle in that community. Teach
ing, or the kind of research and learning 
that is initiated and encouraged in class- 

situations, is an important aspect

i at UNB

SUB

room . .
of the academic's professional activities. 
As this is recognized and sanctioned, it 
becomes necessary to have reliable and 
accepted means of assessing and improv
ing the quality of teaching. One of the 

widely used means of improving 
teaching is student ratings or 
evaluation.

This report presents an overview of 
the question of course evaluation -- its 
possibility, ies purposes, its limitations 
and recommends implementation of a 

phase programme of course evalua
tion at the University of Ottawa.

FORMATION OF THE TASK FORCE 
In September of 1969, the Academic Vice- 

Rector invited the Professor’s Association and 
the Students’ Union to name representatives 
to a task force whose primary goal would be to 
study the question of course evaluation and 
develop a programme of student course eval
uation at the University of Ottawa. The APUO 
named professors H. Edwards (Psychology), 
V. Mendenhall (Philosophy) and S. Van de 
Maele (Arts). The representatives from the 

F. Carrière (Arts), T.

INB 4ri PROCEDURES AND ASSUMPTIONS
At its initial meetings, the task force agreed 

to proceed by: (a) surveying the research lit
erature in order to determine the purposes, 
signification and limitations of course evalua
tion; (b) determining the principles and ele
ments common to all teaching situations; and 
(c) developing a programme of course evalua
tion for the University of Ottawa.

These procedures rested upon certain as
sumptions about teaching and learning, about 
the professor and his rôle in the university and 
about the university itself. These assumptions 
may be set out as follows:

-teaching is one aspect (perhaps the pri
mary one) of the professor’s duties and func
tions;

NB 7:00
On the basis of preliminary surveys at the 

University of Ottawa, the task force modified 
the Purdue Rating Scale for Instructors for 
experimental use iat the University of Ottawa. 
The Purdue rating scale has been in use since 
1927 and has a demonstrated validity. The 
modified form or the University of Ottawa 
Course and Instructor Evaluation form, how- 

must be validated at the University. 
RECOMMENDATIONS

) SUB ,1 
y 9:00

more
course

ever,
two1:00 Mem

The task force recommends that a two 
of course evaluation bephase programme 

undertaken at the University of Ottawa. The 
first, or experimental phase, is intended to val-

evaluation tool,
-teaching plays an important rôle in the 

realization of the University’s academic goals;
-teaching and learning are so related that 

improved teaching may lead to improved 
learning;

-there are certain principles and elements 
to all teaching-learning situations. 

CONCLUSIONS
The task force’s survey and analysis of the 

research literature indicates that student course 
evaluation can be “a useful, convenient, reli
able and valid means of self-improvement and 
self-supervision for the teacher’ . As such, 
course evaluation can provide formalized

idate the preliminary course 
provide data for its revision and amelioration 
and provide information about the possible 
uses and limits of the tool. The second, or im
plementation phase involves the formulation, 
of a policy on course evaluation. This phase 
depends on the results of the first phase where 
the possible uses of the tool will be identified 
and validated.

DO SUB | 

:00 SUB 

7:30 SUB

common

Students’ Union 
O’Hara (Psychology) and H.Segal (Arts). C. 
Mclnnis served as a member of the task force 
representating Dr. L. Dayhaw who had been 
consulted as a methodological specialist. T. 
O’Hara served as secretary and research officer

were

In order to undertake and carry out a pilot 
study of the University of Ottawa Course and 
Instructor Evaluation Form and obtain mean
ingful data, it is recommended that:

-the study be carried out by a qualified 
researcher or research team re- 

University Teach-

:30 SUB

8:00 Mc-

Extension Courses Expand autonomous
sponsible to a committee on
m8.luepbrofcTson; and students participate in

th'S-during the pilot study, the results of in- 
and instructor evaluations be

at Ricker

People in most areas of New required to offer a course thro- register for the course will have 
Brunswick will be able to watch ugh this medium. an opportunity to participate
at home or gather in front of “We hope that this course m)re fuUy by attending three 
viewing facilities at work to take will prove to be highly success- Saturday morning seminars 
a University of New Brun- fui and that it is the forerunner (94 pm) at four discussion 
wick extension course this win- of other programs of commun- ccntres located in Saint John, 
ter Unique in the Maritimes ity interest which the university Moncton, Fredericton and 
and probably in Canada, the may be able to offer in seeking Woodstock. Here, participant: 

in business administra- to expand its usefulness to the ^ explore topics of interest
and questions related to the

ÏX’™ Of -feedback- .ft. P-

Rev
-during the pilot study, the results of in

dividual course and instructor evaluations Le 
made available only to the professor and the 
researcher or research team.

"The 
leton Rm

course
tion is a degree credit course public.” .

tszzn?* °’™d jLsraEU- »———
The course, “Management an opportunity to offer a por- 

of the Enterprise,” will be given don of its academic program 
by Professor Patrick T. Kehoe, through a commercial television. 
chairman of the UNB business broadcasting station. We know 
administration department. It that we will reach many people 
will consist of 30 half-hour tel- who would not otherwise have 
evision lectures covering a des- an opportunity to experience 
cription and analysis of the university level instruction 
planning, policy-making, decis- Viewing time for all tele
ion-making and control procès- vision lectures will be on T 
ses in all areas of the organiza- day andThursday mornings from 
tion. The lectures will be pro- 8 to 8:30 am. A preview pro
duced and shown through the gram will introduce the course 
facilities of CHSJ (channel 4 in on Tuesday, January 26 (re- 
Saint John-Fredericton) and its peated on Thursday, January 
«broadcasting associates in Ed- 28) and the first lecture is sch- 
munston(channel 6) and Monc- eduled for Tuesday, February 
ton (channel 7). 2. For some of the lectures,

UNB president, Dr. J.O. leading executives representing 
Dineen said of the course, “the industry, government and mil- 
university is extremely pleased itary will be interviewed by 
by the interest and coopéra- professor Kehoe and asked to 
tion of CHSJ TV in making its comment on the topic presented 
facilities available for Professor ;n view of their first-hand org- 
Patrick Kehoe to offer his anizational experience, 
course ...We are also grateful to
Professor Kehoe for the extra ^ ^ course will be the dis- 
effort and attention which is cussj0n classes. Students who

:30 SUB PLEASE TURN
TO PAGE 58:00 please turn to page 5

x-xxxvx-»:^NMHhrnaments

THE CANADIAN MUERAI INDUSTRY EDUCATION
FOUNDATION

offers

UNDERGRADUATE^ SCHOLARSHIPS
MINING ENGINEERING 

$1,500-9 months

& Crownig 
:asual dress]

Educational Summer Employment Arranged 
to students wishing to enter the first or 
subsequent professional year of a degree 
course in Mining Engineering 
For applications contact:

The Secretary
Canadian Mineral Industry Education Foundation 
1600 - 44 King Street West Toronto 
or
The Dean of Engineering/ Appbed Science

CLOSING DATE 1Î FEBRUARY 1971

te&u
Another important feature
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(if-1 ^ ;By this time next week this campus will be in the 

midst of one of the largest Winter Carnivals ever to be 
held on this campus. This carnival compared to last 
years Carnival is highly professional and organized to 
last detail. ,,

No matter seems to have escaped the planners of 
the Carnival who are committed to not only making 
this carnival a success financially but a success for 
those who participate.

In many ways this carnival is the last chance for the 
students on this campus to retain the annual winter 
frolic. If this carnival, which has every possible safe
guard against failure built in, should not be a success 
in any sense of the word, then winter carnivals may 
well come to an end here.

Some may say that students don't need a winter 
carnival but we disagree because there has to be a re
lief valve to let off the pent up frustrations which 
every students knows occurs when the work load 
bears down heavily on a persons spirits.

Winter Carnival serves well as a let off valve for 
those emotions.

We have watched the development for plans for i 
carnival with interest this year since carnies in the past 
have not been terribly successful in the past either 
financially or otherwise. The missing element in both 
has been student spirit to support their school. In a 
sense its the corney student spirit that we are lacking. 
Most anyone in student affairs will point out that we 
need it badly in every area of student activity, not 
just Winter Carnival.

This year the organizers have two goals in mind. 
To run a financially sound carnival one that will not 
just break even but slide over the top. All salaries and 
hired personnel which the organizers have retained to 
guarantee the carnivals faultless operation will be paid 
from profits. Profits are aimed at the conservative side 
so as to present students the opportunity to enjoy a 
carnival with professional entertainment and events 
well within their slim entertainment budget. All plans 
have been centered around getting the most out of 
the dollar.

The second goal set by the organizers is to provide 
a carnival that will spark latent school spirit on this 
campus. They want people to come out and partici
pate in the carnival, have a good time and keep the 
possibility open for further carnivals inthe years to 
come.

The agreement between the SRC and the promoters 
all of which are students stipulates that the budget 
cannot exceed $14,875.00 or the promoters have to 
pay the excess. Profits to be divided among four or
ganizers and a host of staff members totals $18,000.00. 
Any amount of profit which exceeds this amount
will be returned to the SRC coffers.

In light of this information and the assurances by 
SRC executives who are backing this carnival with 
their position we recommend that all students take 
some part in this years carnival:
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FEEDBACKFEEDBACKFEEDBAC V

I
Iri tory, and French linguistic rights." 

There ere two errors here.
The Manitoba Act that estab

lished Manitoba gave the Metis all 
that had been asked. Metis lands 
were guaranteed, the French lang
uage protected, and the power of 
the Catholic Church preserved. At 
this point the British North Amer- 

' ice Act should be mentioned. If one 
were to examine the Act, the section 
dealing with the provinces, one 
would detect two constitutional

Dear Sir:
Re: Riel - First Canadian Revolu

tionary, A Father of Confederation.
In reference to your printed ac

count of the role of Louis Riel in 
the history of the Canadian West, a 
few errors must be corrected for the 
public good. The first part of this 
letter shall consist of corrections of 
the main text followed by conclud 
ing remarks.

A portion of your fourth para
graph describes the population of 
the Red River as consisting of "main-

ing the Canadian government to 
guarantee lands held was passed. 
Yet, without the knowledge of the 
convention. Riel inserted a demand 
that all Metis' rights be guaranteed. 
Father Rictre who carried the mes
sage to Ottawa inserted two further 
demands calling for the preservation 
of the old Catholic parish system 
which would constitute units of 
political, educational and religious 
power, and the guarantee of the

I
i

i
*

French language. Note, that these
inserts were completely arbitrary typ«- One refers to Quebec; the 

ly French-speaking Metis, but also without any form of democratic other, the rest of the provinces. The 
English and Irish people." This is an con$ent slanted in the favour of a part dealing with Quebec is designed 
utter falsehood. At the time of the minority within the settlement it- for a different society; two legal

languages at all levels, two school 
in me seventh paragraph you sterns, Protestant and Catholic, 

bered about ten thousand; of which mention that Riel was later hung al- it j$ conservative. Clearly, the re
seven to eight thousand were Metis, though he was "loyal to the Queen, que$t$ 8nd y,e resuia display Riel 
Of this number, only four thousand and his people were opposing the mt „ a revolutionary in the hope 
were French-speaking Metis, the Canadians because they had hot gf abruptly changing the system - 
others being mostly Scottish Metis, consulted the Metis". It is odd that maintenance is the term, 
who were the most educated, (it you neglect, at this point, on the 
being not uncommon among the mention of Riel's execution, to note role of Sir George Cartier is totally 
Scottish Metis to send their sons to the North-West Revolt of 1885 in ignored. It was Cartier as head of

1 the Quebec wing of the federal go- 
In these first few paragraphs, al- vernm„nt who forcefully initiated 

though you have been most em- the proposals brought by Father 
phatic on the failure of the!Cana- Rictre to Ottawa. Basically speak- 
dian government in informing the ing> ^ Editor, the Metis of the

acquisition of Rupert's Land, the 
inhabitants of the Red River num-

seif.

There is a second mistake. The

school in England) and the most 
established.The rest of the populace 
consisted of a few Scottish farmers 
left from the time of Lord Selkirk,

his death, as a cause.

a number of Yankee whiskey ner- 
chants, a company of Hudson Bay Metis of the transaction, you fail to Red River, without support of

note also the failure of the Hudson Cartier and his fellow Quebecers,employee plus a few Canadians. The
Bay Company and the British go- couy „ot have had a ‘hope in Hell'French-speaking Metis were by no

majority - with important vernment in the same capacity. You of achieving any number of their 
rest blame entirely on the Canadian wishes.

means a
consequences.

Out of fear, an unknowing fear government which is most naive. In the tenth paragraph you state
that Riel had "some of the members 
of the so-called Canadian party put

In the ninth paragraph of your 
history you mention that the "Red 
River people won some of their de- *n l*’1» en<* foun<* ** nac***arY to 
mends - status as a 'self-governing «acute (after trial) one bothersome 
proviitce' instead of a governed ter- prisoner named Thomas Scott. 
________________’ You mention trial but you debate

for the loss of their lands, a pro
visional government was declared by 
the Metis when Louis Riel in an 
combined English and French con
vention that met, a resolution ask-

mmmmm the fact that the trial was conducted 
in the French language ini whichi 
Scott could not speak or compre
hend one word. You also fail to 
note that the volley of shots fired 
by Scott's executioners failed to 
kill him, leaving him mortally 
wounded tearing in agony upon the 
earth. By the reports of witnesses 
he was then immediately taken and 
buried alive. It Is this precise incid
ent that prompted the dispatch of 
Colonel Wolseiey's force to esta
blish law.

In the next paragraph you say 
that Dr. John Schultz, head of the 
Canadian Party at the Red River was 
"later rewarded for hit zeal by being 
named Manitoba's first Lieutenant- 
Governor." My dear sir, the first 
Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba

Jo,-Anne DrummondSECRETARY 

Staff This WeekEDITOR IN CHIEF-------------David Jonah

Karan Mhneeult 
John Colli 
Andy Janes 

Maurice Gauthier

Alan Church 
Cathy Currie 
TJ. McMullen 
Mary Rhode 
Debbie Pound 
Peter Forbes 
Randy Nason 
Cheryl Palmer 
Pam Price 
Liz Smith 
Ann Olefson 
Padi McDonough 
Gordon Jembii

Mike Roberts
Peter CollumMANAGING EDITOR

PRODUCTION MANAGER 

j BUSINESS MANAGER 

I ADVERTISING MANAGERS

Linda Beaton

Gary Constantine

Gary Constantine 
Gordon Willett

Barb Boyd

One hundred and fifth year of publi
cation. Canada’s Oldest Official Student 
Publication. A member of Canadian Uni
versity Press. The Brunswickan is pub
lished weekly at the Fredericton campus 
of the University of New Brunswick. 
Opinions expressed in this newspaper are 
not necessarily those of the Student Re
presentative Council or the Administra
tion of the University. The Brunswickan 
office is located in the Student Union 
Building, College HOI, Fredericton, N.B. 
Printed at Bugle Publishing Limited, 1 
Woodstock, N.B. Subscriptions, $3 year. 
Postage paid in cash at the Third Class 
Rate, Permit No,7.

LAYOUT & DESIGNI

EDITORS news Edison Stewart 
sports John Thomson 

David Anderson 
photo Eari Rudnikoff 

Gordon Jomini
awMitimaaaa

Laurie Stevens 
Bev Gallagher 
Kan Da Frail* 
Jim Simona 
Rick Fisher 
Gordon Willett

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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wee Sir Ademe George Archibeld gjyjng , pallid excuse (speculators). 
0870-4872); the second, Alexander The fact of the matter is that upon

Edouard Couchon (18774882), the thousands of Ontario settler» Im- 
fourth, James Cox Alkins (188248 migrated to the region causing the 
88); and finally the fifth, Dr. John ^ff^o to retire further West. As 
Schultz (18884898). May God find ^ Metis depended on the buffalo 
it in Kb heart to forgive you, for for dteir means of living they fol

lowed the retreating herds.1
It should be noted here too that

see if many people are agree-the student body to ensure intalli- Dear David Jonah: 
gent precise Information. Please

/„ '/ I have been at UNB for two able to it. 
and a half years and I have My suggestion is that Radio 
never heard Radio UNB, I un- UNB pipe popular music into 
derstand that the only way I the SUB Coffee Shop on stereo 
can hear it is to live in residence speakers. I have heard that they 
or in the Co-op, or to pay five have already got the stereo 

ni«*i i trundled mv dollars a month to have it equipment and are not using 
weary*way up thî hill to spend an piped into my apartment. Part it, so this conversion would 
evening of diligent study in the Har- of my SRC fee maintains Radio not be very expensive, inis 
riet Irving Library. I chose this place [ would like to get would also mean that we would
to study with the understanding for my money. Surely not have to pay to listen to
that a Itorary is a place of solitude “ , . ic :n the SUB.other people feel the seme „ toptoe.

you look at it

J

loseoh E.E. Robidoux

< I do not.
In the eleventh paragraph you

mention that " ‘Wolseloy's boys' 0f the rigidity of the Man-
came in shooting." I assure you. itoba Act in setting electoral bound- 
sir, not one shot was fired. When „ries to the old parish system, flex-
Colonel Wolaeley and his forces ar- ability was absent. Sue to this, the I was labouring under a misconcep- way.
rived at Lower Fort Gary, they French Metis of Menitoba under tion. One would think that if any | think I have a solution ment anyway

disruption were to occur, it should, ^or ^ probiem and it might and 1 hope you decide to have

highly intoxlMMd Indtwi. It Wot- ,a- ,i„ IM8. ThH 7“.^^”“^" * *<"““"8 lf th« ^
seley's British troops and Canadian ww despite the fact that the Metis Several times throughout the
volunteers used their firearm», they had declined to less than twenty per coune of th*

__ , . , . _. of the moment was shattered by the
must have been more inerbirated cent oi the total population. The pwjng ^ pf flock, of boi,terout '
than that poor savage for nobody Metis held political power in Man- |jbrarjans. No sir, I don't want to

itoba for eighteen years beyond appear unreasonable about it, but-
when a situation such as this occurs 
so persistently, I feel it becomes 
necessary to take action forthwith.

I humbly propose that the fol
io conclusion, your article con- lowingprocedure be adopted. Firstly

cernlng Louis Riel and his place in dl employees of said ^tution
should be required to carry, pro- 

the Canadian scene does not deserve Qn ^ „ ,,, tim„
as fit to be called a "history" of any whj|e on duty, cards of identifica- 
sort. Its author is blatently ignor- tinn. Any person who is then dis- _ 
ant of his topic indeed not just that rupted in his studies by a librarian

lunacy of the author matched that ^ tgken to die furnace room 
of the subject. He writes with a soc- for interrogation. If the accused is

^V

found todieir great dismay only one premier Norquay operated the pro-

w was hit. .
There is another error In regard

to Wolseley's force. In the tenth 
paragraph it is stated that in the 
hysteria "1200 men volunteered to 
accompany Colonel Gem et Wolseley 
on his expedition out west." Yet, 
in the beginning of the thirteenth 
paragraph it is stated that the 1200 

had not volunteered. Colonel 
Wolseley would have gone to Red 
River alone. You deny the presence 
of British Regulars, the official

the amnesty given by the Canadian torted fashion from his own mad- ^ by çr^atjon Thl$ da8tardly 
Government. You again fail to nw equacies « a scholar to a past era. enemy of th, people dial I then be 
ice that the amnesty sxtended even it is easy to tear apart the honor of dirown into the furnace and cooked 
unto Riel. He was never tried for deed men. And in this way he can to a tarn. ^ d<y cQmeth
responsibility in the desth of Tho- libel the dead who are unable to ^ sha|| burn „ an wan; and «II 
mm Scott or for his part in the re- reply from six feet under.

1870. That does not sound too
democratic.

tic rights."
I.
that astab
le Metis all
Metis lands
ranch lang 
a power of 
eserved. At 
orth Amer- 
ined. If one 
the section 

Incas, one 
nstitutional 
luebec; the 
winces. The 
t is designed 
; two legal 
two school 
d Catholic, 
riy, the re
display Riel 
in the hope 
he system -

the proud, yea, and all that do 
wickedly shall be as stubble: and 
the day that cometh shall burn them 

I suggest, Mr. Editor, that you up< $ejth the Lord of hosts." (Bible 
est*lish a bi-partisan committee Malachi 4:D

volt at Red River. In the next years 
Riel continually accepted bribes 
from the Canadian Government to 
stay away to prevent renewed dis
order. Further on, you gave the 
main reason for the migration of 
the Metis deepter into the West by

to review the manure content of 
your factual articles before print
ing. You have a responsibility to

The Ambassador

nistake. The 
ier is totally 

as head of 
» federal go
lly initiated 
: by Father 
ically speak- 
Aetis of the 
support of 

r Quebecers, 
hope in Hell' 
ber of their

I

TV SeminarFrom Page 3
is well! and a diploma of public admin-television lectures and share Professor Kehoe .

business experiences from their known in New Brunswick hav- istration from the Nations n- I 
own regions. Also, at these ses- ing conducted seminars for sen- iversity of Ireland ® mfs I 
sions, students will receive case ior government executives on ter’s degree in business admin- 
study assignments which they management education and istration from t e niversi y I 

complete at home, return “Management By Objectives” of California. He is a hamster-
had conducted at4aw, having studied at Kings !

Inn Law School, Dublin. He ; 
called to the Irish Bar in !

can
to the instructor fw evaluation, programs. He 
and discuss more thoroughly at management seminars for seni- 
the next class meeting. The ors executives in various cor- was 
first seminar will be scheduled porations throughout Australia, 
for Saturday, of the UNB bus- New Zealand, Hong Kong, Ban- “Management of the Enter- 
mess administration depart- gkok and Stockholm as well as is specifically designed

Registration will take in the US and Canada. for adults who wish to continue
their education on a part-time 
basis. Some business firms are 
intending to make a special prt 
vidons for employees who wish 

i;i to participate in this unique 
■i; educational experience. Several 

managers, supervisors and ad- 
| ministrators are planning to view 
iji the lectures at work and then 
:|i have a brief discussion session 
if: together afterwards before re- 
$ turning to various functions 

within their own enterprise.
$
:•! John Mortis, director of ex- 

tension at UNB said of the 
i§ course, “itwill allow adults to 
jij continue their education while 
| engaged in their daily activities 
ÿ and thereby enable them to ex- 

perience living and learning as 
as compatible and essential fea- 
tures of their own lives.”

ph you state 
the members 
an party put

i bothersome 
mas Scott."
: you debate 
as conducted 
ge ini whichi 
t or compre- 

also fail to 
f shots fired 
irs failed to 
im mortally 
any upon the 
of witnesses 

aly taken end 
precise incid- 
e dispatch of 
erce to esta-

ment.
place at that time, and the professor Kehoe holds a 
tuition fee will be $60, exdu- jjgCbel©r of commerce degree 
sive or course

Task Force
The members of the task force have come 

to believe that course evaluation is only one 
element of a more comprehensive effort to 
improve teaching and learning at the univer
sity and should like to recommend that the 
feasibility of establishing a comprehensive 
programme for improving university teaching 
be studied. For this reason, it is recommended

a committee on University Teaching 
be established; this committee would be 
responsible for overseeing the pilot study 
of the course evaluation form, for devel
oping policy for the use of course evalu
ation at the University teaching. This
committee should have a budget ade- 

out the pilot study

raph you say 
:, head of the 
led River was 
; zeal by being 
it Lieutenant- 
sir, the first 
of Manitoba

quate to carry
and for developing a programme im
proving university teaching.
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How Society Frustrates Women<0

the menial party tasks be shared by men 
and women. Interviews held by the Com
mission with women who had been suc
cessful at the polls showed that gaining
the nomination was more of a hurdle 
than winning the election. In other
words, the party has an unreasonable 
lack of confidence in a women being ac
cepted by the voting public.

Only one of the 264 members of the 
House of Commons is a woman. Perhaps 
the presence of fifty female Senators or 
Parliament Hill would give Canadian wo
men the confidence to break the tradi
tion that politics is a man's game.

There is a story in Ottawa, which may 
or may not be true, that demonstrates 
that attitudes women face in politics. The 
Story is that when a capable female mem
ber of Parliament was suggested to Prime 
minister Pearson as a cabinet member, he 
replied, "Ridiculous! We already have
one woman in the Cabinet."

The commission based recommenda
tions to change the role of womrn in pol
itics on the premise that no country can 
make a claim to having equal status for 
its women when its government lies al
most entirely in the hands of men.

tices of the government and other in
stitutions. These freedoms are recognized 
in Canada by the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights and the 1967 United 
Nations Declaration on the Elimination 
of the Discrimination Against Women. In 
particular, the following five principles 
are the basis for the recommendations: 
There should be equality of opportuntiy 
to share the responsibilities of society as
its privileges and prerogatives.

Women should be free to choose to
work inside or outside their homes. 

Childcare is the responsibility of both
parents and of society.

Special treatment related to maternity
will always be necessary.

For an interim period, special treat
ment for women will be required to over
come the adverse effects of discriminatory 
practices.

Ottawa based journalist, Anne Francis 
(Mrs. Florence Bird) was chairman of the 
Royal Commission. The other Com
missioners were Lola M. Lange, Jeanne 
Lapointe, Elsie Gregory MacGill, Doris 
Ogilvie (a New Brunswick judge), Jacques 
Henripin, and John Humphrey.

John Humphrey declined to sign the
report but prepared a minority report of 
his own. His main disagreement is, "I 
cannot agree that women have the psy- 
chiological characteristics of a minority 
or that they should be treated like a 
minority."

Mr. Humphrey disagrees with special 
treatment for women and quota systems, 
and most particularly with the recom
mendation that two qualified women 
from each province be summoned to the 
Senate as seats become vacant until an 
equitable balance is achieved.

Royal Commission 
Report Analysed

Special Article by 
Elizabeth Smith 
Brunswickan Staff Writer

Although Canadian women got the 
vote in 1917, the suffragettes did not get 
all they wanted. Deprival of the vote is a 
sign of inequality in a country, but the 
right to vote does not prove any real e- 
quality. The suffragettes thought that 
with the vote would come changed at
titudes towards the role of woman in 
society, and the women would become 
active in public life.

Unfortunately it did not work this 
and most of the women who had- 

fought for female suffrage were appeased 
by the passing of the legislation. Only a 
tiny spark of the frustration caused by 
social injustice to women remained, and
this lay dormant, for many years.

In the I960's this spark rekindled and
women again protested - for social-econ
omic equality in this "male-chauvinistic" 
society. Once again these frustrations 
were aimed at government, with demands 
for equal pay for equal work, subsidized 
day-care centres and the legalization of 
abortion. In 1967 the Canadian govern 
ment appointed a Royal Commission to 
study the feasibility of these demands, 
and to analyse the status of women in 
Canada and how it could be improved.

As expected, the Commission is sym
pathetic to the demands of the "Wo
men's Liberation" movement, but they 
realize the lesson the suffragettes learned 
fifty years ago - that improving laws will 
not necessarily improve conditions. The 
resulting report is a careful analysis of all 
social spheres with attempts to change the 
practice, not just the theory of law.

Perhaps some of the demands are a lit
tle extremist, but in our political system 
it is only the extreme" voices that get 
heard. This article is an attempt to ana
lyse some of the major recommendations 
of the Report.

:
i

way

-JUDICIARY

Judges are often political placements 
and it is perhaps because of this that 
there are few women in the judiciary in 
Canada. The Report on the Status of 
Women quotes a former Chief Justice of 
the Ontario Supreme Court, "...thereare 
many women who are practicing at the 
Bar of Canada who would make better 
judges than some of the men that have 
been appointed ... only merit should be 
considered in making an appointment 
to the bench."

Women lawyers are not uncommon in 
Canada, but women judges are rare. This 
is an example of how our society frust
rates the ambitions of women. Many 
young women entering university realize 
that in professions such as law and medi
cine they must fight for acceptance and 
so decide on traditional female occupa
tions such as nursing and teaching. It is 
hypocritical for a society to permit wo
men to study these professions on equal 
terms with men, but not to give them 
equal opportunity to use these skills.

-THE SENATE

This recommendation has been highly 
publicized - perhaps because there are 
eleven vacant seats in the Senate now, 
and the primeminister could immediately 
follow this suggestion. Only five of the 
one hundred and two Senators are wo
men. Senators are appointed as recogni- 
tic i for outstanding service to the coun
try , but this too often means service to 
the party in power. Women have not had 
equal opportunity to rise in political 
parties, therefore they are not appointed 
to the Senate as a party reward.

Women party workers are usually in 
the Women's Association of the party, 
holding teas and raising funds. The Re
port suggests Women's Association a- 
malgamate with the larger bodies, and

|........ NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF WOMEN IN LEGISLATIVE AND JUDIC- $
IAL OFFICES IN 1969. . 1

COST $1.9 MILLION

The Royal Commission on the Status 
of Women in Canada, which cost 1.9 mil
lion dollars during the three years of its 
preparation, was presented to the House
of Commons in early December.

One hundred and sixty-seven recom
mendations in the areas of taxation, ed
ucation, women and the family, public 
life, poverty, law, economy, and immi
gration and citizenship, are suggested by 
the commission to change women's po
sition in Canadian society.

The aim of these recommendations is 
"to remove as far as possible the barriers 
to real equality and freedom of choice" 
for women in present policies and prac-

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 7
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New Brunswick Jury Bill 
Discriminates Against Women
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\Vnay
ates supported by government assistance. The 

commission makes several recommenda
tions on this point.

Singled out in the section on discrim
inatory wage practices is the «discovery/ 
that female academics made an average 
of $2,000 a year less than their male 
counterparts." A few years ago this dis
crimination was the practice at UNB, but 
now
with yearly increments leaves no 
for sexual discrimination.

An area of unfair employment prac
tice mentioned by the Report does effect 

UNB. During the academic year many 
firms make arrangements through the 

University Placement Office to conduct 
interviews with students for jobs which 

specify a sex preference. The commission 

recommends that the University Place
ment Office and the Canada Department 
of Manpower and Immigration refuse to 

arrange such interviews. This is one re
commendation we can implement im
mediately at UNB. Students can refuse to 
attend these interviews and the Place
ment Office can stop scheduling them 

unless they agree to consider candidates 

with qualifications regardless of sex.

■ labour force and one third of the female 
populatior oldenough to work.Over one 

half of these women are married. One 

worker in six is a married woman.
Many employers considered married 

women a poor employment risk and the 

patterns of married women were put 
under particular scrutiny by the com
mission. The peak of female participa
tion in the labour force is in the 20-24 

age group. A sharp decline follows as 

many women leave employment to start 
families, but before the age of 35 begins 
to rise to a second lower peak in the 45- 
49 age group. After age 50, the female 

participation rate again declines.
The lower the income of the husband, 

the more likely it is the wife will work. 
The more education the wife has, the 

more likely she is to stay in the labour 

force or return it to it early. There are 
than women with university

The commission recommended that 
the federal government and the provinces 

name more women judges to all courts 

within their jurisdictions. Under the sec
tion on Law it was also recommended 

that women be liable for jury duty on

The
em-
ime
, he
lave

lda- the same terms as men.
Since the early I960's women in New

Brunswick have been allowed to serve 
jury duty. But if a woman wishes to be a 
juror she must ask to be put on the Sher
iff's Jury List. A man is obligated to 
serve unless he is employed in one of the 
exempted occupations (such as teaching). 

In 1970 the N.B. Bar Association made a 
formal suggestion that the male-female 

distinction be dropped from the Jury 

Act, but this has not yet been done.
The York County Courthouse, in 

Fredericton, and many other courthouses 
in New Brunswick have only one hatb

and are not considered to provide

pol-
can

the system of a minimum salaryfor 
$ al- room

ents 
that 
y in 

s of 
ce of 

eare 
the 

îtter 
have 
j be 

rient
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more men 
degrees, but on the who’.a, women in the 
labour force are better educated than 

men. In spite of this, the average earn
ings of male workers are considerably 

higher than for female workers in every 

occupational group.

room
adequate facilities to have jurors of both 

sexes. It is also more expensive to pro
vide sleeping quarters in the case of a 

held-over jury if there are female as well 

as male jurors. For these reasons, even 
the women who do volunteer for jury

i

>n in 
This 

rust- 
Aany 
alize 
nedi-

duty are seldom called.
This discrimination in the Jury Bill is

intended as a protective measure for wo- 
especially housewives and mothers,

-EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK

All provinces and territories in canaoa 

have legislation prohibiting salary -FANATICISMmen,
from the inconvenience of jury duty. The 
commission found many instances of 
"protective legislation", particularly in 

labor laws, actually working against wo- 
because employers did not want to

now
differences based on sex, as the Report 
on the Status of Women points out, but 
they fail to ensure the practice of this 

principle. Investigations showed that em
ployees often go out of their way to find 
or make a difference in the duties of male 
and female employees so that different 
rates can be paid with in the law.

The commission goes a little overboarc
in the methods it suggests to enforce anti-
discrimination laws. It suggests a,network

of councils and appeal boards be set up
across Canada and a woman's co-ordinator
be installed in all branches of the Federal

Government. , ,
The Report says, "Women has been

defined throughout history in terms of 

her sex, rather than first of all as a human 
being. Transformation of ill-founded at
titudes and prejudices will not follow 
publication of one report, or even of 

several ... it will only be through con
tinuous efforts that women will be as
sured of justice and equal opportunity

today and in the future."
Canadians must beware of allowing

the awareness of the problem into gro 
developing into a fanaticism. The laws

and
•j:upa- 

It is 

: wo- 
iqual 
them

men
bother with the complications (such as 
providing taxis for women who work 

after midnight). This protective legisla
tion is the most frequent type of govern
ment policy acting against women in 

practice - and in principle it is intended 

to do just the opposite. Women must ac
cept the social and personal responsibil
ities of men, if the want to be treated 
equally in the labour market - except in 
labour of men, if the want to be treated 
equally in the labour market - except in 

the special case of maternity.

’

i

This practice is often rationalized by 

the suggestion that male workers are usu
ally supporting families while female 

workers are supplementing other income. 
But men are not usually paid by how 
many dependents they have and a single 

man spends no more for support than a 
single woman. There is no reason why a 

man should be paid more for doing the 

same job as a woman with equal ability.
Discriminatory salaries show their worst 

effects for female "heads of the family". 
The plight of widows, divorcees and un
married mothers is often ignored tor for
gotten in our society. Twenty-three per 

cent of all families with female heads are

;
i
:■

' ;

$

1 r ;
—STATUS OF WOMEN :

1 ■' : • .The commission was assigned the task 

of finding just what the status of women 
in Canada is today. They revealed that 
two and a half million women are paid 

workers. This is roughly one third of the

I
. • . S-PLEASE TURN81 TO PAGE 10
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Liberation's Views on Status of Women Report N
%

A Good Start, But Falls Short
can only be solved by an extention of the educational 
system. The complex of learning systems and theories 
available today can be used in day care centres.

The Commission showed that women are forced in
to low paying, poor advancement positions. They 
must be taught early to plan a career, and higher pay
ing occupations must be opened to them. The myth 
that women are flighty, unambitious, poor-risk em
ployment has been shown to be influenced by the poor 
quality of jobs which are open to them: no employee- 
male or female-forced into a dull or poorly remuner
ated position exhibits ambition.

Lack of proper maternity leave legislation and day 
care facilities force many women back into the home.

One commissioner disagreed with the members on 
the need for free abortion on demand. To legislate a- 
gainst abortion, or to refuse to extend the present law 
to those women who have been unable to use it, as 
many opponents of Lib. wish to do, is to legislate mor
ality. Abortion has always been available to wealthy 
women: the commissioners believe this right should 
be extended to those less fortunate.

To ensure that fewer women need resort to this 
painful solution, Women's Liberation would have been 
pleased to see the Commission recommend solutions 
to help the mother of this child. In Sweden, for ex
ample, financial and day care centre assistance are a- 
vailable to the unwed mother. The married woman 
often is forced to chose abortion because she cannot 
bear the economic burden of another child.

A comprehensive investigation into extant birth 
control information starting at the high school level 
is necessary. Manufacturers of foams and jellies, and 
other high-risk forms of contraception should be for
ced to explain the risk factor of their products in their 
advertisements, and on the packages of their products.

The statement by the dissenting commissioner that 
birth control adequately ensures against the need for 
abortion is incorrect, as present birth control is inad
equate. (For those interested, the current MacGill 
Birth Control Handbook, which is available at the 
medical centre on campus, can elaborate on this: the 
handoook was to be presented to incoming students 
at registration, but was withdrawn at the last moment- 
nobody knows why! )

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 9

The tendency for Lib. groups in Canada has been 
either to say that the Commission's findings are 'too 
late' or 'don't go far enough'. Both these points are 
correct, but really should have been expected. The 
points about the Commission, we feel, is that as far as 
the beginnings of remedial legislation to free women is 
concerned, it is a good start.

The Commission emphasized need' and was oper
ating on the basis of woman with in society. We em
phasize 'rights', and freedoms, and are concerned 
directly with women.

Probably the best thing about the commission was 
that Women's Lib has generally been considered as a 
small neurotic group of middle class bisexuals (! ) and 
yet the commission came to most of the conclusions 
we have.

And when the commission findings are read, the 
logic of our demands can be seen - the logic which the 
media really doesn't give us a chance to express very 
often. Like, day care centres aren't the result of lazy- 
spoiled-mothers-wanting-to-get out in the world and 
express themselves which is the usual interpretation 
of this demand: welfare mothers have to have them, 
in order to get out of the welfare trap; other women 
simply demand the right to operate as adults.

A woman can 'fulfill' herself biologically if she 
wants to stay in the home; but women are coming to 
realize that to operate as an adult human, one has to 
interact with other adults in the world. And this, of 
course, doesn't necessarily mean that women want to 
groove about having interesting drunken lunches and 
meeting interesting people as do their husbands (an
other mis interpretation) but that, as great or as dull 
as it might be, we demand that we have the right to 
operate as adult people, not domestic animals. So W.L. 
does fee! that there were faults in the commission, 
but it was generally a great thing.

The Commission demonstrated that the problems 
of women, and those problems current in modern 
society, overlap vitally: the demands of Women's Lib
eration are not those of a spoiled minority of women.

Day care centres appear to be the only answer to a 
growing welfare crisis. These centres, operating as part 
of the educational system, will answer the problem of 
inequities in school prepaiation. Many children today 
suffer environmental or nutritional deprivation which
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plÿTfair promotion and maternity leave practice to 
their women employees, the high turn-over of their 
female staff would decline. Young women, like young 

need adult models on which to pattern their be-

r
171 /

From Page 6 men,
haviour. Preferential entry (this actually means Fair 
entry) of women into professional training and po
sitions would provide models for young women plan-

Another commissioner objected to the recom
mendation that women be given special consideration 
in education and job entry and promotion, on the 
grounds that this.would relegate them to the position 

of second-class citizens.
Women's Liberation feels that women are already 

treated like second class eitizens: if there is a solution 
to this, it must be sought and rectified. The recom
mendation of special consideration was advanced as a 
solution to the self-defeating prophecy which traps 
women attempting to enter the job market. A woman 
is told during the process of her education that she 
need not attempt to train for various positions, as few 
women are permitted to enter them. Because of this, 
she changes her training orientation, and when em
ployers of these male-dominated positions are asked 
why they hire few women, they reply that few women 
apply. Special consideration would break this cycle.

Other occupations do not hire women, because they 
consider women poor employment risks, if these 

- ployment risks. If these employers were forced to ap-

ning their careers.
For example, trucking is a highly paid occupation, 

well suited for those who enjoy mobility in their job. 
Women can and do drive trucks-but the absence of all 
but a very few women in this occupation makes it 
male-dominated one. Young women who would enjoy 

the mobility and high pay of this job automatically do

not consider it for this reason.
Perhaps the greatest bar to a young woman plan

ning her future life, is the unspoken assumption that 
if she seriously plans a career, she must automatically 
give up plans for a marriage with children. This is a 
cruel choice Which most young women hesitate to 
make. It must be made clear that this choice is not 

necessary, that both facets of a full adult life are not 
available to women. The presence on the Commission 
of married women with children-and the continued 

of such valuable women in public life-is

P

a

presence
necessary.

em-

No Group Should be Victimized
Brigid Grant, Secretary 
Fredericton Voice of Women nological valhalla. I agree that it would be gv. 'i if 

day-care centres and nursery schools were available to 
all who wished to make use of them, but these services 

expensive. The Report suggests that the money 
need not be found by changing our priorities and re
distributing what we already have, but would be gen
erated by releasing the work potential of married 

men.

i
The Report takes as its first general principle that 

all are entitled to the rights and freedoms proclaimed 
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Sup
port for this Declaration is a part of the constitution 
of the V.O.W. It seems obvious that V.O.W. pnembers 
would approve the general aims of the Report as well 
as the recommendations which suggest changes in our 
laws and social institutions so that Canadian women 
may have the required rights and freedoms.

The Fredericton VOW has not stated position on 
the issues, of abortion and birth control, but I and 
seme other members do support the recommendation 
on abortion, with the qualification expressed by Elsie 
Gregory MacGill in her minority report, as well as the 
recommendations on birth control information and

sterilization. _
While recognizing the good intentions of the He-

port, l have some misgivings about it. My first con
cerns the picture of present and futurs society it pre
sents. In describing the rapid changes which have come 
with modern technology, the Report, although noting 
some violence in youth, stronglv emphasises the ben- 
ificent aspects such as long life, family planning, free
dom from drudgery, and universal communication 

bringing peoples closer together.
Looking forward from this glowing present they 

authorities who predict greater individual 
freedom and better sexual relationships for both sexes 

in the world of the immediate future. While a report 
on the status of women cannot also be a report on the 
state of the world, women, as well as men, are threat
ened by nuclear war, over population, and a sick en
vironment, and any description of the present or 
future which does not mention these, the backside, « 

like, of technology, is not realistic This ommis- 
sion, I feel, not only affects the introductory chapters 
of the report, but distorts some of the later recom
mendations. The most obvious example is the $500 per 

year per child cash grant.
Some of the other recommendations designed to 

free wives and mothers from their traditional subser- 
vient role also seem to be based on a presumed tech-

are

wo-

The evidence suggests that technology cannot create 
world in which all people will have their heait s de

sire. On the one hand we have more workers, more in
dustries, and more money, on the other we have the 
more rapid use of our natural resources, the creation 
of wealth at the expense of people in other countries 
who do not have these resources, and more pollution 

No one group, whether distinguished by sex, race 
or other means, should be victimized, but our reform 
should take into account that we live in a wor'd of 
limited resources where the expectations of all people 
must change ÿ all are to live in equal dignity. A chan- 
age in the status of women implies a ^change in th< 
status of men. I would like to have seen suggestions 
such as one made in a minority report, that married 

and women both work part time outside the

a

/

:

:

men
home during the early years of their children, given

more consideration.
Most of the observations in the Report have been 

made, as they admit, by thoughtful people for dec
ades.. Many of their recommendations are unfinished 
business from the past and should be acted upon 
without delay. A Royal Commission, however, is an 
expensive and rare event, and I am disappointed that 
the Report did not add to its restatements of an old 
case some more profound analysis of the difficulties 
and dangers which lie ahead for women as for all 

mankind.

1i
cite two

l
i
i

The Fredericton Voice of Women has been asked 
by the Brunswickan to comment on the Report on 
the Status of Women in Canada. We have not yet had 
an opportunity to study the Report as a group and the 
following are initial impressions of an individual mem
ber. The group hopes to make a more detailed study 

,in the immediate future. j
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Female Portrayed as Drudge■ ■ ■ ■
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7 
must be there to let women give woman 

the right to protect herself, but the dan
gers of protective legislation have al
ready been shown. The image of woman 

as a frail little creature that needs looking 

after must be changed in keeping with 

modern society. Woman must be en
couraged to stand up for herself. A wo
man's coordinator in every branch of the 

Federal government would seem to pit 
men and women against one another 
rather than encourage them to work to
gether against the problem.

Our society's customs and literature 

are premised on women holding an in
ferior social-economic status to men. The 

Report emphasizes the literature which 
more than any other literature forms the 

basis of adults attituted towards male- 
female roles - school text books. In a sur- 

of school "readers" across Canada, 
it was found that the female was per-

by I
full of articles on how to cope with life. 
Ann Landers responds to thousands of 
emotional problems every year. Mental

trayed as a drudge, while the adult male 

was shown in varying activities and ad
ventures. These are strict male-doctor, 
female-nurse type status and as the child
ren mimic these roles in play, they formed 
their conceptions of male-female roles in 

the real world. Even arithmetic texts and 

other school books are ordered in this 

traditional sense. The Report recommends 

a determined effort for schools to teach 

with less narrowly defined roles for men 

and women more fitting for the modern 

world.
A healthier outlook to life and a less 

tense society will develop if young wo
men are not held back by the mental 
chains of an outdated socialization pro
cess and are given the freedom of work ad 

vocated in the report plus contraceptive 

and abortive control over reproduction.
The old North American approach to 

life seems to be flailing. Magazines are

U1
ofPu
were
ognit
verm

illness and emotional problems abound 

and having an analyst has even become a 
status symbol in some sectors of society. 
Most people have a pet theory predicting

the end of the world in a short time - 
through water pollution, air pollution,

over population, the Yellow Peril

These are all very real problems that 
must be handled with rationality and in- 
telFgence. We cannot approach them in a 
society based on outdated myths, partic
ularly those which put half of the popu
lation - half of the labour and brain 

power - in a position which has only an 

indirect influence in policy and pro

duction.
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'UNB Local 1326 Now Legit’
by Carry Lament

UNB staff, Union Under the New Brunswick ification.” Preparations ait already *
of Public Employees local 1326, . Labour Relations Act, an em- Appaiently the UNB Board underway to begin negotiations ' 
were granted voluntary rec- ployee may voluntarily reco- of Governors did not make any for the first contract. However, ' 
ognition by die Board of Go- nize die union of its employ- demands on the union as part not all UNB staff are organized. ’ 
vemors at its January 14 meet- ees. If the employer does not of a deal for voluntary rec- Local 1326 is still actively sign- : 
ing. Local 1326 is now regarded grant voluntary recognition ognition. Earlier it was thought ing up technical, clerical, and ^ 
as the legitimate h«<yining (they usually do not), thç union that UNB might request the library staff. According to Dale, t 
agent of the UNB maintenance may apply to the Labour Re- waiving of strike rights for the an organizational meeting of ( 
staff, which includes janitors, lations Board for certification security police unit, in exchan- this unit will take place on , 
tradesmen, equipment oper- as the legal bargaining agent, ge for voluntary recognition. Monday, February I, 8:00 pm, « 
ators, security police, buildings According to Gordon Dale, However, this was not die case, in the Petitcodiac Room of the * 
and grounds personnel, and CUPE organizer,“voluntary rec- The new local will have all the Beaverbrook Hotel, 
stationarv engineers ognition is just as good as cert- rights they would normally en- Dale is also busy helping i

y ------------ —1 joy as a certified union. the Versafood staff organize i

their union. The first organiza- I 
It appears that the volun- tional meeting of the Versa- I 

tary recognition is a lucky foods staff will take place on 
break for the union. Because Tuesday, January 26,8:00 pm 
the New Brunswick Public Ser- at the Beaverbrook Hotel, 
vice Labour Relations Act does
not allow university-employed Public Employees has not only 
personnel the right to organize, been busy on the UNB cenpus; 
it was felt that a lengthy liti- it has also become quite in- 
gation might be involved if the volved in attempting to stop 
union applied for certification, government political firings 
By voluntary recognition, this which have taken place since 
has all been avoided.
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PICK UP THE ; 
• BRUNSWICK** 

DOWNTOWN !

y

*

Poor People’s 
Power

*
YOU CAN PICK IT UP !

AT ANY OF THE 

FOLLOWING PLACES 

AND ITS

at »
n-

The Canadian Union ofa
c-
u-
in freeTORONTO (CUP) - Charg- ians who are in charge of hand

ing that the federal government ing out welfare cheques to those 
under Trudeau and Finance deemed deserving.

Part of the preamble to the
created unemployment and resolution approved by the con-

Me,.
National Poor Peoples Confer- tion must never ow govern jcu]arjy American-owned, are sures Act, a telegram to Amer- 
ence held here,laid plans for a ment to de rat y créa e un gj]owe<j continue to exploit ican President Richard Nixon 
countrywide demonstration employment and poverty m the the resources of this country, demanding that Black commun-

co,d and heartlcss I^annCr 0 serving foreign rather than the 1st Angela Davis be released 
Welfare recipients and work- Trudeau and Benson.’ Canadian interests

ing poor people will demon- “We’re not talking about the “The SOny record of Trud- to the legal profession that has 
strate against “the total failure trade union bureuacrats, but government makes it “failed the poor" to help in
of the federal and provincial the masses of people who are qujte clcar that it presents keying the same kind of 
governments to deal with the being laid off then jobs all a- the interests of big business and justice for the poor that the 
real cause of unemployment cross this country, a spokes- foreign corporations rather than rich now receive, and provisions 

and poverty ~ the totally un- man for the confoence raid the people of this country.” for appeal over the power of 
just distribution of Canada’s A resolution dealing with the . . rilf
Lid, Md power." ms» of the cunen, économie Megta■*. egeedIt.

The decision for the mass crisis said Trodeau and Benson abhsh a national coordinating aff allowances. , X queen st.

action came Sunday (Jan. 10) are foning the working people committee of poor peoples WANTED ROOMER FORI ;   ^
‘.LejLZfihefJ and ,he poo, of Canada to pay group, and ,o « , oabood SELF-O^MtoD HOBeI . .

day confereoce. The denum- the inhunum =osB ot tiei, -ewapap«- to bnk poo, pe» TO WBE. FURNKMED 1 --------
stratioos will coioeide with tie ernd wa, o« infladon. F» ■ “f «” "g® - I , /fTATE

start ot a meeting in Ottawa of “Mmwhil., tie ml causes '« “ ^ poo, peo- CALL 4^-6612 I , / LE CHATEAU y
fedend and prolcial politic- of indadm. - etimtitant pm- pie » PH* as soon » pmble. « X^tiDERlCTW^

an
o-

the election.
Minister Benson has deliberately

Other resolutions passed Sun
day by delegates included a

X GEORGE'S
Xu QUEEN ST.

fits and rents - remain un-

Jan. 25.

from a Califormia prison, a cat

HERBY'S
QUEEN ST.

LEVINES

THE

TUTORING ACADEMY 

OF YORK
LANG'S

K-MARTL3 84 Queen St. 
Fredericton

IT HAPPENS ONCE A YEAR,
OUR ENTIRE WINTER STOCK REDUCED TO CLEAR.

HIGH-GEAR
t-CADEAiii ;

:
;

MEN'S GENUINE 
LEATHER COATS

zip-out Borg lining by Craft

reg. 85.00 sale 57.95 
reg. 125.00 sale 89.95

.
MEN'S NYLON 

WINTER JACKETS
by Craft and Utex 

reg. 24.98 sale 16.88
reg. 29.95 sale 19.88
reg. 39.95 salt* 27.88

;NIndividual instruction two 
hours nightly.

Monday thru Thursday 
7:00-9:00 p.m.

French - Physics -
Chemistry - Mathematics 

Grades 9-10-11-12 
University Tutorials 
Physics 1000 (UNB) 
Mathematics 1000 (UNB) 
Highly Qualified Teachers

Presently Teaching in Their 
Subject Areas 

Inquire about oW" 

CONVERSATIONAL 
FRENCH COURSE

«SMOKE .SHOPPE
. R-CADE & FRED. > 
Xw MALL^/

-

:

I

:

G i *
i i
*xfredelle shoes

FRED. MALL
V: ■;

IENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S SWEATERS 30%

cardigans and pullovers 
by Jantzen & Rendale

*
if discount

ROYAL STORES
YORK ST. V Is 1

IMEN'S GENUINE SUEDE COATS 

with zip out Borg lining 
reg. 79.95 sale 52.95

i
i

: i
IF YOU DON'T SEE IT |

- dB.d 1
Using The Direct 

Approach 
Texts Supplied 
Phone 454-3913

;

ASKJ i.
IA tA*
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computers maintain constant 
on st.john fiver water quality

FP

ThU third computer in the 
chain of automated monitor
ing is the final resting place 
of the information from the 
river-bank. It is capable of 
averaging the figures for any 
given parameter over any 
period of time beginning with 
its first records.

only thing this com
puter memory bank com
puter can’t do is predict 
floods,’ said the scientist.

However, the riverbank 
computer does sound the 
alarm if the level of the 
water
drastically at any given time. 
If a human should enter the 
station for a service call and 
neglect to shut the door firm
ly, „ the computer informs 
bead office as it files it’s 
report that the door was left 
oepn or that its intake pipe 
or drainage way has become 
clogged.

If tbe intake or output of 
water is affected the com
puter will dbut itself oflf until 
its reset.

inted from the Telegraph Journal 

By DAVID R. JONAH
Correspondent

a sample of the water off in 
a container until a field 
technician can be dispatched 
from the head office to 
retrieve the sample for 
further analysis.

Unusual water content is 
not only recorded by the 
computer but the head com
puter is notified of the con
dition and an alarm is set off 
in the Moncton office alerting 
officials of a change in water 
content.

“This machine does 
everything but talk to us on a 
24-hour basis,” said one 
scientist.

The machine may not be 
able to talk but its typing 
speed is phenomenal. Since 
the head computer is con
nected with a typewriter, the 
actual conditions transmitted 
by the computer on the river- 
bank by telephone wire are 
recorded by the central elec
tronic brain on a continuous 
strip of paper in numerical 
code. Simultaneous with the 
typewritten copy, a comporter 
punch tape is made for even
tual programming in a 
storage bank computer which 

be called on for in
formation retrieval at any 
'times.

repri is presently on the bank of 
the Albert County Causeway 
joining Moncton and the 
county. This unit is being us
ed by the head office for 
training purposes.

Moncton was established as 
the head office for the 
monitoring project because 
the regional laboratory for 
water analysis is located 
there, the logical cho:ce 
because any future expansion 
would involve the system 
there.

Costing $200,000. in equip
ment expense alone, this 
system will provide constant 
surveillance of the river in 
case of pollution -spills and 
data for a study of water 
quality in I he St. John River 
by the river basin authority.

FREDERICTON - Cana- 
are living in ariians

technological world where 
electronic gadgets command 
increasing importance, as 
they assume roles withir; 
society. This phenomena has 
been recently introduced into 
the St. John River to keep 
labs on the quality of the 
river water for resource

■‘The

☆ ☆☆
However, officials stress 

the latter function of the pro
ject. f.s the most mnortant 
and discourage references to 
il as a special attempt at 
pollution conlrol.

This form of electronic 
monitoring is the first to be 
conducted in Canada and of
ficials say that the success of 
this vor.lure will determine 
the future of automated 
water q u a I i t y programs. 
The State of New York is 
known to have a similar 
system In operation, slated 
one official.

The monitoring system Is 
highly developed technically, 
but simple in its essential 
operation. A 10 by 20 foot 
portable laboratory is 
situated along the hanks of 
the river in several locations 
drawing in and releasing a 
continuous supply of river 
water for analysis.

Analysis is conducted by a1 
of s e n s i t i v<*

should change
purposes.

The increasing use of com-, 
pulcrs has evoked alarm in 
certain circles, in protest, as 
these electronic brains con
tinue to regulate more o{ 
human life. However, I he 
computerized monitoring, 
svstem for water quality con
trol installed at seven loca
tions along the St. John Rivet 
will serve lo protect man’s 
most
resource, say government of
ficials.

fr ☆ ☆
The regional laboratory 

presently receives water 
samples taken from all over 
the Maritime region on a 
mon'hly basis and scientist 
at the laboratory are quite 
excited about the prospect of 
expansion of the system for 
Ihe Atlantic area when and ii 
the decision is made. This 
decision will rest on the suc
cess of the St. John River 

■ Monitoring Program, say of
ficials.

Each electronically 
operated monitoring station 
on 'he river is connected on a 
24-hour basis with a central 
head computer located here. 
River water at these seven 
locations is pumped in'o a 
tray containing six sensitive 
parameters each recording a 
separate item of data.

A parameter is an elec
tronic sensor connected with 
a small computer brain in 
the trailer laboratory which 
is programmed for natural 
conditions. Not only are 
natural conditions recorded, 
but this electronic brain is 
programmed for extreme 
changes in water content and 
records whether the water 
content, is above or below 
natural conditions content.

valuable natural

HA.-A. Vf; \
Please turn to page 13

They say water as a 
resource is under constant 
abuse and that the federal 
government, through the 
recently proclaimed Canada. 
Water Act, is attempting to 
prevent further abuse. To 
this end a system of elec
tronic surveillance devicey 
have been introduced in thq 
river lo record the quality of 
the river water at any given 
moment or over a period ol 
time.

The automated water 
quality monitoring system is 
a joint project of the New 
Brunswick Water Authority 
and Ihe federal department 
of fisheries. The federal 
minister rcponsible lor Ihe 
project is Fisheries Minister 
Jack Davies, who .has boon 
charged with establishing the 
new department n f en
vironment Manv of the of
ficials participating in the 
protect are energy, mines 
and resources personnel who 
have been temporarily 
associated with Ihe fisheries 
department.

can

Xseries 
parameters which send data1 
to a head compu'er in 
Monel on bv telephone line 
transmission. \A«

- AA. ifVi

The monitoring stations an 
located on Ihe Presquilp 
River at Ihe Canada - United 
S'ales Border. Ihe Mcdux- 
nekeag River at Belleville, 
the Kenncbeca.si- River at 
Apohaqui near Sussex, and 
on Ihe St. John River at St,' 
Basile, Four Falls. E a s t 
Floroneeville and McKinley 
Ferry. All local ions are orf 
the river itself or o nt 
tributaries of the St. John 
River.

An eighth location is plan
ned for the river but this unit

V,
>>

8[fj

IVvV ☆ ☆

Tutoring Centre 
Involves 

No SRC Funds

Should the water contain 
unusual levels of a subs'.act 
monitored by one of the six 
parameters, then the field 
!ab unit automatically draw»

RE: ADMISSION TO FIRST YEAR

accept you into a three year 
instead of the four

With the exceptions of Que- mented in September 1972.The
bee and Newfoundland aH stu- University has committed itself program
dents will have to have Grade to accepting several Nova Scot- year one offered here, 
uems win nave to nave u au , h are taL:ne The averages needed to en-

f "ù*0 "e rst ye3j Gnde |2 ind wj|| be admitted ter the University of New Bruns-
of UNB. Quebec students will Orade 12 and will ne aamureo Rmnswick will
continue to be admitted with *« second year next September, wick from New Brunswick wt 
conttnue to be adm.ttcd with ^ taken fay ^ be unaffected. After' this year

Senate on Tuesday. January 19 the Grade 13 program offered
in Moncton will be discontinued 
so that all students will enter

but it was rejected. Although 
he has been away from teaching 
for some time, he has not been 
away from physics as he is a-

SRC President MacFarlane 
has proposed that the Student’s 
Representative Council set up
a Tutoring Centre where stu- . x . ...,
dents who feel that they te- boutriohme .paper published
quite extra help in courses may bZ *= C,md,»n Jou™1 »' 
receive it ~ Physics. C uncu was also told

No SRC funds would be that the tiiiosophy depart 
involved. Council decided to be ment has made inquiries into 
only the go-between for those the hiring of Dr. Strax but the 
who require help and those President was against sue

President was against such

Grade 11 and students from
kNewfoundland will be admitted 

with Grade 11 on an individual was in face of the fact that it 
basis. you took Grade 12 in Nova 

Scotia, universities there would first year from Grade 12This policy will be imple-

who are willing to give it.
If a student wants help he action.

Med only notify the SRC who Count' »teu deeuled to
wM proride him with » lift of «'="=' '« ’Tf™ 
totoi. Anyone wish™, tub. JO Duteen, ««tug that D,
come a Stmxshonld also notify strl,x »««“ Prol,*blZ be «" 
the SRC. Although noaet price mset to the university and 

established for such ser* therefore should be hoed, 
vices, it was expected that S3.0C STEAMED PvaaTOEs

per hour would be a reasonable EDMONTON (CP)-When pota- 
feç toes are wrapped in foil before

Council also passed a mo- being placed in .the wen, they
tion that should Dr. Norman J”n ^J^j ygays Aileen WbP- 
Strac wish to participate in {ood and nutrition spe-
such a programme, he would cialist with the Alberta agricuh 
be welcome, tore department. BE you prefer

Last summer Dr. Strax made them light and fluffy, she “**» 
an application to teach at UNB bake them wiloot the foil.

10% OFF
ALL PURCHASES AT 

HERBY’S MUSIC STORE
was

306 QUEEN ST.

WITH I.D. CARDS
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y/ a teen tour by the YMCA.pur
device is used in securing 
evidence for pollution 
dharges and trials against 
Industrial polluters.

Can a computer prove con
tinuous legal possession of 
the evidence (polluted water) 
until the trial date?

Every report made by the 
computer is dated and timed 
to the second by the elec- 
ionic brain.

Until now the legal im
plications suggested would be 
ludicirous, but the develop
ment of the electronic 
surveillance device in opera
tion continuously has chang
ed the concept of unobserved 
pollution of water resources.

Fisheries officials were 
careful to play down the 
pollution angle of the system, 
stressing that .the in
formation being compiled 

for judging water quality 
as a resource for an area.

Due'to the compact nature 
of the computer, the office 
spa-ce presently used by the 
department could easily han
dle enough systems for the 
entire Atlantic area.

The electronic brain used 
in the hea<j computer re
quires an area in dimension 
fo two car batleries~place<! 
side by side. Small printed 
and solid state circuits, 
miniscule in size, serve as 
the main components of the 
electronic monitoring brain.

“This whole system would 
not fit in this large room bad 
it been necessary to use 
tubes
transistorized circuits,” said 
Doug Cullen, a water 
resource officer with the 
federal department of. 
fisheries.

He explains that the 
parameters controlled by the 
computer when measuring a 
condition such as the PH 
level in water is sensitive to 
any substance which changes 
the natural balance.

Sewage introduced into the 
river would result in the loss 
of oxygen, if the loss was 
great enough then the 
paramler would send the 
message to the computer 
which records the sudden 
loss in oxygen.

computers
“ It is then up to humans to

decide what further course of 
action is taken.

Presently the seven sta
tions along the St. John River 
are monitoring six areas of 
water quality which include 
conductivity, acidity-alkalini
ty balance (PH), tem
perature, dissolved oxygen, 
chloride, and turbidity.

“Kesource management is 
;he primary aim of this study 
and I hesitate to include a 
discussion of pollution when 
talking about this monitoring 
system,” aid the officer-in
charge of the water authort y 
division, federal department 
of fisheries,. Vincent 
Dohaney.

The monitoring system 
does have its draw backs sin
ce it does not operate in 
winter. Officials say that a 
contract has been assigned 
for winterizing three loca
tions which include Fres- 
quile, Meduxnekeag Rivers 
and East Florenceville.

The possibilities for the 
system are endless as the 
present automated monitors 
can handle up to 20 field lab 
locations and four more 
parameters could be added to 
the tray for analysis.

FROM

PAGE 12

A. hing out of the 
orti ry in the water is tin
men ely available to the 
sci< st in the lab by 
readv g the typed report 
which can be called for at 
any ne manually, or on a 
30 mu tité, 60 minute or two 
hour t-equency, if operated 
automatically. If all 
parameters are normal and 
the trailer laboratory is 
operating under regular pat
terns, the typewriter prints a 
series of "O" across the 
page under each monitor 
designation. But once a “1” 
appears under any monitor, 
it signifies that tihs 
particular parameter is not 
in operation or has un
dergone a drastic change and 
is recording the difficulty.

t
☆ ☆ ☆

Any change in the six 
treas results in an automatic 
jamming which is examined 
install in the regional lab-

instead of the

oratory here. This process 
arise interesting legs'may

implications in the future if 
the electronic surveillance

was
tough 
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?Fresh blood for SRC :

F„sh Hood with ,em of enceCheinn.».*»i.lD.Fene.y etiv.i.S^Mo.mo» mi»o-of nomm.d,n,„ „n.
experience in the realm of Bod, Fe»«y and MecF.de». »^ .y“”th“is flnishin. Were some unofScid 
political experience with the were part o this yea^ ex “ a half term with the University candidates for the positions a-
operationof the Student’s Rep- live and clearly ifcmjar with » half t«m T of eringTeuJ- vaüable, such as Robert Poore,
«Tentative Council am offering the problems the SRC must Senate «^.v onenng as Editor, campus social
SRC elections ,o be held on «*££•£»£ d. Sen,,. =on.nUn.,o, end Chehmen of
February 10. Fenety w U should offer the incoming pres- die Winter Carnival Committee.

Several of the early can- ptroller *hik MacFariime * iTs^erd opportunities fo, He is ronored to be offering
didates who have flledwith ronnmgfor "jP ' legislation arising from the Sen- for President as is Ron Gaudet
the SRC office by Wednesday At tins point Robert Elgree legislation an g 0f the Young Socialists . Gaudet
of this week have snent con- is opposing ene . s pos Two candidates have offered has been an active member of
siderable time involved with for Jn‘tative positions for the position of Validictorian the campus group and was an
campus owunzamm teleted AJic7”™Tfive "pen Don Olmsteed. mtiHn, SRC defied VicPmriden, Ç» 
with the SRC , . Vice-Ptesdent and Dave Jonah didate in die fall SR( eleclinn.

Highlighting the .and,dates w,U b%“n“,edJ’y. f ,1 the <mlv wo candidates Another n,mo«d SRC
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Electronic surveillance of 
the nation’s waterways raises 
some interesting points but 

better than t h enone
psychological effect say the 
scientists.

“If an intentional polluter
knows that our small dev ce 
is present in ’he water ne-r 
his’ location monitor1"?, con
tinuously. he will think ‘. d ice 
about where he dumps his 
disposal waste, even though 

interests 
primarily in regards to water 
quality,” said Mr. Cullen.

“Our greatest threat is 
always being there.”
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PHOTOKIN^^ /|
APERTURE 71 is a new'feature devoted to 
products of the photographic art.
The Editors invite submissions of black'and 
white negatives or prints of superior quality.
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SCHEIU
5 Torchlight Parade fi* SUB Fii

T free n

Preliminary Tournai#» - Chi
I - Piz

Opening Dance and «f Queen
- Complettllities
- Admissiil

THURS. JAN. 28 8PM

BIG 9PM-1AM

DAYS Sliding Derby
Man and Mustache pflnnell Ha 

- Roaring 20's ale - Sil

Tournaments at Mctil - Ping

I - Fact
FROTH at R’Cade :|$1.00 
Afternoon Pub -Qiift - Tug

I - Par
Pub with Light show!- Admis 
Froth at the R'Cadi lion $1.0

FRI. JAN. 29 1PM
830PM-1:30AM

9PM

9PM-1AM 
SAT. JAN. 30 1PM-7PM

| '_ 8PM-1AM
9PM-1AM

iA
KK

1 ' ta
f age' 1 -

IS
. 0 r;:

Queen’s Ball - RCRn f >. . ,m
- SUB BSBar fac 

Hangover Breakfast al you car

Sugar Derby and race and Be
Fashion Show and DimllB (old)
Folk Festival - Tillelitcrium 

-5 FoEdmissioi

W
Jt -M . SUN. JAN.31 11AM-1PM

9:30AM-5PMY
ë 1

■ ^ %
4:30PM-6:30PM 

8:30PM -10:30PMr
>l;-

■ 1

8:PM-12 MIDNIGHT Movies at Head Hall I 

Afternoon Pub - SU* - Ne

Etr ^
X

MON. FEB. 1 4:30PM-7PMf _V'-' ■*86-
...

£•'£ ? -rB

Ikm CHAMBERS BROTHERSIHAN ED!7PM and 9:30PMKm : y.-..-. ^i.
\ i :1

' i ^ 1 UNS W 
GARNIThe Chambers Brothers
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:*aat Parade frA SUB First 100 participants receive 
I free refreshment tickets

ry Tournant!» - Chug-a-lug Championship

I - Pizza Eating Contest (on stage)

lance and t* Queen - SUB Ballroom
- CompleMlities - Featuring FROTH
- Admisse! - Tickets available at door

SI
H

'H j
mÈ&m

B- ' md mm
m-4'/S*:

I

Pali

Brby r à

Mustache Pliineii Hall - ORIGINAL DIXIE SHOW BAND 
Bring 20’saS - Silent Movies - ADMISSION $1.50

nts at Mccll - PingPong - PinBall - Monoply 

- Faculty boat - races
Jonathan Edwards

: R’Cade :|$1.00
n Pub -Oil! - Tug of War - Snowball Fight 

I - Parajump onto campus 
Light show!- Admission 750 SUB

GARNIE 71'S FATHER'S MOUSTACHE PUB
This is the biggest bar-function of 'Garnie 71'. There 

is room for over 1,000 inebriates! -Admission will be 
$1.50 -refreshments will 3/$l.00, or l/$.35 -Music by 
the Original Dixie Show Band -Laurel and Hardy 
movies will be shown -Tournaments will take place 
during the action -McConnell Hall, Friday, January 
29,1971.the R'Cade lion $1.00

f age and student ID required In association with Garnie '71, the UNB Sport para
chute Club is holding an international meet January 
29, 30, and 31. Jumps will be made onto the river on 
a line with Smythe Street and over fifty participants 
are expected. In addition, weather permitting, there 
will be a Saturday afternoon jump onto campus.

tall - RCR W
- SUB *Bar facilities available 

Breakfast a| you can eat for $1.00

rby and racii and Bean Supper at Crabbe Mountain

-

1

FROTH

FROTH, a dynamic six-piece rock group, will ap
pear at Fredericton's new night club. The Cosmopo
litan, in the R'Cade, 546 King Street. They will do 
three shows Friday and Saturday night between 9:00 
pm and closing time. Admission is $1.00 and tickets 
can be purchased at the door.

how and DirallB (old) - $1.25 admission
tival - TiHentcrium 

-5 FoUpmission $1.00
t Head Hall 

n Pub- SI

1

CRABBE MOUNTAIN SKI FESTIVAL

Sunday will be a full day on the mountain - a giant 
slalom course easy enough for novices will be set for 
participants -for $5.00 skiers will get not only a full 
day tow ticket, but also a bean dinner on the hill and 
four (4) refreshments tickets -following the ski festival 
there will be a movie festival at Head Hall with: 
"Viva Zapata" (Marlon Brando) and "The Desert 
Rats" (Richard Burton), and a folk festival at Tilley 
Hall with five acts.

- Ho admmisshm charge

IS BR0THERSIHAN EDWARDS in Concert at the Playhouse

VITER TOURNAMENTS

There will be approximately fifteen tournaments 
associated with carnival this year, with trophies for 
the winners of all events. Gift certificates will be 
given to finalists. A grand prize to be announced later 
will be given to one of the individual trophy winners.

f71L » j

1

.%»* iiinmii»;,< -t .t-t-i,? », t » -> ) > ,i.» 1 uu « 1 ■ >
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SRC ELECTION
Wednesday • February 10th

NOMINATIONS ARE NOW BEING RECEIVED 
FOR CANDIDATES WHO WISH TO RUN IN THE 
S.R.C. ELECTION FOR THE FOLLOWING SEATS

President
Comptroller
5 Arts Representatives
1 Business Administration Representative
2 Education Representatives
3 Engineering Representatives 
I Forestry Representative
I Law Representative 
I Nursing Representative
3 Science Representatives
I Post Graduate Representative
4 Representatives at Large
Each nomination must be written and must 
include:

(1) The full name, local address, phone num
ber, faculty and year of the candidate.

(2) The full name, local address, phone 
ber, faculty and year of tne nominator.

(3) The full name, local address, phone num
ber, faculty and year of the two seconders
The nominator and seconders of a candidate 
must be in the same faculty as the candidate.
The nominations for the President and Comp
troller must, in addition, include the signature of 
ten (!0) registered students of UNB.
All candidates must be registered students of 
UNB.
Candidates for President must be in at least their 
second year.
Nominations close at 12 noon, Wednesday Janu
ary 27 th.

Nominations are to be submitted to the Re
turning Officer, c/o SRC by mail or in person.

Returning Officer 
Mike Richard 
P.O. 345
MacKenzie House 
454-3676

nurrv
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UNB TUTORING CENTRE TO OPEN
- designed to co-ordinate tutoring for 
courses given at UNB.
- all students interested and all qualified 
people who wish to give such help (in
cluding grad students and senior honor 
students) will be registered with the 
centre.
- the centre will therl bring together stu
dents and tutors who will arrange for 
their own meeting places
- tutors will charge $3.00 per hour for 
their services.

*

Tutors are urged to register as soon as possible at the SRC office, room 126,
SUB between 9am and 5 pm, Monday to Friday.

ELECTION OF STUDENT SENATORS
February 1971

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
Election Date: Weditesday-February 10th, 1971

Three student senators are to be elected at large by the students on the Fred
ericton campus.

Students registered as kill-time students in the reg
ular session are eligible for nomination, provided that 
they have given their consent in writing, and provided 
that they are in good academic standing. A candidate 
is not considered to be in good academic standing if:

(a) he or she is repeating a year 
or (b) he or she is on academic probation 
or (c) he or she faiieu more than two year courses, or 

the equivalent, in the preceding year 
or (d) (in the case of a new student) he or she was ad- 

on probation.

Nominations forms may be obtained from the Re
gistrar's office, or the SRC office. They must be signed 
by the candidate, a nominator, a seconder, and at 
least twenty (20) other students eligible to vote.

ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE

Students registered as full-time students in the reg
ular session in Fredericton are eligible to vote on pro
duction of a valid I.D. card.

Any questions about eligibility or procedure should 
be addressed to the undersigned.PROCEDURE FOR NOMINATION

Nominations must be filed with the Secretary of 
the Senate (the Registrar) by 12 noon on Wednesday, 
27th January, 1971.

The students elected will serve as Senators from 
March, 1971 until February, 1972.

D.C. Blue, Secretary of Senate

I
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STILL MORE CAMPUS QUICKIES

The Koeckert Quartet from German-Russian Cultural Pro- the Creative Arts Committee 1550. ige. The Head Returning Ot-
Germany, presents an evening gram. this year. 3. A revised Biology 100 Seer s report stated that the
of chamber music at the Play- The. Koeckert Quartet’s rep- will be offered as well as the election of the President, coin
house on Thursday, January ertoire comprises the classical, New Courses- introduction of a new course, ptroBer, and the Arts repre-
28. at 8:15. romantic and contemporary 1. Beginning next year there Biology 1550. The Biology 1550 sentatives would all be done on

During this, their fifth A- string quartet literature. They will be changes in the Biology will be similar in idea to Chem
merican tour, the Koeckert have presented the world prem- courses available to first year 1800, in that in will be a ter
Quartet will play at the Frick iere of many famous modem students. This revision will be nunate course The new course 

Collection in New York and at works.

“Fre 
for the 
is no ft 
dom foicomputer cards and would be 

counted by the IBM computer 
in Head Hall.

The reasons for the other

*
•i

Mar
•;i positic 

Order 
jijlitical 

entaile 
was th 

iji The 
!;! Quebe 

abrogé 
servinc 
The s< 

v variou 
itconvin 
:j: of life

put into effect in Sept. 71. will not have any labs but will
Vale Umveraty wbttt they’re Membm of .hequarte.»e; 2 «0. totog tteb ,oto
played in each of (heir previous Rudolf Koeckert, viohu;Rud- evening expressed „L™,ÎL year students who wish , fresh- «>»«tedma sundar faduou was
tours. The Quartet have also df Koeckert Jr., vrohn; Oscar about Kstud;nts transferin “ man course in Biology to take due to ** «P*™* and that
toured Europe, AustraUa, In- Riedl, viola; and Joseph Merz, facultjes that requjred *ore the course without requiring ^ T6"’» elections would be
donesia, North and South Af- cello. than introductory Biology. It a continuing program in Bio- examined as a trial.

was assured that such students ,0gy-
In 1965 they played in the evenings of entertainment pre- wou|d be able to continue in a

USSR under the auspicies of a sen ted free to UNB students by Biology programme if they had
done satisfactorily in Biology

This is the third of fourrica and Latin America. No costs were given for the 
cards but it was reported that 

This year the S.R.C. elec- the administration may be wil- 
tions will enter the computer ling to foot die bill.

COMPUTER BALLOTS

Report sympathetic to Indians, EskimosAvenue Florists 
CORSAGES

■'W*.The Globe end Melt
OTTAWA — Nowhere is the 

Royal Commission on the 
Status of Women more sym
pathetic than when it is deal
ing with the problems of Es
kimo and Indian women.

In seven recommendations, 
the commission asks the orov- 
inces, the federal Govern
ment, universities and private
industry to help Indians and 
Eskimos bridge the gaps be
tween their children who go 
away to schools and the par
ents who remain behind.

It recommends that govern
ments encourage Eskimo and 
Indian women to take training 
in adult education for work in 
northern communities. It fur
ther recommends that the 
same governments ensure 
that management training 
programs in the operation of 
co-operatives and small busi
ness enterprises be made 
available to all native women 
as well as men.

In the chapter on women 
family, the commis

sion notes “a special kind of 
discrimination under the 
terms of the Indian Act which 
can affect Indian women upon 
marriage. The act provides 
that an Indian man who mar
ries a non-Indian retains his 
Indian status and confers it 
on his wife and children. But 
an Indian woman mho mar
ries a non-Indian or a non- 
registered Indian, not only 
cannot confer on him the 
status of an Indian but loses 
all the rights and privileges of 
an Indian, as do the issue of 
the marriage.”

Between 1958 and 1968,4,605 
Indian women had their 
names automatically removed 
from the Indian registry fol
lowing marriage to non-Indi-

It recommends that the 
Indian Act be amended to 
allow tile women to retain 
their status and to transmit it 
to their children.

“Daughters grow up with 
little interest in the things 
their mothers can teach them 
which creates a distressingly 
wide generation gap. Some 
Eskimo and Indian women 
who appeared before our 
commission did not under
stand what happened to their 
children when they went 
away to school. Since they 
had never seen a residential 
school, they could not share 
the experiences of their chil
dren.”

The commission urged the 
following:

Adult education courses to 
provide at least functional lit
eracy in either French or 
English for Indian and Es
kimo women;

—Encouragement for native 
women to participate in 
school planning and program
ming;

—Thé training of native 
women as teachers and teach
ers' aides.

—Special courses for teach
ers who plan to work with na
tive people.

The commission would like
universities to establish and 
strengthen courses and re
search in Indian and Eskimo 
cultures. It recommends that 
the federal Government, in 
co-operation with the Territo
ries, offer learning trips to 
the south to native women 
and couples.
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We consider that we are your university shop 
ns we are located at 834 Charlotte St.

It is a pleasure to do business 
with the students.
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W 13 bill tV Of MEW YORK (^l)P Ads for 5Lo» referrti. University of Southern Color
__ x The United States Student and articles about the myth of ado in Pueblo the managing ed-

m II Press Association reports that the vaginal oigasm have been itor of the Arrow was fired when
Jj B* III II I | 51 r* 25 campus papers have been banned by school administra- ghe refused to change an ed-

I# VlllUVI \M V censored and two campus radio tions and state governments at itotial about student parking.
by David MacNaughton ^ stations have been shut down Concordia CoDege hi Minneso- The administrations of Dil-

“Freedom only for the supporters of the government, only# since September. ta, Metropolitan State College lard University and Norfolk
for the members of one party-however numerous they may be- :j: The repression being faced in pueblo, Colorado, the State State College, both Black sch-
l< no freedom at all. Freedom is always and exclusively free- j; by college? papers has taken the University of New York at Buf- ools. have had their presses

i-i dom for the one who drinks differendy.” ij form of editors fired, evictions fa[0t University of Connect!- shut down. Dillard's newspaper
-Rosa Luxemburg ;• and lock-outs from offices, cut, and colleges in Massachus- staff refused to submit copy to

, . _ . , , . . :j: freezing of funds, suptession of etts, Ohio, South Dakota, and an advisor for censorship; and
Many people in Canada, upon learning of the im-g articles about women’s opres- ; Georgia. Norfolk’s paper supported stu-

\ position of the War Measures Act and later the Public ¥ «on and prohibition of publica- The staffs of the Perdue Ex- dent actions against the inva- 
ii! Order Act were obviously not upset by the loss of po- g tion. ponent in Indiana and the Ua- don of Cambodia this past
v litical freedoms and basic democratic rights that this :- The USSPA survey of its of IUinois ^ ^ spring.
::jentailed. The obvious reason for their lack of concern| membership reported that 40 Chicago, the IUini, have been ... •'£
i: was that m fact very few people did lose there rights | pa cent ref the papas replying lockd ot their office, be- ‘In'»! appeaejjn the ltrflean, 
I _ P"™ “">•«; °f Canada a"d »e PT"r°fl -h« they hoe b«n cen- didn’t adhoe I. the
| Quebec had after ah, made it quite clear that the| sored o, hreored *=.«« drey roMem6„ fa'll campus papa,
Ï abrogation of civil liberties was really a means of pre-j;; they express radical politics, fr» for publication. And at the .mi yearbooks.
¥ serving our democratic right, not destroying them, g 
¥ The so-called threat of insurrection and activities of 
I various front organizations and plotters combined to!;!
!;• convince the vast majority of Canadians that their way § 

of life was indeed in danger. One must still be prevel- 
¥ ant considering the Prime Minister's insistence on the:*:
¥ continued use of the Public Order Act. j:j

The question that must be raised in assessing the:-:
Prime Minister's justification of the use of these ex- 

¥ traordinary powers is simply this: Did the imposition iij 
/of these Acts increase or erode our democratic-;! 

freedoms.
Last year a well-known Quebecer spoke about this 

¥ very subject. "The role of government," he said, "is.;:;
:j: not merely to react but to anticipate. If a government, §
:;i in dealing with terrorists if forced to use repression 
¥ by the police it has obviously failed. The government $ 

must alter the social problems which cause terrorism :•!
¥ rather than rely on repression which can never cure ;•;
¥ " ;:;

This perceptive analysis aided the speaker to go on |
:> victory in a leadership campaign in the Province of 
¥ Quebec. His name is of course Robert Bourassa. One i;i 
¥ of his opponents - Pierre Laporte. ;|

On Premier Bourassa's own terms his government :| 
jij has failed. The Quebec government had information;;!
¥ last spring that political kidnappings were being plan-;!; 
v ned. Detailed plans for the capture of the American |
¥ ambassador had been captured along with other 

Yet the government's failure to recognize and an- 
:j; ticipate the danger of terrorism was followed by a ;!;j 
¥ much greater folly. The suspension ,of civil liberties §:
¥ does nothing for the preservation of democracy. The g 
¥ Prime Minister has cleverly substituted the word demo- g 
¥ cracy for the word stability, for it is in the name of jg 
ij: stability that these actions are being taken and stability :j;
¥ in no way assures democracy. We say we believe in ;!;
¥ freedom of speech, freedom of the press, the right to 
¥ bail and the assumption that a man is innocent until 
¥ proven guilty. Do we really believe in these or are we !|
¥ more concerned about maintaining the status quo? j;j 
:j: Do we not have laws to deal with kidnapping, murder :j:
¥ and sedition without resorting to political repression?

It is time the Prime Minister and the people of Can-:;:
¥ ada decided whether they are really interested ini;;
¥ developing a more democratic state or if there inten-:j:
¥ tions are merely to keep the boat from rocking. The;;- 
jij choice is not an either, or one. Stability and demo-j;;
¥ cracy can go hand in hand. If we are interested in a|
•j; more democratic state however, we must remember:-;
¥ that "freedom is always and exclusively freedom for;!; 

the one who thinks differently. §
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*:.«•» «vvvv»>;vyy y>y »The Campus Police recently 
forwarded a proposal to auto
matically fine anyone who str- ivemties and has proven quite 
ikes a C.P. $100.00. acceptable.” Mr. Lewis failed

to give the names of those uni
in a written news release, versifies, however.

“Fortunately here at UNB

;

The Red Hanger 
y ark St■ i

given to the Brunswickan the 
Chief CJ*., Ken Lewis said, there have been no incidents 
“Since other amendments were where a C.P. has been struck, 
being made to the CAmpus Po- However, if such a situation 
lice Constitution. I figured it were to occur a fine of this 
would be advantageous at the nature would help to dissuade 
same time to have this amend- anyone from striking a C.P.”, 
ment made.”

:

-■ (P.S. we still have some left)
he concluded.
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EDITOR’S REFLECTIONS
ON 3 YEAR CAREER I

:

Retiring Editor, Dave Jonah Recaps 

His Experiences as Reporter, Columnist, 

Associate Editor,and Editor-in-Chief

Regardless of quality, a paper serves os a chronicle of the events 
which, at the time of their occurence, appear earth-shattering but 
which, upon hindsight, appear insignificant. Such is the case with 
the Brunswickan which, this year, enters its 105th year of contin- 

publicatioh, holding claim to being the oldest student publi
cation in Canada.

In the past three years this paper has recorded the events on cam
pus, some sensational, some dull, but all of them a part of the mos- 
saic which makes university life such a fulfilling experience.

The following account is my personal impression of this cam
pus, from memory and files, during a period of transformation 
straining at revolution in its every fibre as protest was launched at 
the structure of the Administration and government. This protest 
was largely dis-organized and largely non-violent, but upon occasion 
contained the drama and emotions of a suspense-thriller film.

Events and life at UNB in I968werean experience, startling in de
tail, extreme in scope but, above all, made life here all for the liv
ing. In those days no incident was too small, too insignificant to 
escape the probing, cynical eyes of the Brunswickan. In late spring 
of 1967, John Oliver was elected editor of the Brunswickan, suc
ceeding the smooth operating but light-weight Allan Pressman. On 
the night of his election to the top media position on campus, Mr. 
Oliver was to prophetically state that: "the Bruns has something to 
say about the campus and that it is going to say it! "

uous

Nothing records the moods, feelings, and life styles of any era 
better than a newspaper, especially a newspaper with such a well- 
defined area of concentration as campus newspapers.

i'mo one experiences all the moods, feeling, and life styles of an 
era better than a newspaper reporter, columnist, associate editor, 
and finally editor-in-chief, who endures a three-year term. Especially 
one who devotes his every working moment to the goal that the 
Brunswickan must come out on time, despite censorship, suspen
sion, press breakdowns, lack of time and copy, and overdue essays 
to non-understanding professors.

tee-' >
6

The paper, with its continuous, conspicuous consumption of val
uable time and money, affecis people like a disease invading their 
lifestream until nothing else seems important but the task of pro
ducing the Brunswickan. 'The Bruns', as it is affectionately called, 
or cursed vehemently, depending on the state of the volunteer's 
mind, destroys anyone willing to submit to the symptoms of the 
disease allowing the paper to become central to the victim's campus

mol
wh<
Bru
andlife. Attempts to shut down Bruns
sineEvery area of the student journalist's life is affected by the symp

toms of the 'Bruns disease' which includes: loss of sleep, academic 
standing, girlfriends - serious loves or otherwise seldom withstand 
the competition of the seductive Bruns Lady of the Typewriter, and 
loss of freedom to plan ahead as everything centers around the 
weekly publishing date.

It is a matter of some significant record that the last six editors 
of the Bruns have lost the leading lady of their college experience 
to the 'paper fever.' At least two of the six previous editors devel
oped an affinity for tranquilizers, while five of the six have been 
known to actively support the expansion of the liquor sales market.

As an editor, it is always interesting to read articles written by 
well-organized psychologists as to why disorganized journalistis gen
erally, and editors especially, consume large amounts of liquor. 
Simply put, pressure accounts for much of the desire to get stupen
dously drunk, as deadlines are seldom met and invariably the pro
duction equipment 'snafus' at the wrong time.

Most editors and Bruns staff members adhere religiously to Mur
phy's Laws, one of which states: "In any scientific endeavor, some
thing will go wrong and if it does, it will go wrong at the worst pos
sible time." ,

However, despite the problems which occur, the newspaper al
ways comes out on time, for the desire to meet the publishing date 
always overrides to walk away and hide, or even more serious ten
dencies towards suicide.

Some critics, both intellectual and jock giants, tend to down
play the serious role of the student journalists by criticizing a pap
er's content, style or grammatical errors. Great delight is taken in 
pointing out ubvious errors, which the intellect of a three-toed sloth 
could find, to staff members recovering from the energy burn-off 
expended in producing the last edition.

sideBy the end of his term as editor, several attempts would be made 
to shut down the Brunswickan and the Supreme Court of New 
Brunswick would slap Oliver's hands with a fifty dollar fine for 
publishing libelous and seditious material criticizing the infallibility 
and holiness of the provincial courts and judges.

A Brunswickan columnist in 4th year Sociology, Tom Murphy, 
would spend ten days in jail as author of the questionable articles. 
This action only served to re inforce the articles' criticisms and 
created derisions of gaiety and disgust which reverberated across 
the province.

In answer, and as a result of the handling of the two Brunswickan 
members, the New Brunswick Civil Liberties Association was org
anized.

The transformation in the Brunswickan under the editorship of 
John Oliver was representative of the political forces growing among 
the intellectuals on campus. The Brunswickan led the way with 
articles not only on the current social issue of that time, such as the 
Viet Namese War, peace marches, protests and Women's Liberation 
propaganda, but on the structure of the university and rabid critic
ism of the Administration of Colin B. MacKay

No one man or issuë suffered under the scorning, cocky criticism 
hammered out by the Bruns staff than did Colin B. MacKay then 
President of the Administration. If any organ was responsible for 
pushing him farther out into irrationality and finally into retire
ment, it was the blazing, radically-operated editorial guns of the 
Brunswickan.

Under Oliver, copy writing was akin to editorial columns ex
cept that editorials were harsher and unyielding while news copy 
played at being objective in style in a subjective manner of ap
proach.

It was not revealed until much later just how extensive the con
stant attack of the Brunswickan and the spreading discontent, not 
only among the students, but in the teaching faculty,was pushing 
MacKay towards a near nervous breakdown and eventually forcing 
him to resign.

No chance was missed to record the mascinations of the presi
dent in his big-stick diplomacy approach to governing and back
room scheming to regain control of the rapidly expanding bur
eaucracy. MacKay lost control of his patriarchical controlled in
stitution and as he complained more frequently of persecution by 
students, he sank info despair and frustration. The Brunswickan 
continued to inspire discontent by accurately, although sensation
ally, recording the irregular, ill-timed, ill-handled firing of Dr.: 
Norman Strax and accompanying incidents.

The paper's stance in favour of the "Students Struggling for a 
Democratic Society" and Dr. Strax's cause did much to.alienate 
popular student support from the Bruns although one could get
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Mis-spelled words and crooked lines look like a work of match
less beauty when leaving the office for the printer in the wee hours 
of dawn, only to appear as a serious of mistakes and bungling on 
publication day. A paper's beauty, to a tired staff member, reaches 
its height at first glance when returning from the print shop. Im
mediately the process of disillusionment and disgust sets in until, 
two days later, the paper looks horrendous.

A paper's technical, artistic design and quality decreases directly 
to the length of time it has been on the newstands. TIME Magazine 
explains it this way with their office motto: "To anyone that asks, 
last week's effort was our best, but to the staff, next week's effort 
will be better! "
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L Cool, suave, debonair, a man who works on the 
,1 Brunswickan is a person who likes to be on top of the 
; I news. He has an interest in what ooes on in the univer- 
■ slty. ABrunswickan staffer gets ahead in more ways than 
I one. If you want to participate in our exciting and 
I dynamic publication drop into the office. Attend the 

Pf important staff meeting on Tuesday at 7:00 and above 
|| all phone us if you ever get any hot tips — 475-5191.
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The above ad ran in the 1967 edition of the BRUNSWICKA 7 in an attempt to draw in more staff. The man in the middle 

is none other than the present president of the SRC, Stephen MacFarl ane . There was a lot of spirit in the office in those 
days. The paper was always short of staff. The approaching exams were forgotten by many who risked 

academic standing for academic freedoms. The activity among 
those who planned and plotted pressure displays to create an aware
ness in the Administration-by this time reeling from the increasing 
volume of attacks,-created a false sort of life.

It was similar to a period of war when normal life seemed sus
pended in limbo. Those of us involved in organizing a fight a- 
gainst the 'blacklisting' of UNB by the CAUT spent our waking 
hours in combat consuming coffee and plotting demonstrations.
It was an exciting time to live and to work within the Bruns. A 
time that has never been equaled.

Apathy disappeared for awhile and every SUB conversation re
volved around the topic of UNB's uncertain future due to the 
threatened censure.

. .NUED FROM PAGE 8

mobbed delivering papers by anxious readers intent on seeing 
what those "radicals" were saying next. Although the present 
Brunswickan is more representative of popular student opinion 
and is more responsible, it is quite safe to circulate the papers now 
since the Bruns, for all intents and purposes, borders on the dull 
side.
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Sensationalism sells papers whether they be sold for nothing or 
by price.

The paper made enemies but didn't care. It made friends and 
cared less. However, the paper did say alot and it said it well. The 
cream of student intellect on campus worked for the paper, not 
academically top students in some instances, but those who did 
were unrivaled in their social conscience and devotion to radical
ism.

a Murphy, 
>le articles, 
ims and 
ed across "Campus Unrest Provided 

The Newspaper With A 
Continuous Supply Of Copy"

To be 'respected' in 1968 meant you oppsed the right things, said 
the right things, and laughed hard at the struggling Students' Coun
cil. It was still engrossed in internal matters while the world came 
to out doorstep to observe the 'Strax Affair', as someone named it. 
The Strax Affair dominated this newspaper. One incident would 
spark a main story and a t least five sidebar stories. This phenomenal 
approach to news coverage and the professional layout was achie
ved in many ways by one person.

Frank Goldspink, or 'Spink' drifted into Fredericton from On
tario working as a Versa Foods cook. A university dropout who 
had spent his university life in one of Canada's better student news
papers began working nights in the Bruns office at John Oliver's 
insistence. Finally he quit cooking and began to set fire underneath 
the Brunswickan.
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Student leaders of that time such as Mike Start.newly elected 
S.R.C. President, Brian Sullivan Comptroller, ex-Bruns Sports Ed
itor Bob Hess, Ex-SRC Vice President Alistair Robertson and Dave 
MacMullin met and composed articles outlining the effect of 
blacklisting by the national body of university professors.

Late one Sunday evening, the Bruns was asked to put out a 
special 4 page flyer provincial issue. Ferguson, Goldspink and my
self worked continuously from midnight that Sunday producing 
the special editon which appeared on Tuesday morning.

The spring of 68 was a time of little sleep.
This was the milieu on the campusduringthat period and pro

vided the newspaper with a continuous supply of copy.
An example of what havoc the Bruns could cause was the pic

ture of President MacKay and a group of vocal radicals carrying on 
what the president affectionately used to call dialogue. Our cutline 
read "... and President Colin B. MacKay using his typical double
think and double talk ..."

Unluckly I was assigned to get his reaction to another matter 
for a news story. I was told that the President would not see me, 
but that I was to go to Registrar Dugald Blue s office. He re- 
ceived me cordially enough but suddenly MacKay exploded through 
the door and for the next fifteen minutes I sat stunned as the 
President gave violent vent to his frustrations with the paper and 
the students.

From that day I knew we were right in pushing for his depart
ure, he had made the tragic mistake of administrators; who stay 
with an organization too long. A criticism of the corporation be 
came a personal insult to his feelings. He could no longer cope, for 
the university had outgrown his grasp and he tore himself and 
university apart in an attempt to regain his throne.
UNB had become a multi-university, diverse in nature and an end 
had to come to paternalistic administrating. No one cared if the 
President had trouble remembering the name of every student o 
that was a throwback to the past.

cy criticism 
Kay then 
nsible for 
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is of the "The Bruns Had Ceased 

To Be A Jock Paper"
iimns ex- 
iws copy 
of ap- Working for $4.00 a page, he averaged $32.00 a week salary, 

with deductions, and brought an element of professionalism in 
design to the paper. If anyone could get blood form a stone it was 
he, and for the first time in years the Bruns was intense, dedicated 
and campus stories increased in number.

The Bruns had ceased to be a jock paper.
Spink became my mentor and educator and he taught me to 

doubt everything in the world. He understood power and people 
and his critical eye left no plot un investigated.

As the months progressed Spink made more decisions as Oliver 
leaned heavily on his advice. Oliver gradually lost control of the 
paper and finally resigned his term early, noted as a weak editor. 
He moved on to an undistinguished career as a book store oper
ator, and is. now a reporter for the Vancouver Sun.

The paper faltered momentarily and then tore on throught the 
new term presenting critical accounts of campus life.
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Late in the spring of 1968 the lid finally blew off the latently 
boiling kettle (campus) with the threat of censure and the protest 
demonstrations that accompanied that threat. Special meetings 
began, publicity committees were formed, and polarized moderate 
students began to react. Even the SRC began to grapple with the 
problem in an effort to catch up with the events on campus.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25 mmrnm §
MacKay, rich in his own right,has not been employed by any 

other university to this date no one wants a controversial President 
tainted by student unrest.

During the periods of demonstrations, one figure in the student 
government became a bit of a tragic figure in his own right. Mike 
Start, newiy elected SRC President was thrust into the middle of 

of the biggest student uprisings in the history of the campus.
Start,a chicken-shit liberal, like myself, preached the moderate 

line, preferring negotiation over confrontation gaining respect in 
one area, losing it in another.

! recall observing Start entering the Administration building 
through a cordron of student cops. A protest demonstration was 
circling the building, playfully joshing one another, but as the 
afternoon wore on, the mood changed, growing more restless as 
Lawson Hunter whipped the students up to a peak. Hunter, a Law 
student and accomplished orator, kept the milling students en
tranced denouncing the Administration's actions and calling for 
reform.
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Into this atmosphere timidly stepped Mike Start, in an off-white 
rain coat, attempting to be heard. He had just come from a meeting 
with the Administration.

I don't remember what he said, but I do know that in effect, he 
was preaching compromise, and a number of students didn't like 
it at all.

It was a disturbing feeling, sensing the unrest that seemed to 
run through the crowd. There was little reassurance in the large 
group of engineering students who were acting as reserve storm 
troopers incase the "Strax lovers" got out of hand.

Once the issue was resolved, life at UNB drifted into the normal 
library flow, ending the most turblant year in the long history of 
UNB.

Start finished his barely audible speech, some booed, some 
clapped but most students quietly filtered back to the tomb like 
SUB where the demonstration was rehashed. The blarring juke
box had been removed to the Bruns office for the duration of the 
crisis to ensure that announcements could be made and to im
press the seriousness of the situation on the SUB patrons.

Student returning in the fall of 1968, were met by changes. 
James Dineen was President of the University and he began to 
tread lightly on the affairs of campus, committed to preventing 
another revolt like the previous year.

Students gained seats on the Senate, positions opened up on all 
Senate Committees. So many positions that it became difficult to 
fill them.

Apathy to student affairs was back in style and Mike Start ran 
the corporation of the SRC like a business, not a student progres
sive government.

The Brunswickan in the fall of 1968 was technically innovative, 
as full time paid editor, Ian Ferguson, worked long hours guaran
teeing a paper each week despite sporadic staff support

In December a difference of opinion occured among the staff 
and a motion moved by John Blaikie and myself of non-confidence 
in the editor was last by one vote and we all resigned.

Two weeks later the SRC attempted to shut down the paper but 
were skillfully outmanoevredi by Ferguson and his new Associate 
Editor Stephen MacFarlane. The Brunswickan appeared to be un
controllable and in many instances confirmed that suspicion.

Later that year, I would be approached to run as editor after 
Ferguson resigned. I assumed editorship.

The political climate on this campus has changed drastically, 
students no longer appear interested in the government that con
trols their lives.

The SRC drones on but no one criticizes, not even this paper, 
which probably accounts for one of our greatest weaknesses.

The Brunswickan has changed drastically since I first ventured 
in the door, eyes bulging at the collection of long haired tough - 
talking, action-orientated staff members. This paper is considered 
a jock paper, now, not by intention but because the campus is 
jock-orientated in its thinking. Staff members fit the description.

Students' highest calling now is to be boozed, blowen or easily 
screwed. Not concerned at all for any social or moral issues. The 
Administration gleefully glides on working away at governing the 
university, growing more configent that the days of trouble are 
over, because nobody cares.

It might do this campus well if an issue was to develop for many 
gains arise out of conflict.

It will be the duty of future editors and future student leaders 
to promote awareness that a role of partjcipation awaits everyone.

There are more lasting rewards from serving than sitting.
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and ! 
in st« 
vermi 
the v 
respc 
(viz., 
city t 
tions 
pedei 
the e 
by dc

with eyes that smile.

with cheerful ring that hurries numbers

into payable amount.

with half amused but genuine, acknowledgement

acceptance, interest.

soon to be abandoned hall of kings

IIIwe honour you;
on th 
not r 
ways 
cheer 
zards 
eciall 
in the

for you are ours

we own you; and.

with all your sins, we love you, -

Versafoodateria
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FEEDBACKFEEDBACK Dear Sir:
*Ae problem. In tests using a 

1 send you the substance ‘.of variety of different brand of
jrfes I kept a statistical nr nidithis letter so that you may 

print it in your newspaperjthat jof my findings: _ ^
Ml the world may read and Breakage at a critical stage 
take heed: SUB brand safes: 7 in fit

That it is a plot against un- jother popular brands f In 10 
suspecting students 1 am not lodged in critical 
certain. I do know for certain §UB 
that students are getting Other brands none, 
screwed. The tests prove conclusively

Is the manager of the SUB that the SUB Brand is the in- 
a social pervert who sits in that ferior brand, 
all powerful swivil chair bf his, I attribute this inferiority 
clenching his fists, gritting his to several defects in the design 
teeth, and spinning in ecastacy of the inferior brand: First, it 
all the thought of how many ijg made of relatively poor qual- 
unwanted children he has ity material that isn’t durable 
caused to be bom this month? enough to stand up to the wear 

Truly there is no justice on ^ tear of normal use. Sec- 
this earth when students, can-

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE AUTOMO- focal gesture from pedestrians and hitch- 
BILE DRIVERS OF FREDERICTON hikers.
AND THE FREE WORLD IV Don't be hard to get along with. 

Play some of those little games that storm- 
worn pedestrians and frustrated hitch
hikers love so well, such as 'Get off my 
road or 'I'll run you down', 'Red light 
(means Go', 'Stop signs weren't meant 
for me', and that old-time intersection 
favourite, 'Indicator signals direction

Or
brand 3 in IWHAT IT IS ABOUT WALKING IN THE 

RAIN/20 DEGREES WEATHER THAT 
MAKES YOUTHINK YOU'RE GETTING 
WET/COLD
Dear Motoring Public:

The physical deterioration of our guessing game'. More mature operators 
streets and highways presents a problem will disregard the last game and not 
surpassed only by the attitudes of some bother using indicators at all. 
of those who have occasion to occupy It may amuse motorists to know that 
the periphery of those arteries. With a pedestrians have a few favourite games of 
heartfelt desire to postpone the deca- their own, such as: ‘Laugh atthe man who 
dence of our society, I would like to drove by me three blocks ago; because he 
suggest some rules which might, with no can't get his car out of the snowbank 
mean effect, be adhered to by all motor- now'f an(j 'See the funny man who does

n't know how to change a flat tire.'
i .... x ... Pedestrians are quite obviously out forp,ck up a hitchhiker. The reasons for th,s the exercise s0 wh no he| t „

are obvious. The would-be passenger, by maki them.-run to get out of your way 
refusing to pay taxi bus, tram or plane whenever you get the chance, 
fare is undermining all that is good in our 
democratic way of life. He (or she, though 
it is assumed no respectable female would , . , , ,
stoop to such blatant solicitation of long before the pedestrian whom you rec

ognize is headed for the same place. You 
will also have the advantage of being 
warm and dry when you get there. Ap- 

. predate this. It is your right; and it is 
what sets you apart from the walking 

"man. Doesn't that make you feel good? 
Observance of these few simple rules

ondly, *bey are too short, 
not be trusted to sanely handle Thirdly, the rubber band which 
the administration of a vital 
service to their community themin place, is poorly attached 
without partaking of the cor- to fl» balloon so that it often 
nipt practice of perversion and comes off during use. If you 
exploitation. are still not convinced, try one,

O Perfect One, its to you, j,ut j wam you, at your own 
the one with immeasurable ^ 
power to spread the news of 
this vital plot, that I come on 
hand and knee with tortured «valent student organization

is doing: One, only one, un- 
Tell die world what evils are wanted pregnancy, and I am

sure that there have been more, 
The Student Union Building would cancel the monetary 

is selling inferior quality safes benefits derived from the sale
of cheap brands of safes. More 
important, die hardship en- 

that a student organization countered by the parents of an 
would set out to commit such unwanted child cannot be esti- 
a crime for the sake of a few

I assume is intended to hold

ists.
I a) Never under any circumstances

jff-white 
3 meeting

I wish to remind you of the 
implications of what our bene-V Take pride in the fact that you are a 

motorist. You will reach your destination soul.ffect, he 
l't like

being committed:favours) is playing on the emotions of 
the vehicle operator. Once the driver's 
defenses a reweakened to the point where 
se picks up a hitch-hiker, there is no way 
of determining what the hitch-hiker 
might be able to do with his victim. The 
ever-respectable motorist should thus , 
disregard feelings of obligation based on ! should leac* to an improvement of order 
the golden rule theory. |on our modern thorough fares and an in-

b) Never under any circumstances of- crease >n respect for that great demo
cratic institution: the automobile. Smile

id to 
large 
torm

m its washrooms.
At first I could hot believe

normal 
tory of
l

mated.
dollars profit. Not the same The organization which 
organization which so bene- spends thousands of dollars for 
ovently distributed only a year medical insurance plan for its 
ago the well meaning Birth members is at the same time 
Control Handbook. At first I condemning many of its mem-
thought that the source of my bets to a life of hardship through
problem was not that these the sale, for uie sake of a few 
safes were inferior, but that I, 
because of my inexperiences 
was using them improperly.
Experience has proven that I 
was wrong. At my own peril I 
set out to find the source of

me
lb like 
juke- 
i of the

fer a ride in your vehicle to anyone, with 
the possible exception of your immediate ant* be proud whenever you see the

Motorists' Mottos:family, employer, or the minister, priest, 
rabbi (pick one) of your choice. All 
mother-loving, hardworking, God-fearing 
operators will understand the significance 
of these exceptions.

11 a) Vou are king of the road. Never 
feel obligated to pick up any extra pas
sengers. This is only logical. Since you 
never have to use the side-walk, why 
should you consider giving a ride to a 
ride to a pedestrian?

By doing so you would violate the 
pedestrian's right to the pursuit of hap
piness. Obviously he's walking in the 
rain because he wants to walk in the rain.

im- I) Help Stamp Out Safety Zones
II) Only You Can Prevent Pedestrians
III) A Man's Car Is His Castle.

extra dollars, of Russian Roul
ette contraceptives.g es.

in to 
ïnting

May there be an end to this 
injustice.Yours from the curb,

J.A. Ritchie
p on all 
icult to

Persecuted

mart ran 
irogres- &

EI
&

S:!
•<<:

1

IE®. ®I»1MCII 
C@-@IP ILTB).

#:jvative,
juaran- 1

I
(This also holds true for snow, extreme 
cold, etc.) Although it is in a motorist's 
nature to be considerate of pedestrians 
and not mind putting himself out to help 
them, he should be aware that such help 
is often not wanted (in many cases, 
frozen pedestrians have been known to 
resent the offer of a lift), and is thereby 
advised to ignore the pedestrian.

b) Be class conscious. As hitch-hikers 
in general are an odious class of creature 
and stand very little possibility of rising 
in status (Perish the thought that these 
vermin should aspire to be motorists! ), 
the vehicle operator need feel no social 
responsibility, or fear future retaliation, 
(viz., Since all motorists lack the capa
city to harbor resentment or vent frustra
tions on the road, any grudge-bearing 
pedestrian who succeeded in reaching 
the elevated station of motorist would, 
by definition, lose his hostile nature).

Ill Wave to pedestrians. (A long blast 
on the horn may be substituted in areas 
not restricted by law). Pedestrians are al
ways impressed by a friendly gesture. It 
cheers them up when walking in bliz
zards or downpours. This practice is esp
ecially effective when the driver is alone 
in the car, and may at times elicit a recip-

; staff 
infidence

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
The Co-op is now accepting applications for the 

summer, summer school and September 1971 (Aca
demic year) for the following houses:

780 Montgomery 
810 Montgomery 
333 Charlotte 
833 Union 
565 Aberdeen
and three other houses downtown.

Application forms are available from the Co-op 
office in Suite 102, at 780 Montgomery.

Applicants must be a student, faculty or staff 
member of UNB, STU, or TC.

Early application is advisable.

Applications will be processed in late February.
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Student Evaluation of Courses
by Rick FisheraspBfi
they will be available to students expressed about the effects on eight years or more. pressed as the to ability of the could lead to problems m that
in the courses to be evaluated relatively new professors who Several professors said ir- forms t0 **ve the Pro “sors you would have a known cnte- 
later on this term. have been teaching for only reperable damage might be done feed-back on how the professor non, and you would tes e

The motion was passed after a few years, by members of the to a new professor if his course could improve the course or form to see how weU it matched

The course evaluation pro-

was

a
Hoffi
ing 1
13)
Niagidie criterion.

Debate continued over 
whether the questkmaire evalu
ated what it was supposed to. 
It was suggested that the Evalu
ation Committee refer the ques- 
tionaire to Mr. K.T. Fuller, 
the University Guidance Coun- 
seUor as he has had a lot of 
experience in this field.

The SRC initiated the pro
ject and is supervising its carry
ing out. It is expected the pro
ject will cost about S750.0C 
to be shared jointly by the 
SRC and the university admin
istration.

After the results have been 
compiled the project itself will 
be evaluated before it is im- 
plmented permanently.

of d
prohNew Name, New Sound alrw
Such
if h 
from 
if li 
fron

by Rick Fisher
proceeding with that as one of Friday and Saturday evenings slot is filled by a popular show 
the objectives in mind.

The new format will change

Major programming changes 
including a significant addition 
of broadcast time will go into 
effect today. the programming from middle

College Hill Student Radio of the road to uptempo and 
(CHSR) is the new name of the rock. The date for this change- 
University of New Brunswick over is this Frjday January 22. 
student radio station, known 
as Radio UNB since January 
22,1961.

The new call letters are in- and Harrison House from it’s
Mem Hall Studios. Officials

it will continue to 3 am. of a few years ago The Dating 
Game with hosts Bill Akeriy 
and Indu Shukla.

The News, Weather, and 
Sports staff will have many 
more newscasts to do as they 
will have broadcasts every hour 
at five minutes to the hour and 
and major newscasts at the 
prime-times.

On Sunday the station has 
host of new shows. A variety 

of interests are included in 
their programming as the sta
tion has Jazz Folk and French 
shows and The Popular “This 
Is A Recording”.

a
It was on January 22,1961 

that the station first went on
P3)the air to Jones House LBR
pei

An interesting new show in 
the line-up is Mardi-Gras. This 
show will run from 6-7 on

sit;line with the CRTC’s régula 
fions should the station have of the radiostation feel that the

new programming is more in
vei
thithe commercial media in mind.

It is hoped that the new call line with what the student
letters will create a unity of body wants to hear,
service covered by CHSR. Along with the changes in

Over the years the radio has quality, the quantity has also 
tried to please all groups, but been increased CHSR offers 
this varied fromat has proved almost twice the programming 
to be unsuccessful. This varied it did before. The new broad- another Public Affairs program- 
format was also very closely casting day will run from 7:30 me bringing students up to date
in line with FM requirements am to 12 pm. On Saturday and on local, regional, national,and
because the station had been Sunday it will begin at 9 am and international news. The Friday

Wf
weekdays. On Tuesday Encoun
ter, A Public Affairs programme 
interview people of interest to 
students. The Thursday time 
slot is filled with This Weak

A Women’s© thii
wei
sap

Lib ual

Sby Freda W. Lovedu

Sifriday Isn't it just about time you got off your ass and 
came to a lib meeting? Sure, I know, you're already 
liberated and you think you don't need Women's 
Lib. It works the other way. Lib needs you. How can 
our demands ever be met while you, and thousands 
like you, just run around with that liberated feeling? 
That liberated feeling is great but common, we've 
got to get together and work for the things we need.

There's a great surge happening in the Maritimes. 
The Women's Liberation Movement has groups in St. 
John, Moncton, Beaver Harbour, Black's Harbour, 
Fredericton, and of course the Halifax group have 
been active for nearly three years. The Maritimes are 
not behind in this movement.

A founding member of the Toronto Women's 
Caucus, Jackie Henderson, will be in Fredericton end 
of January as part of a Maritime Tour. Her appearance 
will be open to the public and admission will be free. 
You've got to come and hear how strong women can 
be. Jackie has been active in lib for five years and she 
can straighten you out on exactly what it's about.

Sure Lib is going to change your life. That's what 
it's all about. For one thing you're going to stop 
playing all those silly 'girl games' that you've been 
socialized into ever since you were given your first ' 
doll. OK, so a few of you will say you never did like 
dolls and you played with your brother's mechano 
set. But ...are you past mechano geniuses daring an 
architectural career? No. Cause somewhere along the 
line - the Red'n'Black kickline, the winter Carnival 
queen line, or just that long, no-name line-up of ego 
boosting playmates. That's coming close to a Barbie 
Doll, baby. Throw off that socialization. You'll be a 
threat to most males but that's better than being a 
push-over.

What else will Lib do to your life? Well, you'll 
just have to hear what Jackie Henderson has to say. 
Watch for posters on her appearance.

Meanwhile, come to the next meeting, Monday, 7: 
30, SUB rm. 103. It takes a mere two hours of your 
time and we'd love to meet you.
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af
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wFOR YOUR GREATER PLEASURE li
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si
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a

$Two or three films will be shown, 
for a program of 3 to 3% hours.

One 500 admisson is good 
for the whole program.

a

Jan 22 
Feb 19 & Zb 
Mar 5 & 19

■ $.50 ADMISSIONAdmission is restricted to persons 
with UNB-STU TC Student Staff 
Faculty ID Cards. Exception one 
guest (without an ID Ca*d) per card 
holder. We reserve the right to 
refuse admission to anyone without 
an ID Card who is not the guest of 
a card holder.

HEAD HALL THEATRE 
CONTINUOUS 
FROM 8:00 PMIS [MOVIES
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his infomv 
veiy useful 
sfessors who 
their courses Abbie Hoffman Refused Entry Into Canada
os explained 
of the forms 
oleins in that 
known crite- 
mld test the 
J1 it matched

<y

OTTAWA (CUP) - Abbie or the minister and may only : Hoffman be admitted' into the himsdf at the border and there- Richard Osakie, • awooate 
Hoffman was barred from enter- remain in the country for a country to appear on their fore he has not been barred producer of Under Attack said
inc Canada Wednesday (Ian. specified time. show. from entry. If he does the he had encountered many legal
131 at the peace Bridge in Hoffman: A member of the Lang refused the necessary normal procedures will apply.” hassles over the lsat few days 
Niaara Falls under a section Chicago 7, was questioned for permit. In London, where Hoffman in his attempt to obtain clear-
of the Immigration Act which two hours and then refused On Wednesday in the House was to speak, 150 University ancc for Hoffman’s visit. “Hoff- 
m ohibits anyone with a crimin- permission to enter Canada. of Commons, Lang waffled and of Western Ontario students man’s legal status hasn’t changed

i record from entering Canada. He was to appear on Under seemed to dissociate himself shivered in bone-chilling wea- since the last tiem he was ad 
Such a person may enter only Attack Wednesday night at the from the case. Admitting he ther Wednesday afternoon on mitted to Canada and neitiiei
if he has specihl permission University of Western Ontario, doesn’t like to refer to individ- University College Hill to pro- have the immigration laws,”
from immigration authorities The show producers had ml cases the minister went on test Lang’s decision refusing he said,
if he has special permission written to Otto Lang,Minister to say,’“ So'far as I know Mr Hoffman’s entry,
from immigration authorities of Immigration asking that Hoffman has not yet presented The demonstration,arranged

inued 
ionaire evalu- 
supposed to. 
lat the Evalu- 
;fer the ques- 
K.T. Fuller, 
idance Coun
ted a lot of 
field.
ited the pro
sing its carry- 
icted the pro- 
out $750.00 
irtly by the 
ersity admin-

over

Immigration officials claim 
by members of the Coalition Hoffman was admitted to Can- 
for Social Action - a group ada last year because the border 
started last October to protest officials wefc unaware he was 
the War Measures Act - lasted a celebrity or a man with a 
only 20 minutes mainly be- criminal record, 
cause of the bitter, cold wea
ther.

Varsity Censored For Sexuality
Osakie said Lang had admit 

ted Hoffman had not been 
refused entiy into Canada “be
cause of what he might say on 
television.” He added that, as 
a journalist, he was "sick of

Earlier in the day, the CSA 
has distributed about 2,000 
leaflets calling for students to 
protest against the “irrespon
sibility of the government.”

Speakers at the demonstr 
ation told the crowd that the «**7 gemment de
decision was antidemocratic, partaient controllmg the media.
Hoffman was given “a dubious 
conviction under a dubious 
law,” Jeff Lawrence, a member in| for himself and told the 
of the CSA said. “In view of students that the producers of 
this country’s recent experience the woum not allow Hoff- 
dith the War Measures Act,” man t0 appear if he entered 
he commented, “it is essential “Screen Gems does
for the government to show not want t0 go to jail,” he 
that it is going to keep its ^ 
doors open.”

Originally printed in Rat, genitals, the story described 
page feature scheduled to ap- a New York women’s news- how women could explore their 
pear in Friday’s (Jan.15) Var- paper, the feature discussed the secuality through stimu- 
sity, student paper at the Uni- need to be able to experience feting the clitoris and mastur- 
versity of Toronto,was censored pleasure witiiout feelings of bation. 
this week by tiie paper’s printer shame or guilt. Basically the

thememof die story was the 
more you know about your

TORONTO (CUP) -A full-

lts have been 
iect itself will 
ore it is int
ently. %

Web Offset Publications Ltd. The printers refused the 
_ , ^ story on their lawyer’s advice

body, the easier it is to give ^ Mme lawyer who throughThe censored story was the 
third in a series running this yourself pleasure and to show his interpretation of the War 
week dealing with 
sapects of love and human sex
uality. __________

Osakie stressed he was speak-s various someone else what pleases you. Measures Act caused the prin- 
In addition to a biology ters t0 censor the Varsity twice 

text diagram of a. woman’s over the Quebec crisis.,ib SFU PROFS RESIGN Totonto Lawyer Clayton 
Ruby said he found the sexu
ality story “entirely innocuous” 
and found it “not obscene in 
any way.”=ms mm_

posedinthecampus newspaper. went Q|1 , research the Varsity staff said the paper
But credibility of that umver- Simo„ Fraser. Dur- would continue to «t the
s'ty s admuustration has again ^ hfi wo|ked for right of people to freedom of
been shaken. .?= - w » _ the Uni. I information, especially where

The Peak disclosed that Gor- the U o I this involved gaining control
don Eastwood, a tenured prof ^ersity o nn^_. ,. I over their bodies as a pre requis-
in Simon Fraser’s education C^orge WUhams. Eastw od as | ite for fu|j human liberation.
“ . , „ ^ not published since he came tofaculty had accepted a full time
teaching position at the Uni- SFU in 1965. 
v ersity of Washington this term 
while scheduled to teach full

PIMPLESStudent senator Tom Dean : 
said a university supposedly , 
receptive to divergent views 
and opinions was being closed 
by the government to a “rep
resentative of one of the largest 
social phenomena of the United 
States in the past century.”

aur ass and 
j're already 
i Woman's 
u. How can 
I thousands 
ed feeling? 
non, we've 
gs we need.
b Maritimes, 
roups in St. 
s Harbour, 
group have 
aritimes are

Skin and Athlete-» Foot
relieved by NIXODERM. Aw 
action heaU, helps make skin 
smoother, clearer. «Ask your <L ___— 
for NIXODERM ointment and soap. 
Help clean, dear and revttauae you* 
skin. Lookbetter fast

I

Two Items Worthy 
Of Your AttentionAThe editorial said the cenj 

Meanwhile, Dr. John Leg- | sorship was performed by merj 
gett of the Political Science, 1 and suggested that if the article

lime at SFU. “Æ^Üe^Æ

Eastwood had threatened to (PSA) Department was told I exist objections. The state-
sue the paper, but has now re- that his contract woukl be ter- ment ^ ^ ^ Web Offset 
signed his position at the Uni- minated following charges by I publications publishes aU ofT
versity of Washington, as well SFU administration president I engineering paper which relies

the position aahead of SFlTs Kenny Strand that Leggett had I almost exclusively on sexist 
ocial and philosophical found- been mooidighting. - 1 and penile humour for its con-

Leggett taught at the Uni- | tent.
Eastwood has been receiving versity of Connecticut in 1968- 

$22,500 per year from the Can- 1969 - not while on paid re-
adian university and a pros- search leave, but while on an
pective salary of about $12,000 unpaid leave of absence.

(1) ANNUAL WINTER CLEARANCE SALE 
now on, with all items drastically reduced.

0 Women's 
lericton end 
appearance 

will be free, 
women can 
ears and she 
s about.
hat's what 
ng to stop 
ou've been
1 your first « 
;ver did like
's mechano 
s daring an 
re along the 
:er Carnival 
B-up of ego 
to a Barbie 
You'll be a 
îan being a

Ai.
(2) ANNUAL MADE-TO-MEASURE SUIT SALE 

Seville Row. 
reg. $135 for $95as

ations. SO, COME ON INFriday’s Vanity contained 
a supplement including the cen
sored article which will be1 dis
tributed with the iPaP*r-

'
MEN’S shop t

Price's Second Hand
depot

SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENT

:

I !1

Counsellors from the Canada Manpower Centre, | 
Fredericton, will be at the Uuversity Placement i 
office February 2-5 and February 9 and 10 to.» 
register students assistance in obtaining sum- 
register students set-king assistance in obtaining surn
ame r employment. Contact your campus .placement 
office for appointment.Xv x \ X X

CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE v
6 26 Campbell St. \ N.
Fredericton, NS. \ \ \

ILINCOLN

Chrome Set, Rocking Chair, 
Small Tables, Antiques.

i

iWell, you'll 
has to say.

BOUGHT and SOLD
Phone 357—2394

Monday, 7: 
>urs of your \Tel.

:
Jk
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,,Gymnasts Prep For Games OKOTiMWlMILS 1V,

o placing second on the balance 
beam. New Brunswick’s top 
performer was Jill Watson who 
placed second on free exercises 
and third on the uneven parallel 
bars.

The War Memorial Gym
nasium at Acadia was the scene 
of three gymnastic competi
tions. On Friday evening Jan- 

15. UNB., “A” and “B”

the Nova Scotia Invitational 
Meet was held primarily invol
ving the New Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia Winter Games 
Teams with one girl from Acad
ia. In the women’s competi
tion, the final standings be
tween the two teams were so 
close that the meet was decided 
by five-one hundredths of a 
point in favour of the Nova 
Scotia Winter Games! earn. An
other indication of the close, 
hard fought competition was 
shown in the all-round stand
ings. Nova Scotia girls took 
first and fourth, while New 
Brunswick came third and fifth. 
Second place went to indé
pendant, Janice Hebb, of A- 
cadia. Wendy MacLeod of the 
Nova Scotia Winter Games 
Team scored 29.45 points to 
capture the all-round title. 
Wendy placed first on free 
exercises and the balance beam 
as well as taking second on the 
uneven parallel bars. Janice 
Hebb won the uneven parallel 
bars and vaulting as well as

Interclass Basketball
JANUARY 26,1971

Civil Eng. 2Law “A”7:00 pm vsnary
Teams both defeated a team 
from Acadia. The “A” team, 
with outstanding performances 
from Larry Mathews, scored 
i;|,35 points to 115.20 for the 
• B'' team and 104.65 points 
for Acadia. Larry Mathews won 
four events which included 
side horse, ring;, parallel bars 
and high bar and placed third 

free exercise and long horse 
vault to capture the “all round” 
title. Dan MacDonald and Art

The Male New Brunswick 
Winter Games Team upset the 
Nova Scotia Winter Games 
Team for the first time even 
without the services of their 8:oo pm 
top performer, Mike Nicholson.
Again the competition was so 
close between the two teams 
that the tide could have turned 
at any event. Final score was 
211.05 to 209.50 in favor of 
New Brunswick. The outstand
ing performers of the compet
ition were Dennis Ring, as in- IlftCfClSSS HOCkOy 
dependant, and Rick Gilbert 
of Dalhousie, placing first and 
second respectively in the all
round competition. Ring placed 
first on the free exercise, parallel 9:3o
bars, rings, and high bar. Gil
bert placed first on the side 
horse, .tied for second on free 
exercise and on long horse 
vault. He also took second on green division 
the high bar and the parallel 
bars plus a third on the rings.
B. Nealey and Larry Mark led 
the Nova Scotia Team finish-

Eng. 37:00 pm STU Gold vs

Science 4Elect. Eng. 48:00 pm vs

Phy. Educ. 3Forestry vs

Phy. Educ. 49:00 pm Arts 4vs

Faculty9:00 pm Business 3vs

vit
Law "B"10:00 pm Phy. Educ. 1vs

BYE: C.E. ME. 1 4vs
Gibson, both of UNB placed 
second and third, respectively, 
in the “ail round” standings. 
MacDonald won the top spot 

free exercises and the long 
horse vault, as well as placing 
second on the parallel bars and 
tdei ng for second place with 
Art Gibson on the high bar. 
Gibson also tied for third on

JANUARY 24,1971

oil BLACK DIVISION

Arts STU 2vs

10:30 Survey Eng. 4 Elect. Eng. 4vs

11:30 Civil Eng. 41 Phy. Educ. 3vs
the rings.

On Saturday, January 16,

Haiders Return Safely 
From Halifax

5:00 pm Post Grad & Faculty vs
>vV v

Foresters 125

Business 2
'■> ? Ï

Science 2

ê

6:00 pm vs

ing third and fourth in the all- red division 
round standings. Healey took 
top honours on the long hoise 
vault and tied for second in the 
free exercise. Mark got second 
place on the rings, tied for sec- 9:30 pm 
ond on the side horse and

with two away games against 
SMU and DAL. The Raiders,

7:00 pm Civil Eng. 5 STU 34vsOn Saturday night the Raid
er- didn't fare so well as they
lost b> a score of 97-56. DAL although shooting only 26 per 
shot 60 per cent in field goals, ccn* 1,1 the first half and 28 per 
which speaks for itself alone. cent For the game, U>st by a
Steve Bevanson with 24 and score of 88-72. SMU s veteran, l
rookie Pete Sorinus with 14 were Luddy Barthus had 15 followed third place on the parallel bars.
top- for DAL Again Bob closely by rookie Val Pozzan, New Brunswick’s Bany Bond- WatW PolO
English was high man with 19 also with 15. Bob English with reault placed fifth m the all-
followed by Jeff MacLeod with 16 and Dick Slipp with 15 were round standings with a second
|| The «âme produced some high men for UNB. The game place tie in the vaulting and a
\en good aclim hut UNB’s in- was Fast both ways with each third place in the high bar. 
abiiitv to hit tht hoop was team committing 21 fouls. How-
again their biggest problem. ever. UNB hit for 24/29 at the
Their shooting percentage was charity stripe whereas SMU
onJ\ 31 per cent - almost half connected for only 17/32. SMU
that of DAL’s, UNB’s zone de- was not as impressive as was
fense was not aséffective against earlier anticipated and it can be
UAL as it was with SMU mainly assures that a home game with

the Huskies should be a thriller.
In summing up. it looks as 

if the UNB teams can hustle

8:30 pm Chem. Eng. Forestry 4vs

Forestry 3 Bus. Admin. 3vs \
f10:30 pm Engineers 2 Phy. Educ. 2vs V
1
1

Tuesday, January 26
!

Eng. 34Law9:00 pm vs

1
Thursday, January 28Wrestlers 

Lose In Maine
!

IForestryMech Eng, 59:00 pm vs
I

Eng. 34Phy. Educ. 410:00 pm vs

VolleyballLast Saturday, the UNB 
wrestling club faced its first 
outside competition in the form 
of the University of Maine of 
Presque Isle.

Being a first year team, we 
were not favoured to win this 
tournament. This was the case 
as the hosts rolled up 28 points 
to our 10.

In the losing cause, our scrap
pers suffered only 3 pins with 
the other losses coming on re
feree’s decision. The 10 points 
came on a tie John Mitchell,

because of excellent outside Monday - January 25, 1971
shooting by DAL’s Mike Flinn,
Bruce Bourassa and Al Slann- 
v bite. Dick Slipp of UNB played with any of the teams, but with 

strong series, hustling a 40 Per ceilt ^looting average 
they can come off with some 
wins this season. UNB’s next

8:00 pm Court I Mech Eng. 5 Facultyvs

Elect. Eng. Gradsa very
well on defense and having a 
decent 10.5 points for the two

2 Phy*. Ed. 3vs

STU3 Civil Eng. 5vs
games will be played with Acad
ia as the opponent on Friday

games.

On January 15 and 16 the 
UNB Red Raiders opened their night while DAL is being hosted 
Maritime conference schedule on Saturday afternoon.

9:00 pm Court I Survey Eng. 5 M.A.-Educvs

BYE Forestry 25

Casual SwimBloomers Sweep Pair SIR MAX A1TKEN POOL
a decision by Gary Galloway, 
and a pin by Ron Harwood.

easy Intercollegiate victories On Saturday the Bloomers Mitchell’s showing is all the 
over the weekend. On Friday faced a fired-up St. X team who more commendable considering 
evening Mount Allison Angels held the Bloomers to only an his opponent was state charn
ière no competition for the eleven point lead by half time. pion. Galloway soundly whip- 
Bloomers as the shorter, less score at half 33-22 for UNB. pe<j his foe despite a rather
experienced team could not St. F.X. got into foul trouble painful mouth injury. the re-•
control the boards or score ef- hi the second half and UNB su]| of an unsportsman -like
A ctively against the Bloomer’s began to pull away ending with swipe to the head by his op-
defence. Half time score was a 64-45 triumph. High scorer ponent in the early going.
46-13 in favour of our giris. The hi that game for UNB was
Imal score 78-30 indicated Mt. Joyce Douthwright with 15 team and their weight classes
A and Acadia again are wing for points followed by Ginny Rus- are as follows: Mike Barry
4thand 5th places in the League, sell with 12 points. (126). Grant Bingham (134);
High scorer in that game was This weekend the Bloomers Mitchell (150); Jeff Dawe (158);

Campbell with 20 points take on Acadia Friday at 6:30 Jerry Keenan (167); Galloway 
ollowed by freshettes Anne and Dalhousie Tigerettes Sat- (177); Harwood (190); and Mike 
renety and Marilyn Watts with urday at 2:00 pm.

Red Bloomers coasted to two 10 each. Mon., Wed., Fri.12:30-1:30 pm

Sunday2:00-3:30 pm

Wed., Fri.3:30-4:30 pm

Saturday (Sub
ject to Meets)

3:30-5:00 pm

Mon., Wed.9:00-10:30 pm

The members of the UNB LADY BEAVERBROOK RESIDENCE POOL

Tues., Thurs.9:4540:45 pm

Free Skating
LADY BEAVERBROOK RINK

Flynn (heavyweight). 10:00-11:30 pmEVERY WEDNESDAY AND SAT.

'!
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ti sip©b cemtM
By Me Collum

1 It was indeed a black weekend, the Dallas Cow
-boys lost. So did vthe Devils, Raiders and the Red 
| Rebels, (if you call'third out of 13 teams a loss.) Even| 
5 the Mermaids lost a swim meet, to Acadia, lit was a|
|close one - 47-46 with our girls having four disqualifi-j |

|CatOn the brighter side the Beavers defeated Dalhousie \ 

% and Acadia, once, and Memorial twice. This bodes well] g 
for the Beavers in the Intercollegiates. They lost to| 

% Memorial last year, but this year I don't think they| 
|will pose too much of a problem for the Beavers. £< 
$ The Red Devils put up a spirited battle against the» 

Dalhousie Tigers last Saturday in their 7-5 defeat.| 
:§ Lelievré was great in goal. One thing I want to say, isjg 

that, when UNB scored the tying goal (the 5th) the^
8 roar from the crowd was tremendous.
% The Raiders made it back safely from Halifax for a$
8 couple of big games this weekend. $
$ The Rebels 'A' Team blew it last weekend, they # 
.| finished tournament play with a 10-2 record but lost| 
§ to Mount A in the semi-finals. The team did not play $ 
8 that badly against Mt A, but they didn't seem to | 
iiji "want" victory as much as Mt A. I have a feeling that | 
$ the team members, are already chaffing for another •§ 
8 meeting with the Mounties, which will come at the ;-i
8 Intercollegiates. *
| I don't think I'm going to make anymore predic-$ 
| tions this year after Dallas lost the Super Bowl. Talk| 
8 about born losers -1 still don't believe it.
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Mermaids Go Down■jte-W’f«. Eng. 4
?

m, Educ. 3
The University of New" as their women’s team surprised

Brunswick split their weekend UNB with two superb free- 
competition for the first time stylers.The Mermaids won the 
this year. After i allowing the 400 Medley Relay and despite 
Dalhousie girls only 10 points wins in the 200 yard freestyle,
while amassing 84 of their own, 50 free and 1 metre diving by
they ran into a strengthened Acadia the Mermaids still led
Acadia swim team and went 2349. Both Jane Fraser and
down to defeat by the narrow Shawn Atkinson who had pla-

of 47-46. The rematch ced 2nd and 3rd in the Butter-
University of New Bruns- The “B” teams play through- in the semi-finals. with Acadia could be a very fly event were disqualified giv-

wick Red Rebels ,lA” team out the tournament was very The first game was an ex- different story as the Mermaids ing Acadia all 8 points to move
finished in a third place tie good. They showed plenty of citing, as Mt. A jumped into an had four swimmers disqualified ahead. The Memvids fought
with the Rebels “B” team in hustle and desire. They were early lead, and UNB came back w|tjch would have meant adif- vary hard in the KM) freestyle
the Volleyball Toumamenthere not afraid to throw themselves to erase the lead and lose 1543. fe|enee in 0f at hast M) and ended up with the top two 
last Saturday. around if it meant the differ- The second game was a com- . spots. GaO Joumeaux got first

The “B” team reached the ence between winning or losing plete reversal of the first. The in the 100 freestyle and Trish
semi-finals against Fredericton a point. Assistant-Coach Patted Rebels gained an early lead and At Dalhousie, the Mermaids . N thc
function Piranhas with a 7-5 son said “I was proud of them, never lost it. They showed won aO H events, and only al- _ V. ««
record in tourney play anV a they played well and were bea- flashes of their potential win- lowed the Dalhousie girls one ”*nnai , ,
second place finish in ti.eir ten by a team with a lot more ning 15-6. second in the 11 events. For They remained b pom a
division. Friday nite tl 'y were experience, and in volleyball In the final game which UNB UNB Suzanne Fitzgerald com- ^ the 400 freestyle may
0-2, while Saturday tin were that means a great deal.” lost 15-8 the “A” team seemed piled three individual first. Gail whkh Acad,a won a"d
74, their only loss was at the 0n Saturday the “A” squad not to have as much desire as joumeaux won the 50 ^ l00 them 7 P°*nts to mcak ahcad
hands of the Maritime Grads. 4 and 2. They lost one game the Mounties. Possibly it was _,ent. and WBS and win 47-46.
(The Grads team had four due to their own complacency, aver confidence on the part of . . ^ Mary Trenholm valiantly led
former UNB Rebels stars. Bud- against College St. Louis 1745, the UNB entry, whatever it was «member of the winning ow ^ Mermaids ^th victories in
dy Brander, John Muscroft, and another 11-6 against the Mt A won the series 2 games to free relay team. Single lndhM- ^ 200 yard Individual Med-

ual victories went to Michele

■ Vtw-*

PHOTO BY RJJD.I
Pete Collum gives a perfect demonstration of a one-handed block of a short set in action against 
College St. Louis. Pldy was part of UNB Invitational Tournament which was eventually won by 
Fredericton Junction.

new a

nee 2

Rebels Lose In Semist 34

scoresstry 4

Admin. 3

, Educ. 2

. 34

S

sslry

. 34

Rollie Pickard and Hans Lam- Piranhas. In the other games one, and advanced to the finals 
mens.)

The Piranhas defeated die beat St. Louis 15-2 and die Jun- 
“B” team 2-0 in the semi-finals ction 11-6. 
by scores of 15-9 and 15-6. The The “A” team finished with after they jumped into a 6-4 
scores however were not indie- 10 and 2 record and finished lead. The Piranhas applied 
ative of die play. The Rebels second to the Piranhas (114) in pressure and won 15-8 and 15- 
made the eventual champions their division. The Rebels then 6 to win the championship 

every point they scored, met Mount Allison University trophy.___________________

ley, the 200 yard breast stroke,
with the above - clubs, UNB against Fredericton Junction. LaRose in the 1 metre diving, ^ swam anchor of the win-

Mount A did not provide the Gwen MacDonald in the 200 
Piranhas with much competition Backstroke, Jane Fraser in' the

200 Butterfly, and Pat Mac
Millan in the 200 Breast stroke.

Faculty

ning 400 Medley Relay team. 
The only other first by the 
Mermaids were Gail Joumeaux 
in the 100 yard freestyle and 

The Mermaids ran into much Gwen MacDonald in the 200 
... stiffer competition at Acadia, Backstroke._____________

Phy*. Ed. 3
. 0

-ivll Eng. 5 Î
Î

;

.M.A.-Educ
Iearn
1

"British Underground Rock Records” !
i
!-IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND

-SOME ALBUMS NEVER RECORDED IN CANADA ORU.S. 
—NOW AVAILABLE ONLY IN YOUR UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Wed., Fri.

;y
w je

Fri.

/ X Vv /
lay (Sub- 
Meets) ❖

:

SOFTWed.
%A

%
Thurs. ALSO SELECTIONS OF CLASSICAL, FOLK, ROCK, JAZZ, BLUES, COMEDY. SOUND TRACKS
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riw traffic was both heavy and hazardous in front of the Dal goal last Saturday as the above picture indicates. In this particular action, the Dei’ils managed 
to hit the mark with the puck (tower right) heading for the far corner.

'

Devils Lose To Dal In Overtime
by John Thompson

The Red Devils had a game goals but we won't criticize who walked in for a goal. The With less than 4 minutes to go never recovered,
handed to them on a silver him for any facet of this game, last of these bonehead plays and the game looking as though

At least 3 Dalhousie scores put Dalhousie in front 4-3 in it was heading for overtime, the good period - the third. We

O

Offensively, UNB had one •
platter last Saturday but failed
to take advantage of it as they cam be matched with bonehead the third period when Karl Tigers capitalized on a UNB managed three goals in this 
were downed 7-5 by the Dal- play on the part of one of our Parks played the puck very defensive lapse to notch what frame but had several good op-

appeared to be the winning portunities which were not
converted. Bob Keefe, who had 

However, with less than a earlier scored a rather flukey

housie Tigers. players. Two of these allowed poorly in our zone with both 
Keith Lelievre played an out- them to tie the score 2-2 early teams 2 men short, 

standing game in nets and was 
the benefactor previously men
tioned. He handled 65 shots

goal.
UNB opened the scoring

with goals by Phil LePage and minute to go coach Jim Morel! 8^ had 3 glorious opportuni-
Bob Keefe. These came on pulled the goalie for an extra ties and another in overtime

few ventures into the of- attacker. The strategy paid off but flinched on all of them.^
, , fensive zone. Dal came back in as Frank Hubley slammed the Once again our biggest probl

ncd on U slapshot in the of- .. mi/,L LAmû z>i<wL- was weak shootino
live in the first two periods. fensive zone allowing the Tigers answ^ ^ y^ry eariyTn showing 20 seconds to go. This
I ime and again lie stunned the to break away for the goal. On the third frame LePage tied the was about the only thing Hub- lievre, we stank. Time and again
Dal offense coming up with im- the face-off following this Peter score. This period was much ley did right in the whole game, the defencemen were caught tj
possiblesaves. Somewhat ironic, Ross made a bad pass towards like a see-saw with Dal going In the 10 minute overtime tbe ice resulting in 2 on |9Wp i 
is the fact that a couple of the his defencemen which was one up again only to have the Dalhousie sewed in up early 3 on 1 breaks. The only hMSjA
scores appeared to be “soft” scooped up by an opponent score tied by John Sheppard, with 2 fast goals and the Devils spot was the penalty kflh^^ff

Perry Kennedy and Parks who 
completely neutralized the Dal 
offence.

in the second period and were 
of critical importance to the 
outcome. On the first of these, 
defenseman Jim McCrea fan- ourduring the 70 minutes of hoc

key but was particularly effec- T
Defensively, excluding Le-

beavers capture title
by Randy Nason Jk

It was refreshing to have a 
non-Wilf Miles refereed tilt.
However, this did nothing to 
improve the quality of die

Going into this weekends Dalhousie fough back with 
competition, the University of 
New Brunswick Beavers knew 
this was the do or die weekend.
Last year's champion Memorial 
University of Newfoundland 
would be facing the Beavers 
at both Dalhousie and Acadia.
Dalhousie, with some national

25 years, the Beavers have lost weekend, Bob McCutcheon, officiating, 
firsts in the next two events to the Intercollegiate title only 4 won the 500 with Dave Lingley Tomorrow Saint Mary's Un

times. second, and the UNB freestyle jveraty Huskies will be in town
On Saturday, it was on to relay easily won the last event, to put on an exhibition of hoc-

Wolfville, Nova Scotia to meet A spirited Memorial challenge key. The Devils will be without
Acadia and the rematch against still only managed 35 points to the services of Kennedy (leg
Memorial. Again the key com- the Beaver’s 60. injury) and defenceman Bob
petition was against Memorial, In the same Meet the Bea- Hay who has joined the ranks 
however, it seemed that Mem- vers as expected easily crushed re!^e<* stu<lents- Game time

In the same meet the Bea- orial for the second time could Acadia,with a final score of 18 P™ ®n<* wc ur8e ^ to
attend and cheer on our team.

narrow the gap, but from then 
on the Beavers consistently put 
points on the board, and by 
the seventh event the meet was 
over as the Beavers held a 4148 
lead.

calibre swimmers, loomed very
tough. The spirit, the depth, veR faced Memorial for the not keep up to the Beaver’s 7649. Acadia’s only challenges 
the surprises and the strategy first time. Eager to avenge the consistency and after the first were in the three metre diving 
was the story as the Beavers defeats of last year, and worried three events, UNB had 
maintained their undefeated about their superior speed, the manding 19-6 lead. Then Gordie Beavers, narrowly defeated Jack 
streak and mathematically Beavers suddenly realized by McDonald of Memorial won the Wampler by four tenths of 
clinched the Atlantic Intercol- the third evenl that Memorial 200 yard Individual Medley 
legiate Athletic Association was more or I®88 a flash in the expected. But in the 3 metre the UNB captain, Gordie Cam- 
Dual Meet Championship, with P311- With a score of 23-2, in diving. Memorial's Randy Mur- cron, his first loss of the sea- 
only three meets remaining, favor of UNB at the third event phy and John O Dea both beat son in the 200 yard breast 
The Beavers now have a record the Beavers continued to pour Doug Jonansen and the score stroke event, 

as many it on. Final score was 65-29, was 24-19 for UNB. Another 
and the intercollegiate cham-

The key meet was the first pionship was on the verge of the 200 yard Butterfly left Brian Mosher each winning two 
at Dalhousie. The Beavers becoming a reality again for Memorial four points behind at individuals events against A cad-

withstood the few challenges the Beavers. The fact that The 28-24 and it looked as though **• Brian led the Medley relay 
on t*1e Part of John March and Beavers are certain of the Dual they were beginning to fight team to victory and Allan did 
Peter Guildford of Dalhousie Meet Championship and have back. But the final three free same for the freestyle relay 
who won four events between

Tablewhere Doug Johansen of thea com-

Tennisa
point. Also Rick Boyd handledas

A table-tennis tournament is 
being organized as a first step 
towards the formation of a 
club here at UNB.

The date has been set for 
January 30with the competition 
starting at 2 pm. The place will 
be the dance studio in the L.B. 
Gym. This event is open to all 
members of the university com
munity .

For organizational purpose, 
One unusual aspect of the interested persons are asked to

not quite a feather indeed in the ver victory as Allan Zajac, in weekend for the Beavers and register at the Athletics Dept.
a leam and UNB rocked hat of their coach, Amby Le- his best time this year, and instrumental in the four meet before January 28. If any fur-

alhousie by a score of 63-30. gere, who is enjoying his 25th John Dowd took the 100, while sweep was the fact that the ther information is needed coo-
ter losing the Medley Relay year with the team. Of those the best UNB surprise of the Beavers won all 8 relay events. tact Quang Lu at 475-9838.

of 9 straight wins in 
starts.

The rest of the meet was all 
surprise first for Memorial in Beavers with Allan Zajac and

one

team.more than an excellent chance style events, the 100, 500, and 
them. Unfortunately for Dal- at the Intercollegiate title is 400 yard relay clinched a Bea- 
housie two swimmers do 
make

(

i
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letters
.

from the editors
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V

Now I'm not a fanatic about security, but 
sucking on a blanket like Linus just doesn't ap
peal to me either. Any of you remember that 
old joke-graduate from university and you'll do 
just fine-a real kneeslappcr eh? Ever stop to 
think, how many people have drawn big salaries 
all their lives on that little fairy-tale? Remember 
everybody saying-be realistic, grow up, prepare 
for your future, take your place in society, be
come successful?

Anybody ever ask you what you are going to 
do after you graduate? And you said you didn't 
know? Gee, what a funny coincidcnce-l said 
the same thing! What a small world, huh?

tice his profession, and just ggnerally all around 
fail. Boy, what a killer! It breaks me up.

’ r

“Sure, sure”, I can hear you saying, “o.k. 
smart guy, we know what’s wrong as well as 
you do - how about some constructive ad
vice? ” And maybe 1 have been a bit facetitious 
up till now, but here’s a realistic attack plan we 
can all use. It’s the old supply and demand 
trick-Monday morning everybody quits and 
we all simultaneously apply fdr the job of 
public relations officer of the SRC on thé ' 
grounds that we qualified to handle the position.

Yeah, and it’s getting smaller. It’s no longer 
a question of finding the proper place where you 
fit in-now it’s a matter of finding any place you 
can squeeze in.. Seems to me that any bright 
B.A. student should look at the statistics and 
the economic facts and come to a surprisingly 
obvious question What the Hell am I doing 
here? Of course maybe if we It.A. students were 
so bright, we wouldn’t he around to ask our
selves such stupid things. O.K., and so there's 
the real question.

Ah, yes success! A very funny word that! 
Doesit mean: (a) money in the bank (b) a house 
and a car (c) wife and three kids (d) absence of 
starvation (e) happiness (f) all of these (g) any 
three? What's it all about, Jesus? (D.A.D.)

- the édita*

If the four years or more it takes to get a If. 
A. are four years of playing town moron so that 
we can graduate to court jester, what then should 

be'doing as a way out? -Can anyone out 
there answer that? Ever get the feeling you 
were one of those little toy robots that run into 
another witll, turn around—? Well, you know 
the feeling.

And who gives a damn? -nobody but the 
losers. Anyone who can get a job, or who makes 
his own job, always believes that it is a personal 
fault if you fail to make it, and he never truly 
cares whether you do or not. It’swe

So what difference does it make then if 1 
work haixl at university or if I get by as easily 
as Lean? The vicious circle becomes continually 
for all the factor* which contributed to the low 
worth of a B.A. also reinforce the tendency of 
its décline towards farce. The less value it has, 
the less value it tends to have.

UPIf there was a colouring.book of economics, 
you'd only need one black crayon to colour it 
all. And again; so what's to do? Revolution? 
Don't be a sm’atiy-panls. there’s hardly one per
manent job in a revolution-ask Fidel, he knows! 
Then of course we could justly elect a new Lib
eral primeministcr. What, he is Liberal? I 
thought the underwear guy was the Liberal? 
Oh well, heads or tails-tails is rather nice actually. 
Ah ha, I have it. Maybe if we stop picking on 
K.C. si) much lie'll give us a job in the woods 
cutting pulp? Don't knock it buddy-there’s no 
sulphur smell from the mills way out there. So 
what's left-reservations for B.A. graduates? 
Look at it this way-we can always argue pol
itical philosophy while we're sitting around the 
welfare office.

Someone could write, a real neat situation 
comedy about this-a studious little critter with 
big ambitions comes fresh out of high school 
with great marks. Anxious to beat the system 
he goes to the government (you know, the go
vern ment-for. of. and by the people-the govern
ment. you know-sure you do) borrows money 
for 4 years during which time lie tried hard to 
fulfill all the expectations of his professors, 
his parents, the gqvemment. his intended him
self, so that finally he can graduate, fail to get 
a job. fail to pay back the money, fail to prac-

to
you*

V
■

<•’
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ASSASSINATION OF OUR ENVIRONMENT
ie

J 1
Compiling this special pollution supplement was one of the easiest decisions made by this paper.

In many parts of North America and areas of New Brunswick the strangling grip of pollution is leaving 
its mark while politicans continue to talk. :

We strongly feel that pastoral scenes such as the one above do more to show what we are losing to ill- 
directed, unthinking technological progress than a thousand words.

?;

The continues destruction of our total life substances and natural beauty is already being called by some 
people, The Assassination of our Environment.
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research and text by 

r.giuseppi slater 
doug kitt 
dave widelock 

paul kangas

Ecology is about everything that makes life possible. 

It is about the fact that all these things . 

depend on each other,and if 

one goes,all suffer 

- just like a house of cards.

Ecology is a matter of balance: the balance of life

I

illustrations by
nick thorkelson
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Something is messing up the balance of life, and 
all of us are suffering.

Breathing city air is a cigarette death. Smog 
: ,masks for city dwellers are only ten years away 

say the scientists.
Tokyo, 1970: vending machines arc selling 
whiffs of oxygen instead of candy bars.
Los Angeles, 1970: schools arc closed on , 
had smog days

The .rivers we drink are sewers.
Ohio, 1969: the Cuyahoga River, a liquid 
that oozes through industrial Ohio," bursts 
into flame

The noise never ends: it drives people crazy, it 
can injure babies before they are born.

Everywhere suburbs sprawl oyer the graves of 
trees. ;

Spray-planes drift over country fields, dusting 
the plowed earth. The sprays kill.beetles by the • 
paillions and farm-workers by the hundreds; they 
kill every one of us just a little bit every time we 
eat or drink.

Drabness, discomfort, sickness - it’s-no way 
to live.

But why — anrd how — and who?

plaReprinted from "The 
Earth belongs to the 
People, Ecology and 
Power."
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SAN FRANCISCO, 
CALIF.
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"POPULATION EXPLOSION!” Newspapers . 
warn that we’ll be jammed together like chick
ens in a coop within a century. University . 
professors claim that' a tremendous number of us . 
will starve to death before that cah happen. 

Everyone agrees that people themselves are the 
• problem. Too many people cause overcrowding; 

too many people cause hunger.
Blaming people for these troubles sounds per

fectly reasonable, but that doesn’t automatically 
make it true. If. we, pick apart the ‘-‘population '

1 explosion” idea, it’s clear that people are/really 
talking about two somewhat different things: 
the growing population of the plinet, and why 
people are- starving. We have to tackle these one 
at a time to see if the world’s “.population prob
lem” is really a^people problem.

Perhaps vye are really the victims.

see
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IPresident Nixon, Life Magazine, the Nevy York 
, Times, NBC, Standard Oil, all tell us the same 

are too many people in America,
root

thing: there
and in the world. Overpopulation is the 
cause of pollution. Overpopulation is the reason 
people around the world are starving. There are , 
too many people and not enough food. Too 
many people wanting too many things. Too 
many people making too much of a mess.

Pollution, they tell us, is merely the by
product of a much greater threat, one that could 
plunge mankind into chaos. They call this the 
Population Explosion.

Are they right?
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thTOO MANY PEOPLE fo

sti. I keep it floored for a minute, I’ll be up to 500 The answer is simple but decisive: technology.
Right now, the world s population is growing ^ hour,„ Yqu know weH that the Technology means that although there’s only so

at a rate that would cause it to double every 37 ^ reaches a top speed and won’t go any faster, much farmland and water and living-space in the
yearSi rp, . . , .j „ c i -• r- world, we can find better ways to use thesePlay around with this figure and you find that The same thing holds true for population. Cer- ^ Metal plows.grow more food than wood-
a few centuries of growth at that pace would tam ™tural î°rces prevent endless population hoe_sticks especially after they’ve been at- 
pack the earth with people. Sometimes news- growth- Just as a car Wl11 only g° 50 fast because t h d to tractors ' \
papers or magazines carry incredible articles its engine can suck in only so much air and fuel ^ ^ ^ ^ important pointi overlooked 
which do this, and they end up by predicting a and won t turn over any foster. People -need ^ h akrmists who fear that more Deople '

food, water and space in order to live; as these 7 , . . , r ,
mi i on the planet automatically means less food peiget scarce, population growth slows down. r" . . / . . ,

° _ r ° , .f .. person. These people make the same mistakeBut a car may stop accelerating, even it it r . r ,r_, , ,
The world’s population is growing like never hasn>t hit d> because the driver decides that the Reverend Thomas Malthus made two

before. But that doesn’t mean that the world nQt tQ faster. ihe same way people too Çentunes aS°- Malthus and hlS 20thL to1:
will become so crowded we can hardly move. tQ have smajler families and slow lower® never take into account the effects of
Several powerful forces have always limited the down Qr the rate Qf population increase. new forms ot technology; people keep finding
number of people that live on the earth, and p , put Qff getting married for many wa7s to gec more and more from the unexpand-
they will stop population growth long before we years Qr practice- various methods of natural able resources of Nature. Technology expands 
find ourselves sleeping five to a bed. birth control. In modern societies contraceptive t limits of popuatton.

This is easy to demonstrate. Imagine that devices and medical abortions give people even imp()ert ,en“°thU fcWmld populItionhaVnot con- 
you re in an automobile cruising along at about more aBlllty t0 ]lm,t populatlon growth. All ot incrcased sincc the dawn of humanity.
20 miles an hour, and suddenly you press the these are social forces. , , a
pedal to the floor. In a few seconds you’re doing' But then, why is the number of people in the .1 35 mcrease in * a8es- cnevei a sign 
60 mph. Now, at this point you wouldn’t think, world still increasing? People have been around imPr(j,vcmcnt ln no ogy came a g 
"If m five seconds I've gone from 20 to 60, then fo, ovcr a yLs; why haven', we hit our ^ m°re fr°m the f‘Xed reSOUrC" °* *=

I'll be do ng 100 in another five seconds. And if limit yet?

P<

d
sardine-package death for humanity !

Don’t believe it. We won’t run out of room. n
Ii
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world, population went through a growth cycle: <
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vcr^ rapidly, then growth floor and jumped his speed from 20 to 60 mph and their birth rates are high. But since W'rld 

slowed down and, eventually, tapered off Pop,,- in five seconds suddenly shouted. a, ,ha, instant. »a, ,he death.,educing «5^ "of", he"
level" b‘ IZCd °"Le a8am' a‘ ” mUch h'8hcr ‘Til bc z°°min6 along at 500 mph in a minute industrialized nations have been introduced.

r. , , , r-n i . . rom n°w. Babies get vaccines to keep them from getting
C .'''U °n 1 e. P a^ct 1 e 1 e'^ The same combination of natural conditions sick: swamps are drained or treated to remove

stomac s y unting anima s an gat ering wi and social forces that have always controlled the disease-carrying mosquitos; public sanitation is
pants t at cou ^e e^er[- e aant'e ° size of population will eventually stop the spurt devclopcd-and fewer people are dying.
Nature decided how much food was available, in the underdeveloped countries. We can see
This meant that human population, once it why the boom must taper off. as it has in the
reached a certain level, grew very little over ., , , ° ’ advancedmany thousands ot years.

Then, about eight or nine thousand years ago,
people discovered that it was

first it* increased

The result: fast-growing population.
What is going to cut this rapid population 

countries, bv understanding what growth? Two roads open out for Third World 
caused it in the first place. countries caught in this bind.

All the “underdeveloped countries” of Asia. They could begin to develop economically, 
easier to plant y^frjca ancj Latin America are based on farming Land reform and selective industrialization

The effects of the 
■ndutrial Revolution 
were stupendous THE SITUATION'* 

GETTING OUT OF 
HAND/___ -

^tviol 124 fieriseeds in the ground and raise food in one place 
than to wander across the countryside looking 
for it. More food could be grown this way, and 
extra food could be raised and saved for hard 
times. Because the technology of agriculture 
meant more food, it also meant more people: 
there was a “population explosion." Within- 
4,000 years, world population had incréased 16 
times!

There were many other improvements in agri
culture, but even so, by the. year 1300 A.D. 
world population had more or less stabilized 
again. The planet;could support more farmers 
than hunters, but still only so many.

In the middle of the 17th century, a new tech-

-V

,4 A©\
pollution can be

controlled

- by force

if necessary
^cu/fure

tér)

severalnology began to develop. People began to study rather than industry. History tells us 
the laws of natural science; discoveries were put important things about the traditional farming 

in ingenious machines that magnified1 society: 
human labor and used new sources of power. These societies have always had high birth 
The production of a single worker was enormous rates, which means large families. It takes lots of 
with the new methods. Soon enough machines human effort to work the fields when farm 
were also used to get increased benefits from the machinery isn’t available; with a tew more kids,
natural riches of the earth. People could make you can produce much more food. Big families |WOUld allow them to get more 
things never before imagined and grow more usually do better than small
food than ever. • At the same time the death rate is also very |and

The effects of this Industrial Revolution were high. People don’t know much about science go _
stupendous, and they continue to this day. and modern medicine. They can’t fight disease. Enough, the social forces and economic pressures
Population growth went into a spurt that Many families have ten children and sec only .specially active in industrial societies would

two or three reach adulthood. start reducing population growth.
Most of the raoid increase In traditional farming societies, the high birth This is already happening in some Third World 

. f - X rate and the high death rate just about balance countries,
going on now is accounted each Other, so population doesn’t grow very fast. At present, though, most countries in Africa, 

for by the It [s a growth limited mostly by natural forces: Asia and Latin America seem to bc heading

underdeveloped countries a"^ns;scwhen asociety bccomcsindu, w.
dwarfed anything in the previous million ycais. trja]jzej an(j modernized. Here, birth rates drop loon and their food output starts to fall behind.

Today, the countries which accounted for the ^ Ki(js ^ expens,ve to raise in a city. You’ve The amount of food per person has declined tor 
rapid population growth at the beginning of the ^ to support and care for them for 16 years or the last ten years. Sooner or later the pre
industrial Revolution have become industrial- before they can earn their own way. Space eminent natural forcc-starvation-must start
ized, economically developed nations; they are ^ fOQ(j cost money; the more children you cutting down the population growth.

growing all that quickly today. Most of the thc more you spend without getting any These countries are on a road of misery.
rapid increase going on now is accounted for by jncome jn return, Families get smaller. Today almost a billion and half of their people
the “underdeveloped countries.” ^ t^e time, though, the industrial soci- arc under-fed. Half a billion are actually starving.

But their surge will not go on indefinitely, learns a lot about science, and medicine, and Whether or not their population growth manages 
,. , i , , . „onv hveiene. So the death rate too drops off. to keep increasing over thc next decade or two,

35P yem”"18 fhey‘ Lume that today’s high sures arc most important in limiting growth. oped while others remet,, trapped m •' O'clr o/ 
«owTL won’t slow down, it’s as though the Tod,,, the countrLs of the Third World are misery.’ Tins, and no, population growth, ,s the 
driver who rammed the car accelerator to the still mainly agricultural societies. They are poor true problem.

today almost a billion 

and a half people 
are underfed

to use

from their natural 
Thc greater food yields from better 

and modern farming techniques would 
long way to feed their people. Soon

ones. resources.
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The United States is also the world’s richest 
nation. It worries about growing too much food. 
In 1968, the government paid big-time farmers 
and agribusiness 14 billion to take 35 million 
acres of good soil, out of production. Otherwise, 
the bumper crops from this land would have 
glutted the world market and made prices fall.

2
LOTS OF FOOD 
AND LOTS OF 

HUNGER
Why does the government limit production in 

a world of hungry people, even when some of 
those people live in our own country? Said a top 
official in the Dep^tment of Agriculture (as 
quoted in Hunger U.S.A.), “It is true that there 
may be a greater need for food in some coun-

H
fc

Over half the people on our planet go to bed cials, primarily means “underfed.” Look
hungry every night. Why ? through the lists these men compile of “over- tries, but there is not necessarily a market for

“The world is hungry because we can’t grow populated” countries, and you will find that such food,
enough food to feed all the people.” This is they have actually compiled a list of hungry Translation: /n America, food is grown for
what TV analysts, government officials, countries. profit, not to feed people.
businessmen, and college professors tell us. They „ W at oes this mean in human terms? It
predict massive famines within ten years, killing POOf rtStlOnS HaVO means, for one thing, that a place like Stanislaus
hundreds of millions of people at a time. . County, in central California, smack dab in the

They may be right about the famines. It’s hard, , lu*hest ™rmland m the world, can become an
to say there aren’t famines right now when up to population problôITIS ° Hunger Disaster Area. That s what
five million people, mostly children, starve to appene in December of 1969, when thousands

of unemployed people in the area did not have
money to buy food from the fertile fields of
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sourt 
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death in a year, and when 650 million of the 
world’s billion children won’t reach adulthood.

But are they right about why these people 
starve? Has mankind swollen so much there isn’t 
enough food to go around?

To look at the pictures in the news or listen to 
the experts and officials, you’d think under 
developed countries arc hungry because they arc- 
overflowing with people. You see miles and us’ 
miles of tightly-clumped shanties, filled with 
gaunt, desperate people, surrounding the cities

Virtually all the nations of Latin America are
on this list, and most of Africa (the black their own county-while surplus food was stuff- 
states), and Asian countries like India, Indonesia mg federal warehouses in the area, 
and Syria. In other words, the poor nations—and And this is exactly the same situation faced bv
people—of the world are the ones said to have tbe hungry countries around the world. ^
“population problems.” Experts and officials see According to the 1969 report of the UN s 
hungry people in thinly settled countries and tell ^ood and Agricultural Organization (FAO), 

“If bellies are empty there, then they have food surpluses-not shortages-are the looming 
too many people.” problem in the near future. In the under-

Docs this kind of reasoning trouble you? It developed countries, their report points out, 
should, especially if you’ve ever been hungry, food production supposedly outpaced popula- 
out of money and standing in the middle of a tion growth in the last few years. Experts 
supermarket. Because that is a much more accu- starting to worry that too much food may accu
rate description of the plight of the hungry. mulate.

America itself is the perfect example to prove
this. In 1968, the Citizens’ Board of Inquiry into c‘sco Chronicle (December 10, 1969), even pre- 

of Brazil. Ask the slum dwellers of Brazil where Hunger and Malnutrition in the United States d\cts that, based on production figures, There 
they came from, however, and many talk of the discovered that there are 30 million hungry wd* be no danger of starvation in the next 10 to 
vast empty countryside. They came because people right here in the USA. They found that 15 years. With two billion people underfed 
they had lost their land. A few big landowners 10 million are not just hungry but live on the 1 now» that s a rather incredible prediction, 
and some American investors control most of edge of starvation. They saw starving children in ^ e same o icial tossed off another remark that 
the good land. As these interests develop their the fields of Mississippi and in the slums of New e61"s to ma*e sensf: Whether or not people 
property, trying to harvest profits from the soil, York. have 1^ome to buy the food ' " • is a differ'
they evict the peasants who have always lived on ent matter-
the land.

Wl

70% of the people live are

on 1% of the land One FAO official, according to the San Fran-

7
Translation: Hunger is not lack of food. 

Hunger is lack of money.
People are hungry while wheat-glutted Canada 

will plant no crop in 1970; while American 
farmers are

of
hoiThese families have nowhere else to go but to 

the city. And the slums continue to swell.
In America, too, we find ourselves packed 

tightly. Like the peasants of Brazil, 
and more of us arc compressed onto less 

and less of the land. Like the peasants of Brazil, 
we do not own or control the land, and so we 
have no choice: 70% of the people live on 1% of 
the land in America, and the concentration 
is growing worse.

The office-building skyscrapers rising in Amer
ican cities across.the country symbolize the fact 
that more and more people are being crammed 
onto less and less of the land. And every year, 
tens of thousands of small farmers are economi
cally forced off the land, and into the cities.

The squeezing together of people is happening 
in many places. But the plain fact is that there 
are a lot fewer people for a lot more land in 
most of the underdeveloped countries. Popula
tion density for Africa and Latin America is far 
below that of Europe.

Only a few Third World countries have high 
densities—India, Pakistan, Ceylon, the Domini
can Republic, and one or two others. But none 
exceed 450 people per square mile. And yet Hol-

a i
\ Un

plowing under thousands of tons of 
potatoes to raise the market price; while as 
much grain sits in warehouses around the world 
as was exported in all 1969.
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=M clland, with a population density ot 972 per 
square mile, is not called overpopulated, while H V 
countries like Venezuela, with only 27 people Jf » 
for each square mile, are said to have a “popula- -, ' 
tion problem.” There are. no hungry people in
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So “overpopulated,” to the experts and offi - 5



It should be clear, then, that “overpopulation" cion and hunger? We can learn much from an occupy the most fertileiand and prôduce,'#uty 
is not the real cause of hunger. Docs this surprise interesting comparison: China. Brazil and fh#» one or two cash-crops for export, 
you? Let’s take it a little further. United States are more or less equal in size. Land that could produce basic foods goes to

Remember the list of “overpopulated” coun- China has 700 million people, the United States grow cotton and tea m India, coffee and cotton 
mes a list composed of hungry people on four has 200 million, and Brazil has 90 million. in Guatemala, bananas and coffee in Honduras,
continentsf There are several countries that If lots of people means overpopulation, and if rubber m Indonesia, sugar, corfee and cotton in
would have been on that list 25 years ago, but overpopulation means starvation, then China Mexico the list could go on and on.
ren’t there now. They are China, Cuba, North should be incomparably worse than the other All this tells us why there is hunger in a world 

Vietnam and North Korea. Over a fifth of the two. with so much food.

Id’s richest 
nuch food, 
me farmers 
35 million 
Otherwise, 
rould have 
prices fall.

iduction in 
;n some of 
' Said a top 
culture (as 
: that there 
some coun
market for

But instead, Brazil has 40 million hungry It tells us that most food production in the
people, America has 30 million, and China has “Free World is seen from a capitalist stand-
virtually none! point: it’s supposed to make money for the

A closer look at Brazil will show why so many farmer. If you can t afford it, then you can t 
people of the “Free World” are hungry. Brazil have it. That’s why in India big farmers some-

. , &11 , ci has, according to Latin American scholar John times let their wheat harvests rot in the silo
world’s people live in these nations. All have ad ,.more ^ ,and than a„ of Europe.” when they can’t get a good price, even though
socialist revolutions within the last 25 years. ^ ^ land ^ controlled by a tinv dite whole provinces are starving. It’s why m Amer-

The people there are no onger starving. If you ^ , corporations from America and ica, with 30 million underfed people, the govern-
‘ listed“he^endtHtist^klet IlSÏy other ' Western nations. What do these land- ment holds down the harvest to keep prices

Hunger is not a lack of 
food. Hunger is a lack of
money.

grown for

i terms? It 
e Stanislaus 

dab in the 
become an 

"hat’s what 
i thousands 
id not have 
le fields of 
d was stuff-

their enormous plantations? nigh.sources
offer recent information on the food production 
and other economic aspects of these nations.

So our list takes on a new meaning. The two 
billion hungry people of the world live in 
that were colonized by the Western countries
and are still closely bound to them, or live with- ofbig landlords.

The situation is the same tor the rest ot the
Third World. While landless people starve, the PeoPle- It ’
immense plantations and foreign-owned estates

owners grow on
.Coffee Overpopulation is a hoax. Hunger in these 

Brazil’s larges, export « coffee. There is no World" countries is not due to the limits
food value in coffee, bu, there's a lo, of profit in of Nature. The people are poo, and hungry be^ 
it. Unfortunately, the profit all goes to a handful “““ *“> often the great resources of then land 

7 r are gobbled up for the benefit of a wealthy tew.
Their hunger is not a matter of too many 

matter of too much theft.

areas

in the Western countries themselves. Hunger is a 
‘Free World” phenomenon.

What does this tell us now about overpopula-
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Dn faced bv
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on (FAO), 
he looming 
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Experts are 
d may accu-

3
GETTING OUT FROM UNDER

How can poverty, and thus hunger, t>e over-But there’s a problem with their approach.
These experts assume that people are poor and come-this is the real question 
hungry because they have large families, if that The solution for Third World nations is that
was true, then forcing people to have few or
kids, as brutal as it sounds, would be the way to of their own land.
improve their situation. Only, it’s not true. This is an, extremely important point. In most

In the first place, the overwhelming majority of the underdeveloped countries, ,he riches,
of Third World people make rheir living from rcsourccs-thc best farmland, the mutes, the od-

the land. This means that large families are actu- . , ,
I „ advantage: because when you've go, to native elite. These powerful overlords cooperate 
r 1 , 1 u • nnnnlp -iround to wltb each other. They use these resources for

The above quotations deal with the problem farm y an , ax7'‘1E r„0j their own benefit, and not for the benefit of the
taken from The Popula- help means being able to growmuch ^ masscs ()f the people. This is why so many

' “fTTX of the "free World” underdeveloped countries

* remain poor, and underdeveloped, and hungry—
they arc prevented from developing! They are 
exploited.

“We may have to announce that we will no 
longer ship food to countries unwilling 
able to bring their population increases under 
control."

or un-
e San Fran- 
), even pre- 
ires, “There 
; next 10 to 
le underfed 
prediction, 

remark thar 
not people 
. is a differ-

thc people control the economy and resourcesno

“The relevant question is not, 'If you have all 
those babies, how will you care for them?’ but 
‘Why can’t we get enough to care for our chil
dren?’ ”

fields—arc owned by foreign businesses or a tiny

of hunger. The first was 
tion Bomb, a best-seller written by Paul Ehrlich 
a white, middle-class rofessor from Stanford 
University. It assumes that hunger is due to 
population. Cut down the number of people 

it says, and there will be less hunger later.
from the Black

b of food.

notted Canada 
e American 
s of tons of 
e; while as 
d the world

over- today.

Hunger is caused 

by exploitation

now,
The second quotation

Panther Party newspaper, which is published by 
ganization of militant black people who 
raised in the slums of the city. There is 

food enough for the poor, it asserts. But our
bellies will never be full until we get it. developed countries have many

One Viewpoint says hunger can be defeated them survive to adulthood. This is important or
through control of people. The other says it can parents, not only because they love their ami
be defeated through control by people. lies, but also because grown-up - i ren wi

Which viewpoint is correct? their only support when they get o . .
The term “population control" is being tossed Beyond all these things, though, is the basic 

around a lot these days. Newspapers write reason why population control is no solution or ,
stories about it, government officials discuss it, hunger: hunger is not caused by overpopulation. Ending exploitation makes development pos- 
“advisory panels” recommend it. It’s caused by theft; theft of land, theft oi re- sible for people. It allows them to plan the use

What they are saying is this: “Population con- sources, theft of real control from the people of their resources for everyone, and to use them
trol is the only way Third World countries can themselves. Hunger is caused by exploitation. well. Farms can be run scientifically, using
raise their standard of living.” How is population People are not poor because there isn’t enough maChines and even chemicals, using them 
to be controlled? Mass birth control if possible, wealth to go around. They arc poor because fully to help and not hurt people-or
they reply or sterilization and starvation if wealth is unequally distributed, throughout the industries can be developed that will make prod-

y world and within a country. And population ucts people really need. All of this leads to
And they mean it. They recommend putting control will do nothing to change that inequal- something else: population growth that is slower 

chemicals into the food we ship abroad that will ity-if anything, it will preserve it Forcing popu- because people no longer find it necessary ti 
sterilize people. Some of them even say that the htion control on underdeveloped countries will have large families to produce enough food t« 
“developed" countries of the world (the wealthy only ensure that they remain underdeveloped. live. And they can make the choice themselves
countries) should get together and decide how Population control will only condemn thd to limit the size of their families.

, , . , , . . „ peoples of these lands to their present misery These things bave actually happened in -ooi
many people the underdeveloped (poor ) nations more miserable people doesn’t make countries which were exploited and did some
ought to have. And some want to have these ^ thing about it. China, Cuba, north Vietnam and

policies right here at home. r r D

comes

3an or
were

There’s a second reason why people in under
kids: few of m
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care- 
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north Korea had socialist revolutions. They Their population growth is stowing down! to be developed for ehe profit of a few at the 
seized control of their national wealth from the, China has reduced its growth rate to 1.4%. expense of the people.
native aristocrats and foreign businessmen and approaching our own of 1.1%. Within 30 years it Now, what does all of this have to do with
set about developing the wealth for the benefit will probably be lower than ours. In one decade pollution?
°frf b , j l • l mm. Cuba has cut growth- rate 20%. “PEOPLE POLLUTE!” That should have a

They have solved the,r hunger problem. North Bear m mind that this has happened without fami|iar ring by now. First we hear how hunger
Vietnam actually managed to feed its people and forced population control. People have not been and overcrowding is due to people-too many of
increase agricultural output while fighting an sterilized in these societies, nor have laws been them. Now we’re being told that the pollution
enemy that has bombed, strafed and even chemi passed telling people how many children to of America is due to people-too many of them
cally poisoned her soil China, which once suf have. Family planning is possible, if couples ,s it reaHy our fault that breathing city air is
fered from the worst famines in world history,, want it: contraceptives are available, and it is |ikc smoking three packs of cigarettes a day? Did
may actually have surplus wheat to export in a possible to get medical abortions. we kill Lake Erie, or muck up the beaches of
few years. Here ,s what E. L. Wheelright, who Just as important is the changing role of California. Louisiana, Florida and Maine with 
traveled over 5000 miles across the country in women. They have more freedom to choose the oil? Did we command the bulldozers and 
1966, had to say about China and food: kind of work they want to do. Women

For example wherever ! went, there was no longer bound to the hearth, and SO they have 
evidence of malnutrition, let alone starvation; r
food is plentiful and cheap; even in the poorer , , ,, , , . ,
areas 1 never saw anyone who looked as though L°Ur "^papers don’t tell US such things about 
he could do with a square meal, although 1 did these revolutionary countries. They go to great 
see what 1 considered to be inadequate clothing lengths to assure US

jp-ionu of these areas, But these were cxccp ter off, not happier.
tions, and the vast majority were well clothed. D„„« „ „l , .. , i • , ,The younger generation in particular were in PeHlaPS ^ arC ^ that evolution could
fine physical condition, the teen-agers being ProvC tempting to the remaining two billion
already taller and heavier than their parents in people in the Third World. Perhaps the wealthy
many cases. and powerful men who control America’s news-

Thcy arc developing economically. North papers, corporations, universities and govern- 
Korca, which was totally devastated by U.S. air ment are worried about their other investments 
power in the early 1950’s, has increased indus "i hungry Third World countries. Perhaps what trucks that paved under a million acres of Amer- 
trial output eleven times above the last pre-war scares these men the most is that hungry people *ca la$t year, substituting a million acres of shop- 
year, 1949. Today they no longer import food r'se UP to take back what is their own as their pi°g centers, tract homes, motel strips and 
and are almost self-sufficient in machine produc lives become more desperate and their numbers industrial parks? Do people pollute? And if not, 
tion. In just two decades, China has become a grow. who does-and why?
world power with a huge industrial base. Cuba is The point ot all this is simple. Overpopula- The best way to answer this question is to take 
rein vesting 31% of her Gross National Product tion is a red herring. World hunger is not a a deeper look at the things they tell us about 
to speed development, a figure unmatched by “people” problem. It is the problem of a system pollution-where it comes from, how it can be

which causes the land and resources of nations stopped, and who is going to stop it.
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any Third World country.

YOU STOP pOPULATiON^\ 
GROWTH, THERE IS NO INAY YOU \ 

* CAR CONTROL POLLUTION IN 
\ THE ENVIRONMENT."

— RFP. PAUL M‘CL0SKY 
(A. CALIFORNIA)
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REPLACED. THE VILLAINS ARE \
CONSUMERS, WHO DEMAND (OR \ 
AT LEAST LET THEMSELVES BE \
CAJOLED INTO DEMANDING-) \

[ hew, more, faster, bigger,
\ cheaper playthings without
V COUNTING THE COST IN A 
\ DIRTIER, SMELLIER, SICKLIER 
\ WORLD."
X — NEWSWEEK, JAN.26,IA70 
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GET F PEOPLE 
1 POLLUTE / / xxthe point is, air pollution , is 

/ a people problem, it comes 
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admit that we’re the ones who buy and drive the 
things. Does that make us responsible?

Consider the following:
Fact: The auto industry has always led efforts 

to block mass transit programs and push 
highway systems through the cities. 50% 
of the space in American cities is con
sumed by cars and their needs.

Fact: General Motors products net the com
pany over $1.7 billion in dear profit 
every year, but they also account for 35%

It’s foolish to say that any one thing is “the pollutants. Don’t be misled by quantity (how of the air pollution tonnage in the U.S.
major problem’’ as far as pollution is concerned much); in many ways it’s the quality (how dan- GM
Ecology is a matter of balance. Anything which gerous) of air pollution that counts. cleaner engine research, as compared to
upsets that delicate balance threatens us all. The ,urthcrmorC] ta major industrial the «600 milita, ta „,k dump, .ad «300
problem is really the tremendous number of amount ^ y of dangerous filth industries ‘‘TÎtoïïZ'
things which are upsetting the balance of life. . .... 7 ® . ian„„ lent to over 50% of its profits). Moreover,

Tim rivers and lakes we drink from are also PUt =VEn FCa,Cr a"d m°rC d?n6C.r- ««= compaaim bay up and .uppm. pat-
, ous. Arsenic itself makes a fine example: in ents and designs that could lead to dean-

used as vast, open sewers, n a * c c emi^a s 1969, two students who had grown up in Gary, er transportation (such as the Lear steam
and pesticides and detergents and oil dumped in ^ off tQ col] in Michigan and car, bought by GM last year and quietly
them wind up in'the ocean, which gets filth,er a $hort time got very6sick. DoetXjn found shelved).

’’over 450,000,000 Ions of garbage accumulate ,hat thcl' h»d actually become addicted to the Fact: The American ante induitty deigns it.
in America everv year, filling useful land and arsemc belcbed m'° ,h= a,r of by to ab°“‘ ,hr“

costing immense amounts of money. Much of ^ symptoms! year, creating , tremendous disposal and
the trash-bottles, cans plastic containers is ^ ^ exam k i$ San Jose) California, , dumping problem, the cost of which is
almost impossible to get nd of Qne industrial ^ the We$t borne by you «id me.

Even radioactivity ft a problem, as in Denver, J , , , «
where they recently discovered that a nearby Coast- San J°se has one-te p .p , Add to this the fact that our towns and cities
atomic bomb factory was releasing radioactive and one-tenth the cars"°f ^ ^ tn Tose are a11 sPrcad OUt' We livC in 006 PlaCC’ and W°* 
plutonium into the air, water and soil. For those ^any ways its au ts more dn^ cancer mdes awaY> and have to shop for food in a third
Lhou, community A-bomb plane, substitute b“ tb= 'b'rd . o,dtar tohe location' and buy °Ur do,h“ ™ 3 f°Ur,b-

- -",tsr srassswuiwv“ t™™a lot more than living color (latest safety breaK- burgh afe worse. 7 , ^ slow, inconvenient (lots of
through in this area: keep six feet away.). San Jost may not have miHions of people or transfer$x dirty-and, lately, expensive.

Obviously, then, there sa lot more to this than but k does have compames like Owens- Tq tQ it off> th have the nerve to tell us
dirty air. But what about air pollution itself. We Corning Fiberglass. One of their factories, just that auto llution is our fauit because we drive

learn a lot about the other forms of poilu- outside the city, got so bad that the local citi- cars_so |et ^ pay for it. 
tion by understanding what makes our air so zens fc^ed tbeir own investigators after the smog A$ if we hadn>t been paying all along. The 
bad. What’s true for one is true for all. control authorities kept pooh-poohing the freeways and superhighways pushed through by

Aii pollution has many causes. Most officials threat SoQn enougbi they learned that the one th(a autQ oil and construction industries were
and reporters play up the role of automobUes plafit> operating 24 hours a day, spews a more id for b us These were aîl highiy subsidized 
because they contribute heavily to air pollution deadly exhaust than a million new cars! Eight operationS- Take a look at the gas pump, and 
in terms of sheer tonnage of pollutants released. tQns of fi^h-saturated exhaust every minute. ,,j ^ ht there ■ t how mucb you’re pay-
Even here, though, estimates vary widely, from The lume from the smokestack, photographs . * gasoline tax money can only go to
less than 25% to over 50% of the total. More revealed> drifts fifty miles and blankets all of budd new highways and repair old ones. It can’t 
important are the amounts of really toxic chenu- Sjm J<)SC covering ^ area of 126 square miles. for smogless_ free public transportation, de
cals that escape into the atmosphere. if industry stands equal to the automobile as ke the fact that studies have shown that SUch

Alcohol and arsenic are both poisons, but it an ^ poiluteti why do cars take the brunt of a m would be cJieaper for everyone-given
takes a lot more boqze t an arsenic to y the blame? the hidden costs of air pollution, the valuable
in. The same principle holds true tor the air we ^ answer Ls money Big Business doesn't space consumed by cars, and the junk problem.

ofau,° “hi,:temf::Jebo,: « «= .he ^
dioxidfc and water vapor, is carbon monoxide, an bc fooled into thinki that cutting
odorless, colorless, tasteless gas. It s bad stuff , J
but the human body happens to have a good 
deal of tolerance for it. Carbon monoxide is 

less the booze of air pollution .
•long time, it might do harm.

The other four major components of polluted 
air *re much more in the arsenic tradition, a 
little bit goes a long way. Both cars and industry 
produce them. These highly poisonous sub
stances include: ' .

few at the 43 do with

POLLUTION: 
WHERE IS IT FROM ?
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>mmHen?particulates (microscopic bits of matter suspended 
in the air)

organics (hydrocarbon compound pses from in
complete combustion) 

nitrogen oxides (also gues from burning) 
sulfur oxides (gases from the burning of fossil 

fuels—coal and oil)
These are the pollutants you frequently ■— ,
smell and it takes very little of them to damage down auto exhaust will really make the air fit to change that, as long as the research isn t mtend- 

V ' i breathe. ^d to phase out cars).
y°fnraddition, nitrogen oxide and organic poilu- And this leads to something even more impor- So what choice do we have ? The auto pollutes 
tants combine chemically in sunlight to produce tant: people can be persuaded to accept the idea yes. Not the driver, but the machine. Which 
photochemical, smog. This is the brownish haze that air pollution is their own fault. means that the corporations who built those
,ha, b,o,sou.-he ai,e,noon view ensued,,. ” fa""- Wha‘ tTÜT«Î2

makcTyo™cye^Mto/and ’earfand starts you Do you feel guilty when you drive your car? around, spent all that money to sell us mote and 
^ y ® Do you believe that anyone who owns a car is a poorer quality cars—they pollute,

coughing. pollution criminal? It doesn’t end here. Because pointing the fin-
Now, the point of all this is that industries Let’s follow it through. Let’s admit that cars ger at the cause of pollution raises the question 

produce at least 50% of these really dangerous are a major air polluter; after all, it’s true. And of who is able to stop it.
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pointed out that after the Santa Barbara oil- 
drilling disaster, Nixon and Hickel appointed a 
special panel to decide whether or not drilling 
should be continued in the area. After “long and 

ful study,” this panel decided that Union Oil 
and the other companies in the channel should 
resume drilling.

At least five of the eleven members of that 
panel, observed the Times,
Union Oil or its partners in the channel ! In 
addition, the paper observed that most of the 
others also had dealings with the oil industry, 
such as contracts, or running universities that 
received large donations from oil companies.

If the federal government allows the wolves to 
be the shepherds, what do state and local gov
ernments do?

leading the fight 
coun

Government and industry are 
against pollution, President Nixon told the 
try in his 1970 State of the Union message. The 
press agreed: the energy and initiative of Ameri
can private enterprise, directed and funded in 
the public interest by the watchdog government, 
is the only solution.

Mr. Nixon’s own program is a shining example 
of how the government tackles this problem. On It’s not hard to understand why the icdcral 
nationwide TV and radio, with perhaps half the government does these things. Look at the kind

of men who hold the major “environment- 
management” positions. Look at the policies 
they set.

The Secretary of the Interior is Walter Hickel. 
a millionaire businessman from Alaska. He’s the

Real estate speculators and businessman 
farmers who controlled the land made tremen 
dous profits. But the ecology of the entire 
region has been disturbed; drinking water is 
being poisoned with pesticides, and now the 
Everglades arc dying from lack of water.

We subsidize the pollution of our own conn

care

try.
working forwere

American people tuned in, he proclaimed a $10 
billion program just for water pollution—a head
line story.

He failed to point out that the federal govern
ment’s share would be only $4 billion, to be 
spent over a nine year period. This would make 
the average yearly expenditure only $455 mil
lion, little more than half of what Congress had 
already appropriated for 1970, and only about a 
third of what had already been voted for 1971

guy who made a big deal about stopping oil 
drilling in the Santa Barbara channel after a 
Union Oil off-shore well blew out and covered

«
INDUSTRY DOMINATION

The state of California has been facing pollu
tion problems as bad as any in the nation. Now 
state officials are talking big about their counter
attack, which is supposed to be a model for the 

nation.
Among California’s worst problems is massive j 

pollution of seashores and coastal waters from 
> off-shore oil drilling, if big oil companies had to 

pay for the messes they make, they might be a 
£ little more careful about mucking over our land 
V and water. So that is what the state attorney 

general, Charles O’Brien, set out to do after the 
big Union Oil blow-out. But when he tried to 

the oil companies, he found

"war on water pollution"
•i /Nor did Nixon care to confess that he was refus

ing to spend over half the money already set 
aside for 1970 to start fighting water pollution 

His “war on water pollution” is nothing 
more than a stealthy retreat!

Of course, Nixon didn’t compare his proposed 
spending on water pollution with the $80 billion 
for the military or the $5 billion for space 
featured in his budget.

But this little bit of deception-in front of 100 
million people-only hints at the government’s 
real role in the pollution problem.

The same President Nixon who told 100 mi I -

i

now.

’i
now

help citizens sue 
that the very state agencies set up to protect the 
people against industries were the strongest sup
porters of the oil companies!

The state conservation boards, charged Mr. 
O’Brien, suffer from “industry domination.” 
How often does a public official come out and 
admit something like that?

But then, it was becoming difficult to cover 
up. Especially when one of the directors of the 
state agency most responsible for controlling 
pollution in the Santa Barbara channel happened 
to be a Union Oil executive.

So O’Brien turned to the experts in the state’s 
universities. Men who, for the most part, drew 
their salaries from the taxpayers. The response 
of these professors was rather interesting.

“The university expens," said Mr. O’Brien, 
“all seem to be working on grants from the oil 
industry. There is an atmosphere of fear. The 
experts are afraid that if they assist in our case 
on behalf of the people of California, they will 
lose their oil industry grants.”

Does that sound far-fetched? Wilbur H. Somer-

lion Americans about his concern for our envi
ronment is pushing the controversial “super
transport” SST, a commercial airliner that will 
fly faster than the speed of sound. He 
spend $700 million giving airplane companies 
like Boeing the money to develop it.

Have you ever lived by an 
noise, it's a lousy place to live. The SST, trailing 
thunderous sonic booms, will bring the sounds

60 million Americans.
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Even worse, many scientists fear that the high 
flying SST will leave smoke and dirt in the upper 
atmosphere, where it will remain indefinitely

air. Such pollu-

1 4

and change the chemistry of the
they believe, could have tremendously 

harmful effects, ranging from blotting out 
light to letting through deadly ultra-violet rays 
that would bombard the earth.

Very few of us will ever be able to afford a 
ride on the SST. Fares will be several times 
higher than on regular jets. Who finds it so im
portant that such a destructive and limited air
craft be built? Business executives, for one. 
They want to be able to cut a few hours flying 
time off their intercontinental flights. TWA and 
Pan Am and United like it: it means more busi- 

Boeing and General Dynamics like it: it

panel working for Union Oilnon.
sun-

hundreds of miles of California coastline with 
oil and then he quietly reversed himself and let 
the drilling continue. Together with President 
Nixon, lie's been trying to force the “Timber 
Supply Bill" through Congress, which would let 
lumber companies come in and chop up millions 
of acres in our National Form ts.

Is Hickel more concerned about the environ- 
about the profi's of the oil and lumber

ton, a professor of oil engineering, admitted that 
he wouldn’t testify “because my work depends 
on good relations with the oil industry. My 
interest is serving the petroleum industry.”

en conch 
! local a: 
jsed out
id) Cal

jithin
1rs, not i

a sautos cause only 25% of 
local air pollution

incut, or 
companies?

Can a businessman " ork for the best interests
ness.
means a nice, safe government contract 
which they can’t possibly lose money.

And, evidently, President Nixon likes it.
There are also less obvious ways in which the 

federal government aids the forces that arc 
ruining America. In southern Florida, for exam
ple, the Army Corps of Engineers drained vast 

of swamp and diverted natural waterflow 
with an elaborate and costly “flood control/ 
irrigation” complex.

What k 
>Hcy ad\ 

ian and t

on
of all of us?

The federal government thinks so, but then 
most of the top po- cions in government are held 
by business execv.ives and corporation lawyers 
-like Nixon him.-clf.

California cities are notorious for their air 
pollution. What have urban officials done?

In the Bay Area, officials got together and set 
up a regional authority: the Bay Area Air Pollu
tion Control District (BAAPCD). Read the 
hand-outs this agency distributes and you’ll see 
how they’ve cut down on air pollution by vigor
ous enforcement. Go to San Francisco or Oak

K)nc ma
arks for 
iecks fr< 
Iny, one 
elders ir 
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18. 1970. edition of the Los 
short article which

The January
Angeles Times carried a 
demonstrates rather clearly how a businessman sareas

government responds to pollution problems. It
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AllkND SMOKESCREENS
pushing for the Timber Supply Bill.

It’s a good story to remember next time some 
big corporation tries to tell you how concerne
it is about our environment.

What big corporations are really concerned 
about is money. That’s why they go to so much 
trouble to be sure the government-and even the 
public—won’t tip the applecart. Because the 
balance sheet is very one-sided about who prot
its from pollution versus who pays for it. t 
reads as follows:

League of Industrial Associations, an organiza
tion put together by big companies like Stan
dard Oil and PG&E to apply “friendly pressure” 
on public officials and tell the public what a 
great job industry does.

The wolves are the shepherds.
And California is no exception. It is even 

considered to have the strictest pollution con-

sunny, calm day, and yourd, especially
,s nosc and lungs tell a different story.
yhat kind of policies does the BAAPCD fol
ly? For one thing, it’s very tolerant of indus- 
U pollution. According to BAAPCD régula
it when pollution control devices in factories 
e breakdowns, companies can be excused for

Barbara oil- 
appointed a 
not drilling 

er “long and 
at Union Oil 
annel should

on a

luting the air.
tudy found that the Shell Oil refinery in trois in the nation! 

rby Martinez reported “breakdowns” on 84 in Eugene, Oregon, there was a filter stoppage 
of 111 days! in the huge Weyerhauser wood-pulp plant.

Rather than shut down the plant, the company 
decided to continue operations, even though 
they were dumping untreated chemical pollu
tion-sheer poison—into the river 100 yards up
stream from the city water intake. The company 
continued production for the two days it took 
the filter to be fixed, and then paid a small fine 
for its pollution.

In Tacoma, Washington, the American Smelt
ing Co. paid the grand total of $3,750 for

with lethal, stinking 
now building an

llUO foot high smokestack to spread the poison 
even wider area—and in doing so it gains 

legal freedom from pollution prosecution!
All over America, penalties and fines like these 

nothing but a license for companies to 
own area. If you have a 

see that people

ibers of that 
working for 
channel ! In 
most of the 
oil industry, 
versities that 
impanies. 
the wolves to 
ind local gov-

ne s

In 1969, American corporations spent ap
proximately a billion dollars on pollution 
control, while amassing after-tax profits of 
$66 billion. They spent only 1.5% of their 
profits cleaning up their own mess!

Even these figures are deceptive. The te& 
eral and state governments give big tax 
breaks to corporations for their pollution- 
contro' expenses. For every million dollars 
companies spend, they get back over 
$700,000. The public pays 70% of their 
costs. Their break is our burden.

Not only do we quietly pick up the tab for 
business' own expenses, but the bill for 
government anti-pollution programs also 
fails on our shoulders.

The government wants the public to pay 
$10 billion for municipal treatment 

plants over the next five years, while asking 
industry to spend only $3 billion (tax- 
deductible) on its own waste water. But 

and dirties-two-thirds of 
and farmers account for

6^-
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;n he tried to 
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to protect the 1 

: strongest sup-

overare
pollute. Check out your 
pollution control board, you’ll 
who live near the big, messy factories don’t sit 

it. Nowhere are the people who are most 
affected by industrial poison given the chance to 
control it. Everywhere government works with 
industry to save them the expense of cleaning 
up, and to convince us that something is being

And if this is how government tackles pollu
tion, it’s not hard to guess what industry does.

industry uses- 
America's water.on1/ most of the rest.

The icing on the cake is the simple fact 
that 40% of all the wastes handled by pubjjç 

from industry! There'swater plants come 
another $4 billion we pick up for them.

It's the same story with air pollution. What 
companies pay they save on tax deductions, 
ir else they raise prices and pass the costs on 

We pay extra for smog control devices 
cars, and for modified gasoline.

A
i, charged Mr. 

domination.” 
come out and

to us. 
on our

rhe BAAPCD likes to play down air pollution 
>m big industries. They set their standards so 
iw that they don’t even conform to state health 
mdards. This way, industries can pollute all 
fey please and still brag to the public, “We re 
sponsible ! We’re within the safety standards! 
the BAAPCD makes big claims about how it 
[winning the battle against air pollution. It tells 
e public how it cut air pollution “34.3% in 
167 alone. It doesn’t confess that this impres- 
le figure really refers to the amount of air 
dilution it claims to have prevented, out rtuui 
I pollution is increasing. “At least things

little less quickly” is what the

INDUSTRY’S SOLUTION And garbage: the cost of handling all the 
trash from industry, and all the consumer 
products which can't be disposed of, will be 
over $40 billion during the next five to ten 
years. Forbes Magazine, a businessman's 
journal, tells us very clearly just what this 

"Little wonder that businessmen and 
Wall Streeters alike are drooling ... The 

had better steel himself to pay the

ficult to cover 
lirectors of the 
for controlling 
mnel happened

Many companies take a “cosmetic” approach 
to pollution. If you can’t sec it, then it’s not
there. with the crud belching out of ;They mix steam 
their smokestacks so that the plume looks white, 
and clean, and harmless. Companies that 
too much filth to disguise often do their dirty 
work at night-an even better ploy.

Oil companies come out with big ads showing 
how their “special additive” gasolines make car 
exhaust so clean that a balloon can be filled with 
exhaust and remain nearly transparent. This is 
supposed to mean it’s no longer dangerous pollu
tion. A better test would be to stick an oil 

executive in the balloon along with the
that exhaust

means:
•ts in the state’s 
nost part, drew 
». The response 
^resting, 
d Mr. O’Brien, 
its from the oil 
re of fear. The 
isist in our case 
ornia, they will

emit
taxpayer 
tab."

In other words corporations want us to 
pay for their own pollution, while making 
big profits out of pollution itself. Pollution 
control is becoming a Big Business. Some of 
the big companies that rank among the 
worst of all polluters are buying up pollution 
control companies. They want to have their 
cake and eat it.

:

are
tting worse a 
ftAPCD really means.
[Things weren’t always done this way. Back in 
pi, a man by the name of Benjamin Linsky 
ks the main enforcement officer for the 
BAPCD. He ordered a series of studies and

1

i

company
fumes for a few minutes, or pump

n concluded that autos were causingonly 25% through the company board 
local air pollution. Mr. Linsky was quietly 

sed out of office. His replacement was D. J. 
ud) Callaghan, a former PG&E executive, 
ithin a short time, the BAAPCD decided that 
1rs, not industry, were the worst offenders of

ilbur H. Somer- 
y, admitted that 
/ work depends 
1 industry. My 
industry.”

:
doubt now why the 

Let the
There should be no 

Bigwigs tell us that “People Pollute, 
public pay!” is their real message.

They get away with it because the role or 
industry shapes the role of government 
across the nation, big corporations have friends 
on planning boards, in legislatures, and on pollu
tion commissions. They sponsor the research ot 
university experts. Their interests are well repre
sented. Who represents the interests of the 

people?
But what if more ot them did? Suppose there 

lots of dedicated politicians, and suppose 
corporations agreed to cooperate. Th en could 
they stop pollution? How would they do it

{while a meet-room
1 ;ing is in session.

Other companies prefer to jugglp statistics. 
And there are companies, slightly more blatant

than most, that revert to outright lies:
If you read Life, or Look, or Time, you vc 

probably seen full-page ads showing crystal-clear 
•ivers flowing through green, unspoiled forests. 
The Georgia-Pacific Lumber Co. places these ads 
and tells us how much it believes in conserva
tion. That same company, reported a Port an , 
Oregon, newspaper, sent letters to its workers 
attacking conservationists because they were 
“trying to limit the workers’ right to cut trees! 
They’re also spending huge sums of money

:

. All

25% of
ion What kind of ecology-minded people give 

>licy advice about air pollution to Jud Calla- 
'an and the BAAPCD?

works for Standard Oil. Another

us for their air 
:ials done? 
together and set 
y Area Air Pollu- 
CD). Read the 
es and you’ll set: 
dilution by vigor- 
rancisco or Oak

iUne man
arks for Dow Chemical. A third draws pay- 
ecks from the Pacific Gas and Electric Com- 
my, one of the major air polluters and land- 
alders in the area. Three of the “advisors” are 
dually paid consultants for the Bay Area

were
i
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POLLUTION1

SCIENCE CAN DO ANYTHING
Science got us into this mess, and science will Another basic principle of science makes the already being produced very profitably by other 

t us out. reclmology can cure the problems of problem a little sharper: matter cannot be dc- companies. American corporations make more 
clmology.” stroyed, only transformed. There are three states money digging additional resources out of the
Unfortunately, America depending on tech- of matter, anck we suffer from three types of ground than recycling them. They’re not about 

ology to pull her out of the hole is like a pollution: too much.garbage (solid), water poilu- to sacrifice these profits just because recycling 
igh-prcssurcd, over-anxious businessman ex- tion (liquid), and air pollution (gas). When we makes better ecological sense.
-cting a few Turns to cure his ulcers after, try to deal with one, we tend to make the others To make matters worse, many new products 
noking and drinking coffee all day, and gulping worse. arc made to be super-disposable. As a result,
iwn big dinners of extra-spicy, artificially- Take garbage, for example, if you try to burn they arc harder to recycle.
ivored, preservative-laden food. You can’t tack it, you’ve got air pollution. So you develop Plastic beer cans, for example, have been 
solution onto a problem and expect it to \york special incinerators that cut down air pollution, developed to replace metal ones. But the only 
you don’t deal with the cause of that problem, .but then you get dirty filters and residues-more way to get rid of them once you’ve used them is 

Besides, you just can’t say that “technology” solids, if you dump that stuff in the water, to burn them-and then you end up breathing 
the cause of pollution. Someone controls that you’ve got water pollution. beer cans,
chnology and uses it for specific purposes. If It’s the same story with dirty water. With 1Behind all these difficulties is the sheer prob 
hi don’t consider these things, then “pollution advanced methods, water can be considerably lem of energy. Most of our electrical power is

generated by plants that burn coal or oil. This is 
why electric utility companies like Con Ed in 
New York or PG&E in California
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among the worst air polluters. Their air pollu
tion is very visible, so they talk up atomic 
generating plants.

Atomic plants, however, also pollute. Thcv 
need immense amounts of water to cool the 
reactors, and this water, when discharged back 
into the rivers, is very hot. This 
thing called thermal pollution: hot water 
changes the balance of life and kills off many 
fish; rivers and lakes lose their ability to clean 
themselves and become much more polluted.

So atomic generating plants merely replace air 
pollution with water pollution. Technology 
takes us out of the frying pan and into the fire.

This leads to the most basic problems of all: in 
"America, as things are now, certain kinds of 
pollution are totally unpreventable. As long as 
the American economy turns out immense quan
tities of missiles, cars, steel skyscrapers, space
ships, and pointless appliances, then there must 
be an immense amount of combustion to pro
duce and run these things. As far as we know 
now only combustion technology—the burning 
of fuel (mostly coal, also oil)—can provide the 
tremendous, concentrated energy needed.

But combustion consumes oxygen and releases 
staggering amounts of carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere. The CO2 is building up, especially 
as more and more plant life (which converts 
CO2 back to oxygen) is destroyed. All this CO2 

in the air is beginning to cause something known 
. ntrol*' won’t even get off the ground. Basic cleansed, but one by-product is tons of sludge as the “greenhouse effect”: the light rays from 

vs of nature see to that. (solid). Getting rid of the sludge brings in all the the sun can get in, but. when they reach the
One ot the fundamental principles ol science is problems of garbage disposal. earth and turn into heat rays, the heat rays can’t
at disorder tends to increase. In other words. And controlling air pollution, as just men- get out. This tends to heat up the lower levels of

tioned, produces solid wastes, often very poison- thc atmosphere. Nobody really knows what this 
011s, that are hard to deal with.
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a
aking a mess is much easier than cleaning one

is going to do, but most scientists are positive
are a good example. Remember the The only possible solution includes something that it will be something very bad. 

of Santa Barbara? The massive drilling called recycling. This means finding ways to use
gs out in the water symbolized the coinpli- waste products over again. Thc metal, paper and
ated, ingenious technology that had been duvel- plastic components of garbage, for example,
ped to bring oil up from under hundreds ot could be separated and re-used. The rest of thc

rubbish could be converted to compost, which is What it really comes down to, and what you 
But when that technology broke down and nothing more than natural fertilizer. . rarely hear about, is that on the whole, anti-

nade a big spill, what was the only way to clean But recycling requires total economic plan- pollution devices can only slow down the rate at 
te oil off thc beaches? Il'ith straw! rung. In America, big companies sell millions of which things arc getting worse. Being poisoned a
And when thc oil companies tried to use more dollars worth of chemical fertilizer, and they little more slowly is hardly a cure,

ophisticated methods to break up the oil—by will fight any program which secs city and state Fighting pollution with gadgets is like treating
iropping detergents on it—they only ended up governments putting organic fertilizer on the cancer by lopping off the most obvious tumors, 
loin g greater harm. People may have been con- market. In this country total economic planning While expensive devices can make a few pro- 
■inced that things were better because thc messv for the best overall results is not possible. cesses less harmful, every year more factories
>il goo was no longer visible, but thc detergents The same goes for water and air pollution, send their stacks into .the sky and run their 
vere even more poisonous to sea life. Most by-products which could be recycled are culverts into thc rivers. Bulldozers clear off

Oil spills 
ctures

Science—the hope
eet of rock and water. *

l



pollution supplement. ■hundreds of square miles of farmland to be 
paved over, and strip mines gouge immense 
across
able smelters. Countless forests are hacked away 
to make more and more paper. Leaky oil wells 
are drilled in more dangerous places. And free
ways expand over the land. The skies get grayer, 
the rivers browner, more people get sick, and life 
becomes more dreary for those without the 
means to escape.

It’s not that the world is dying-it’s being 
killed. The murder can be prevented. But tech
nology won’t cure pollution because the real 
cause of pollution is a lot more than just 
technology.
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PEOPLE DON’T POLLUTE
The human race has been around for a million 

years. Nature engineered us very carefully so we 
wouldn’t interfere with the balance of life, 
which supports all living things—including 
humanity.

You breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon 
dioxide (CO2). You give off solid and liquid 
wastes.

Plants breathe in CO2 , and take in mineral? 
and nitrogen from animal- and human 
They use sunlight to turn these things into food 
substance, and they grow. *

Animals eat the plants, then humans cat these 
animals and plants as well. After we die, our 
bodies decompose,, and become food for the 
plants.

The cycle is closed. Nothing is wasted.
Pollution interferes witn this natural cycle ot 

life, a cycle which depends on air, land and 
Pollution is smoke and oil slicks and junk 

and weed-killers. Pollution pours out of 
smokestacks, exhaust pipes, culverts, dump
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Pollution comes from producing things and from 
the things that are produced.

We’ve already seen what makes the air so 
dirty. Cars and industries do an equal job of 
poisoning the atmosphere.

Water is even more the victim of the factory. 
Industry uses and pollutes almost two-thirds of 
our water supply, and agribusiness (big farms 
using irrigation) accounts for most of the rest.
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I People themselves use 
I water consumed in America. Sewage, the vyaste 
I that humans put into water, can be removed. ^ 
I The oil, acid, ammonia, dissolved metal and 
I pesticides from industry and agribusiness in 
I most cases cannot be removed. I

It’s the same story with land pollution (gar
bage). Industrial and commercial waste makes 
up 60% of the hundreds of millions of tons of 
garbage discarded annually. The other 40% 
comes from “people.” But look more closely 
and you find that much unavoidable people gar
bage- discarded food, paper and the like 
-breaks down or can be recycled. The problem 
comes from all the “convenience” packages.

The no-deposit, non-returnable cans and bot
tles are hard to get rid of. They pile up on the 
scrap heaps—over 100 billion a year—and actu
ally cost us a lot more money than the old 
returnable types. Each one costs you an extra 
30£ in taxes for disposal, a tab the manufacturer 
never mentions. That’s one reason the; snrted

h
IISI

Is it really the wishes and demands of the 
people that run America? Docs America’s 
immense, swelling economy really work for us— 
or against us? Who benefits from it?

We have to look at what America makes.
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making non-returnable containers in the first kinds of goods does Business sell us, and what
place: to slip us the bill for getting rid of them, kind of life does it bring?

All of which leads to one conclusion: poilu- ^e spend thousands of dollars on cars, refrig-
tion is not a people problem. If it was, countries crators, TV sets, stoves and washing machines
like India which have many more people and less that can be made (labor inc u c ) ora raction jin{j each passing vear Our
area than America would be dying from poilu- £ Hcjr otp^LT^ health is deteLating: more JeoplcML getting

tion. It is the industrial countries of the world n8 P P P Y ^ degcncrative diseases-which means their bodies

virtually rot—at younger ages. Even life expec
tancy is decreasing. Our jobs arc boring. We 
work harder and harder to pay our bills and end 
up making other people rich.

sions and “conveniences” that they sell us runs a 
lot higher. The billions and billions of dollars 
worth of goods America produces every year 
exact a fearsome ecological toll.

Our cities are crowded, smelly, and ugly.
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things break down. Or some new 
model comes out.

Advertisements arc always yammering at us 
about some new product that's supposed to 

The cause of pollution is the way machines makc us look and fc<d sexier, or younger, or 
and technology are used. stronger, or more important. The ads arc very

clever, being scientifically designed to play on 
our weaknesses, our desires, our vanities.

that arc polluted, but even among those some 
arc much more polluted than others. And none 
of them-not even Japan—compares with Amer
ica.

Pollution comes from waste :EXPANDING CORPORATIONS
In America, most of the machines and tcchnol- Thcy’re nothing but psychological pick-pockets 

ogy are controlled by corporations. I he goal of a(1(J purse-snatchers, 
these corporations is to make more and more 
profits. And in order to do this, they have to 
grow bigger and produce more. This is what

the machines and tcch-

Weproducing too much ,

producing too sloppily ,

and wasting what has 

been produced

Many of us go into debt to buy all the things 
need. No matter how much we

power 
batter 
bccaui 
needei 
or ind 
goods 
spread 
built.

Evei 
made 
ma kin

the ads tell us we
have enough. There’s alwayshave,

something else we’re urged to buy. I here’s 
set of Joneses we’re supposed to

we neverdetermines how they use 
nolog y and land that they This is capital-own.

always a new
ism. , ,.

Our economy is like a person built leaning for- kc£P UP wlth' , .
; . , , , ;l| So consumer goods and military hardware

ward who must keep running ahead or he will , , r t ■ »r .. „ r , | 1 ■ i h form the heart or the gigantic Americanfall over. Businesses can’t keep making and sell- . . 66 . ,,
mg the same things .,11 the rime because people «V ** *">6» Produc=d?

would soon have most of the products they 
need, and demand would fall off Which means 
profits would fall. I hen workers get laid off, 
plants shut down, and you’ve got a recession or 
depression. Which makes profits drop

Corporations have to make more things, and
in order to keep

SJ fm)
'I imore.

convince people to buy more, 
making profits. They must keep growing.

America has the world’s largest “Gross 
National Product.” That means that America

Business must keep growing to make profits. 
Profits come from sales. The critical problem for 
corporations becomes “How- 
sales?” They have found several ways.

They build their products to break down in a 
relatively short time, because this increases turn
over. Scholars call this “planned obsolescence.” 
We can call it waste.

T ncy spend billions of dollars on advertising 
(and tack the cost onto the price-tag) to con 
vincc us to buy new things, often things we 
don’t really need. This too we can call waste.

They back the politicians and newspapers that, 
push for expensive new defense systems, which 
collect dust for a few years and arc replaced. 
What else could we call it but waste!

Our enormous, expanding economy powers 
itselj by creating waste!

Look at all the metal objects which surround 
you and consider how many of them you really 
need. While you do this, keep in mind that 
650,000 gallons of America’s water are degraded 
making one ton of steel; 130 million tons are 
produced each year. It’s part of the cost—your 
cost—that companies don’t tell you about.

Thumb through the daily paper and notice all 
the advertising pages. You pay for these ads. Not 
only do the companies tack the cost onto the 
price-tag, but 240,000 gallons of water and, 
thousands of trees go into making one ton of 
newspaper. 61% of all newspaper goes for ads, 
consuming well over 5 million tons of paper 
each year. That’s your cost also. Il’tis/c exhausts 
the resources oj the land- and of the people.

Thcr-1 are other, less obvious ways in which we 
pay the price of an illogical system fueled by 
greed:

How much better oft arc we?
Businessmen are much better off. In the last

»,

1can we increase

makes more tilings than any other country in 
the world. And every year, the GNP gets bigger.
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Twenty percent of America’s industrial GNP is 

devoured by military production. Most of these 
products—planes, missiles, ABM systems, 

submarines—are enormously expensive and
used. They sit around for a few years and

lngf
Mi

I hardwar
arc hapj

I Andnever
become “obsolete”; then new models are pro
duced to replace them. On the other hand, to 

these deadly weapons would bring on the 
death of the world—or at least of America.
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£use

used are eitherThe military goods that are 
dropped in the jungles of Southeast Asia and 
Latin America or sold to dictators and other

Tl
rna

buyers around the world.
Big corporations have made billions of dollars 

in profits from military production. For the 
of us, the cost has been enormous. It goes tar 
beyond the 70c out of each tax dollar we pay 

war-related production. The 
industries of war-oil, steel, chemicals, plastics 
and manufacturing—are the dirtiest of all, and 
military production accounts for over 1/5 of 
their output.

Think of all the acids and smoke added to our
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rivers and air while steel is made for missiles, and 
submarines, and bombers. How much of the 5 years, big corporations have grdwn 31 /o.

But inflation has crippled many of us. It s left

1Ai to>
poisonous chemicals that we drink and the 
deadly gasses that we breathe originated in the us run,mn8 0,1 a ^eadmill. Many of us arc even 
manufacture of military hardware’ The stupe,,- goi"8 backwards: working people can’t even buy
dous amounts of weaponry that we create wage as much now w,th thc,r Pa>'chccks aS the>' could

10 years ago.
Many of us are deeply in debt. American con 

sumers are over $98 billion in the hole. That 
works out to over $2000 per family!

And the final price we pay for all the posses

do
1
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war on our own bodies as well as on our pay- 
checks.

Still, most of what America makes is for the 
consumer, not the Army. It is the stuff of which 
the so-called American Dream is made. What
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ovciioaumg any one area with factories would the Word. - , r
minimize the damage. Nature has tremendous But the Word they spread is a Ke. And if lies 

Things don’t have to be this way. lability to clean up human messes if she isn’t work better than force to keep people confused
Suppose America was really run for the bene- pushed too hard. “ and keep them from attacking their system, then

fit of everyone. That would make it possible to The rewards of technology need not be aban- lie they will. If encouraging people to rally for 
plan very carefully how to use our land, doned if technology is used selectively, and care- Ecology discourages others from rallying for 
resources and technology without ripping up our fully. We don’t Have to go back to the horse and decent working conditions, an end to the war in
environment. plow to escape death from the smokestack and Asia, equal opportunity, and real control

We could use things over instead of using them culvert. their own lives, then they will make Ecology the
People would decide for themselves what But this sounds like a wild dream. Not because watchword of the day. The wolves will pose as 

their needs are and what should be produced. these things are impossible—they could be shepherds.
Things would be built to last: there’s no started immediately. It sounds unreal because 

reason why lightbulbs can’t shine for years, and Ithe men and the corporations that run the pres- is not a technical oversight, nor 
refrigerators run for a lifetime. The know-how lent system, and profit by it, insist that no other1 the people, or caused by too many people. It 
exists right now, but most companies know that Vyay of doing things is as good as what we have will not be cured by a few fancy gadgets or 
durable goods compete with fast profits. jnow. And they back up these claims with force inventions.

We could get a lot of energy from cleaner when people try to change their system. Pollution comes from waste: producing too
power sources like solar power or “super- And yet, these same men, who are now being much, producing too sloppily, and wasting what 
battery” fuel cells. These things aren’t used now attacked from so many directions-by people has been produced. There will be pollution as 
because they can’t deliver the kind of power against the war, by people suffering from infla- long as things are made for profit, not because 
needed for enormous cities packed with people, tion, by black and brown and poor people-are people actually need them. There will be pollu- 
or industries which crank out endless heaps of -now leading the parade and carrying the banners tion until we consider all the costs of inakmjg 
goods. But they would be perfect for smaller, for America’s new Ecology Crusade. Politicians something-including the cost to the environ- 
spread-out cities that could be planned and ,calk tough and make promises; government offi- ment.
built. cials slip money and supplies to “responsible” There will be pollution and hunger as long as

Even if some of the goods we need must be students who demonstrate for ecology; business- the land and resources of a nation are run for 
made by dirty methods and with dirty power, men give financial support to the college pro- the profit of a few, and at the expense of t c 

making only as much as we really need and not fessors and conservation clubs that are spreading •nany.

ALTERNATIVE
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The pollution of America is not an accident. It
is it the fault of

i waste:

ih ,

lily , »

has
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VICTIM

. . . , . It’s the same story in rural areas. The poorest seas and paying dirt-cheap wages to desperate
merica is a ave no na ion. people, the ones that do the real labor, are the workers who have no other choice.
After years of waste and misuse corPorat P who have to stoop over fields covered with What big American companies do dirty at

have used up many of our vital raw materials, ^ ^ ^ ^ do much ^ in Brazil, or Indon.
Since the 1940 s American companies have P while people esia, or Ghana. In these places, no officials will
grabbed large holdings in more and more Third have been o ^ P Y bug them about sooty smokestacks, oil slicks,.
World countries to get these resources, the fue doe$n.t ^ ^ The ecol ical piracy dangerous pesticides, or unhealthy working con
fer their runaway production. which ^ extends beyond

And the outcome. our ^ ^ the wor)d( le in undcr.
American corporations and the powerful men are ^ ^

who own and control them have reaped stagger- v ° ,___, Indians up to one dollar a day to mine copper ining profits. esourcs dug up, =u down »nd pumped away. ,he AndJ mountains. Here is one description of
?/ . . , 1 . r .,„rr l,„ if.e The signs on the plant gates carry names likeMany Americans have Iocs of stuff bur,. An JondaBor Unitci Fruit. The

hard to say whether their lives are any easier or 
happier. Many others are still poor and hungry.
And we’ve all been left with the mess.

So far, most of the people demonstrating 
against the mess and talking about ecology have 
been college students, suburban housewives, 
doctors, engineers, lawyers—by and large, middle 
class people.

Their complaints are legitimate. But there are 
many people in America and the rest of the 
world who suffer much more from pollution and 
the system which causes it.

In America, they arc black, brown and white 
working people, who arc 
and crowded together. They arc 
the worst jobs, the ones

exposed to the most concentrated poi
sons, the kind that rot away lungs.

They are the ones who have to live around 
industrial “parks.” You don’t find factories in 
nice suburban neighborhoods.

They arc les, likely ,o have cars or the money people know that «hey «II neve, see , penny o, 
to-take long trips. A few extra National Parks the profits from these mines and plantations ana ^ 100000 Indian$ empioyed in the
rlnn’r mean much to them factories. The big American companies ivi e big sierra mines .., where conditions (minerals lie at

They are «he people rha, population control «heir take with «he rich overlords who control

advocates were talking about at the American the Ian imperialism„ Imperialism lets survived that long in the first place. Many companies
Association for the Advancement of Science llus . ” , r .l„ ... distribute coca (which produces cocaine when
meeting of December 1968. These scientists American companies get cheaply iront o chewed) to the Indians before they enter the pits so
recommended that urban planners build future countries what they have used up and nee as to render them semi-unconscious of dangers, hard-

. . . j narrnw SQ that the home; it lets them convert these countries into and the internal pains the fumes create. (J.
2T ps^choiogica^puessur^or’overcrowdfng cap-e ma,ke«s for over-priced American goods; oi. «. U«n America..*>

would force people to have fewer kids. it lets them get away with moving factories over

in Peru, American mining corporations pay

those mines:
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pollution supplement, page 14

The almost predatory exploitations by the coffee Should Brazil be called “Brazil the Overpopu- 
planters have ruined a considerable portion of Brazil’s lated”? Or should it be called “Brazil the 
soil. In many areas, these abandoned coffee lands arc Raped”? It is no coincidence that American cor
so ruined that they can hardly ever be restored to 
crop production .... Therefore, the coffee planta
tions have always been on the march, grabbing 
land and leaving behind eroded or impoverished Peru, Brazil—the list could go on and on. It 
soils. . This march of the coffee plantations over could include South Africa, where black
the wide expanses of Brazil has been likened to a _ • j „i . u u r- ji ... •. _ , . r , , paid slave wages to build Ford cars,devastating giant wave .... In some of these early r 6
coffee regions the abandoned soil is so crisscrossed by °r Liberia, whose rubber plantations yield

and gullies that it almost resembles a lunar Firestone average net profits three times as great
as the entire Liberian national revenue.

In Brazil, most of the good land is controlled 
by American companies like United Fruit, 
Standard Fruit, W. P. Grace Co. and Bank of 
America. These companies grow non-food cash 
;rops, like coffee, in a country which should bç 
one of the richest food producers in the world 
and instead is one of the poorest. They grow 
their crops on huge jungle plantations, on sensi
tive but fertile tropical soils. George Borgstrom, 
n his book The Hungry Planet, tells what hap- 

this farmland in a section called “Coffee

porations dominate the economy of many of the 
world's poorest and hungriest countries.new

the pi 
hard ;
tion/’ 
soil c;

In < 
the o 
born 
siblc 
land.

Am 
over 

' Vietn

men are

ravine* 
landscape.pens to

an the March” (p. 329):
And the list would have to include Vietnam.

9
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER : 

VIETNAM AND AMERICA’S 
ECOLOGY PROBLEM

a

4 4 9 9

Lyndon B. Johnson, a now retired Americar that 60% of his goats were born dead or those in which any of the people arc svmpa- 
politician, once said that “the best guide to what deformed, and his chickens stopped laying. Then tlictic to the Viet Cong. This includes almost all 
'■vc do abroad is what we do at home.” trees started to die. Children got sick. And fin- the villages in South Vietnam.

One of the things we have been doing at home ally women in the area began to have mi scar- The American government and American 
is spraying farms, lawns, highway medians and riages; and many had their reproductive organs poratit 
vacant lots with herbicides (weed-killers). Some- removed.
thing called 2,3,5-T is the most common one Possibly 30% of South Vietnam has now been 
used; it has been sprayed on over 5% of the U.S. sprayed with 2,3,5-T thirteen times 
Unfortunately it doesli lot more than kill weeds, centratcd than that permitted in America.

cor-
>ns arc running the Vietnam war. The 

corporations build the war machine that the gov
ernment directs. And polluting Vietnam is 
of their basic tactics. They attack the people and 
destroy the ecology of their country.

2,3,5-T was being used near Globe, Arizona in The Army says that it “only” wants to defoli- The poisons they have sprayed to kill trees and 
1965, and some of it drifted over populated ate the trees. But it sprays 2,3,5-T directly 

Shortly thereafter, one farmer reported “unfriendly” villages. Unfriendly villages

one
mure con-

destroy crops stay in the soil. Much of this soil is 
permanently destroyed. In many places, after
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pollution supplement, pegs 16
Overpopu- 

‘Brazil the 
lerican cor- 
lany of the A SIMPLE ANSWER• • • • • •
es.

and on. it 
ck men are

the plant cover dies, the bare ground becomes as Saving Vietnam from ,the communists can be si()0 billion dollars, and the war grinds on. We
hard as a rock through a process called “laterza- translated as saving Vietnam from the Vietnam- have nothing to gain from this war — 
tion/’ Generations must pass before laterized esc, even if this means destroying the whole ônly lose, 
soil can again be farmed. country and the people themselves. The same When you get right-down to it, we really have

In other places, bamboo weeds grow içi after) goes for Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, or mdch in common with the Vietnamese. The 
the original plants are killed. So tough and stub
born is the bamboo plant that.it is almost impos
sible to get rid of once it has taken over the 
land.

American planes have also sprayed herbicides
over
Vietnam’s estuaries. Estuaries are coastline bays

we can
r

tions yield 
nes as great

.

America make profits offe. companies that run 
both of us. And both of us are the victims ote Vietnam.

attack the problem their ecological crimes.
The Vietnamese have a headstart on us in solv

ing their.pollution problem. .They know very • , 
it. They, are attacking the

NOW!100,000 acres of the mangroves which line dearly.what causes 
problem iit its source.
.if wé really want to rqake Amerjca a fit place

also have to understand.F S3
to live in once again, we

problem. More of usdiave to realize that bad 
ecology cannot be separated from unfit housing, 
inflation, ,lousy working conditions or the rat- 
race life; from racism, the repression of women, - 

• starvation or wars of aggression.

rj
our

\ ,
* t

EE : *■!

arc svmpa- 
is almost all iflMitiï The fight against ecological disaster!cannot 

succeed if it docs nôt recognize the common 
obstacle to the solution of all these problems: in 
America, .the wealth, of society is produced for 
profit, not for people. And the small elite that 
gains power and wealth from this system will 
every weapon at their command to preserve it, 

matter whether they see the threat rising 
from the people of Southeast Asia, Africa, Latin 
America or the United States itself. Once we 
understand these things, it will be clear that 
there is only one way to deal with our ecology 
problem:

Attack the problem at its

nerican cor- 
ri war. The 
hat the gov- 
Enam is one 
: people and
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i
i to get rid ofand inlets where fresh water mixe> with salt and any country whose people 

where, in Vietnam, shoreline mangroves provide foreign businessmen and take control over their 
breeding grounds that yield premium harvests of( own resources. Politicians and businessmen cry 
fish and shellfish. The Vietnamese have always “Communism!” whenever their power over the 
depended on their estuaries for much of their people and resources of the earth ,s threatened,

cither abroad or at home.
Now thf estuaries of Vietnam have been des- Money and power is the teal story behind the

,toyed. The few fish and shellfish that have sut- to
vived the destruction cannot be eaten. They are L n-
so contaminated as to be poison timebombs for will let them keep the money rolling m. 
humans Vietnam and all of Southeast Asia arc prized

Poisons that get into soil and water also get by American businessmen because of the great 
into humans, even humans that are born years natural resources of the region, and because con- 
after the poisons were sprayed. As the lesson of troi over this area would give them an immense
Globe, Arizona show's, they are as deadly to captive market. r„erilirrt.s
people as they are to weeds and forests. One American corporations value the resources
substance in the herbicides has been found to be because they arc things^-that America no longe 
10,000 times more harmful than thalidomide, has, or never had-things like tungsten, anv 
Already there are reports filtering back from imony. tin.
Vietnam of stillborn and deformed babies. We American corporations ,
may be crippling a whole generation of Vietnam- because the American people just cannot keep 

PP ë 5 buying fast enough to keep the corporations
What does the ecological destruction of Viet- growing and profiting, 

have to do with the ecological destruction

want
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know all this. That’s why 
over a thousand

nam 
of Amenca? The Vietnamese

The same government that tells us about its they are fighting back. For 
concern fo, America's environment poisons the years, the Vietnamese have been ^6-»
environment of Vietnam. The same corporations foreign powers that ca . >
that pollute America and cad it “pollution con- wealth tQ f ht thc war, and
trol” make products to pollute Xietnam and cal ^ ' for 4500(f livcs and ovcr
it“saving Vietnam from the communists, w P .
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irty air, filthy rivers and lakes, foul soil. Are we just going 
to live with them — if we can? The answer must be no. 

Before clean air, unpolluted waters and green fields become 
only a memory, each of us must act. To reverse the tide of pol
lution and improve the quality of life, start cleaning things up, 
now. Fight pollution ... with better waste disposal, with a clean 
home and home grounds, with a properly-maintained car and 
efficient heating system. Fight pollution . . , stoji litter. Pollu
tion control begins with people!
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; •; 3poetry Rain

(b a desert where
thought and love are not even mirageabk)

i walk an animal untamed
by schizophrenic flowers who plant themselves
in the growing heat of the air

(dry is god
and waiting is praying) 
i pluck a flower

for plucking a flower b like hoping 
and i long to love.

someday it will rain; 
and i wUl feel the water on my face 
and for all the flowers 
from clouds will fall the earth

■

I

The Wise Old Woman Death

Green and golden, as if touched 
By a rich man’s wonder, ate 
The ghosts of last year’s trees.
I see them as real as these 
Watching walls whiten the empty 
Bones that fill them.

,

Bernell Macdonald

One night into tomorrow,
And one footprint in the snow.

The charred hands of the branded maple
Reach warm as specre eyes
Into thb cold bed. And the forest
Spreads a winter table
Outside my window. They have come
For a feast of the soul.

« iI

(lycanthropy

Your pelted ripped flesh taunts my mind, 
As you smile and bite another 
squealing piece of pork.
Forgotten momentarily, the guest 
again grips my loins and triumphs 
over growls on, “Tea in China”.
“Come lovely Roslyn, my castle 
fa your sty and betwixt 
which well fail”.

She gained the upper hand 
in battle but I assumed the 
conquers chair.

As we rose for the final and 
died in melted time she returned 
from vivious claws to cloaked 

.secrecy.

I

iiHijii*!
w,? E
11 ; ÉliÉ

One night into tomorrow,
And one footprint in the snow.

Whfapering bands, charming out the secrets 
From the bark, gather round 
My pillow. Fast and fragile, as the 
Wish of a drowned man, is the voice 
Of the sky, calling me now 
Into the miracle of midiight stars.

If

If life were just a game, to play, 
Then people would be cards,
If love was just a word to say, 
Then truth would not exist.
If beauty was worth a dime,
Then Nature would be silver.
If there were not time,
Then nothing would grow old.
If songs could only be played, 
The forest would be silent.
If summer’d days could be made, 
Seasons would never change.
If happiness could be earned, 
Everyone would work.
If wisdom could be learned,
All would go to school.
If death were the end,
There would be no faith.
If peace could condescend,
There would be no war.
If man thinks he rules the world, 
Why can’t he rule God?

'

One night into tomorrow,
And one footprint inthe snow.J

Sheelagh Russell I

Adieu

At this our last parting,
We have little to say to each other’s eyes, 
Only my strong arms and your tears 
Speak of our clinging to a happy past.

Our hands are tightly joined 
By vows noone may alter,
Tliough death may come to lovers,
Over love, death has no power.
And yet we give back promises,
For there is little infant chance 
That we shall ever meet again.

We are the victims of memory’s hollow echo, 
Like our footsteps and our voices 
In the empty railway station,
Where we shiver in the morning cold 
And tremble with emotion.

Barbara Baird

NS
“ removal

Kaiser

reneurs What more can be said?
One short kiss on tiptoes,
One gentle squeeze from a beloved hand, 
Two soft goodbyes, one last touch 
Of yearning fingers through the windows- 
A kiss upon the pane.

I stept down from the platform to the tracks 
And you can see me no more 
In the rising steam and mist,
As your trahi slips away.

After a while 1 also turn and walk away 
Beneath the shedding arch of autumn elms

jmt. No »
8h they

1

i Kevin R. Bruce
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Liz Smith- an interview with Joseph Pach

”A violin is a living tihng. It is not a piece of 
furniture. It moves "

The varnish used by these early Italian 
craftsmen cannot be duplicated today. Mr. 
Pach’s three hundred year old violin still shines 
like glass.

“A violin is irreplacable. Each one is unique 
in appearance, sound and condition. Each violin 
is recorded and sold with its papers,” he ex
plains.

The sound of a violin develops with age. The 
violins from the house of Amati have the 
richest, mellowest sound of all. But, surprisingly, 
there is no shortage of these violins. There are 
more Strads than there are top violinists.

fact that you had to put up with this nonsense 
sort of drained one’s ambition. When 1 got home 
from work, the last thing I wanted to do was to 
take the violin out of the case. But I never re
fused a concert during this period. The ambition 
to be a soloist in classical music never left.”

Today the Canada Council rescues a lot of 
musicians from this plight and supports them 
while they are developing musically.

In 1954 Joseph Pach married Arlene Nimmons.
The 1958-59 winter season on CBC was 

frantic. By the end of the season Mr. Pach felt 
drained of energy and was literally anemic. The 
Pach’s took stock of their lives and decided that 
the material things - the broadloom rugs, the 
expensive furniture, just weren’t worth giving 
one's physical being to the CBC, especially when 
the heart lay elsewhere.

The Pachs took a gamble that not many 
would risk. With their small daughter, they 
packed up and moved out of the commercial 
scene in Toronto, where the salaries were high, 
to go to Vancouver. Mr. Pach did the same kind 
of commercial work in Vancouver, but there 
wasn’t as much of it, so he had more time to 
practice.

In this rather romantic assertion, Joseph I'ach 
is referring to the vibration of the violin, in 
sympathy with the strings, as it is played. But 
the violin, seems almost alive in the reciprocal 
relationship it demands of its player. As the ex
pertise of the violinist develops and he begins to 
control and understand the form of the violin, 
the violin begins to take a physical control, as 
well as the obvious mental grasp, of the violinist.

B
(C

The violin is supported between the chin and 
the left shoulder, with no support from the 
arms. In fact Mr. Pach could walk around for 
hours with the violin balanced this way, without 
feeling any uncomfort. The muscles of the left 
arm are strained and tense to allow the fine 
movement and pressure of the fingers on the 
strings. The right arm is loose, relaxed, for the 
gliding motion of the bow. As a consequence 
one half of the back becomes very muscular, 
while the other side is undeveloped. The spine 
curves, and many violinists get periostitis.

To counteract this, Mr. Pach plays golf which 
uses the opposite muscles.

‘in my opinion the violin is the most phy
sically uncomfortable instrument to play”, 
says Mr. Pach. “That’s why its important to 
start young, so the muscles develop.”

Joseph Pach was very young when he began 
to study the violin. At the age of four and a half 
a music teacher heard him playing o.i a toy 
piano and insisted on teaching him to play the 
violin.

“You know, 1 believe most young kids have 
this, but are not always awake to it. In my part
icular case, rather than playing with building 
blocks, I played with sound. Nothing genius a- 
bout it.”

Before he started school, Mr. Pach was on 
stage playing the classical violin at church con
certs, conventions.

His music teacher also entered him into many 
music tompetitions. At the Canadian National 
Exhibition he won gold1 metals in the youth 
competitions at the age of nine and ten. At 
eleven he was entered in the adult competition 
at the CNE and won a gold metal plus a $500 
scholarship.

After thirteen years of studying with Dafeff, 
he left to spend the next sixteen years studying 
with Kathleen Parlowe. He left Dafeff be
cause.

6
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In Toronto, the CBC called in a musician for 
each individual show, and if he began refusing 
them occassionally, the CBC would quit calling 
altogether.

From Vancouver they left for six months of 
practising in Vienna. They returned to Canada 
and then shortly left again. This time for Lon
don.

“There is a misconception of modern sonatas 
by the general public that I would like to clear 
up. It has been the aim of our Friday concerts 
to educate the public that the sonata is a con
versation between two instruments.The piano 
speaks for awhile, the violin speaks for awhile.
It is not one following the other.”

"Many people think the sonata is written 
for the violin with a piano accompaniement. 
But Mozart, for example, wrote for piano with 
the violin as an afterthought.”

There is a great deal of difference between 
playing classical works like Mozart, and the 
more modern composers such as Ravel.

As Mr. Pach explains, “The classical com
posers - Mozart, Hayden, Bach - subjects the x 
musician to working within a framework of 
style. The freedom lies with the style, but you 
can’t inflict your personality into it.

"The romantics, such as Raval, Dvorak, 
Bloch, Dubussy, the Russian composers, gives 
three times as much emotional scope. The per
former gets much more out of the medium.”

The Friday concerts are very important to 
both Joseph and Arlene Pach. They practice for 
many hours every day and their concerts give 
them an opportunity to express their love of 
music and love for their instruments, to the 
Fredericton community.

This is a tremendous opportunity for stu
dents to develop their appreciation of music in 
the classical realm. The Pachs hold concerts 
throughout Canada and make Canadian and 
American touts every year. UNB is very for
tunate to have these concerts offered weekly, 
with no admission cost.

The Pachs play at Memorial Hall every Fri
day from 12:30 to 2:00 pm. You can slip in 
and out according to your schedule during this 
time, and can being your lunch if you want to.

“We were desperately running away, just to 
be left alone. To get away from the temptation 
of doing commercial work. When you don’t 
have much money, it’s sort of an instinct to ac
cept a job.”

In London they rented a piano for Mis. 
Pach and spent five to eight hours a day prac
ticing - learning a duo repertoire. They were al
so enjoying the music environment of London:

In 1964 the Pachs moved to Fredericton to 
become resident (musicians at UNB. Fredericton 
is far removed from the music environment of
London and Vienna, but Mr. Pach says,

“1 love Fredericton. I like the pace. In a 
place this small one feels responsible for crea
tion a musical environment. In large centres one 
has to join an organization. I am not a joiner.”

At this point in the conversation Mr. Pach 
brought out his violin made in 1673 by a crafts
man who worked with the great Stradivari I 
was interested to know just what is so special 
about a Stradivarius violin.

Stradivari and several other craftsmen worked 
in the house of Amati in Italy. A customer 
would enter the shop and ask for a particular 
craftsman to make a violin at a fixed price. The 
Craftsman would then make a violin of the exact 
value the customer had asked fo-.

“After thirteen years I could anticipate hi; 
thoughts in lessions without him ever saying 
anything. So finally he decided that he was not 
able to do any more for me.”

The first year the Royal Conservatory opened 
the Senior School of Music, which offered a two 
year course in performance. Joseph Pach won 
a scholarship and received his degree in two 
years.

Simplified, this means that a violin Stradivari 
made for $300 is worth $75.000 today. The 
violin that cost $75.00 would today sell for 
$20.000 to $140,000.

There are other craftsmen who made violins 
of the same quality as Stradivari, but they made 
fewer of them.

“A Stradivarius violin is in proportion so 
perfect, that they can’t be copied by machine,” 
said Mr. Pach.

The scroll at the top is perfectly symmetrical, 
The two thin lines of ebony inlaid around the 
edge of the face of the violin are ven. The two 
F-wholes on either side of the strings are carved 
within one thirty-secondth of an inch the same.

Pach’s debut performance after graduation 
solo part with the Toronto Symphony, 

playing a Tchaikovsky Concerto.
“The sad story then was 1 had to go out and 

make a living." The only wvtk available in those 
years was commercial work - CBC, television, 
radio.

“Talented musicians usually left for Europe 
or the United States in those days. In Canada 
there was no opportunity to exploit young peo
ple’s talent and ability.”

He played for the CBC orchestra ten houis a 
day, seven days a week. He remembers, “The

was a
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ilin BRUBECK IN AMSTERDAM- THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET 

(Columbia CS9897)ex

ile
OFFICIAL MUSIC - KING BISCUIT BOY WITH CROWBAR 
(Daffodil SBA-I600I)

the
Ask anybody to name three personalities in the 

jazz world and chances are pretty good that one of 
them will be Dave Brubeck.

Recorded live at the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, 
Holland, on December 3, 1962, the album was not re
leased for almost six years. It's too bad we had to wait 
that long for it.

Brubeck is always good, but this recording shows 
that time has not passed him by. The music is as alive 
and vibrant as when your old man first heard him. He s 
changed or time moved on.

The other members of the Quartet, Paul Desmond 
on the alto sax, Gene Wright on bass, Joe Morel I o on 
drums, combine to give Brubeck's heavy-handed 
piano playing a mellow quality.

The best cuts are: 'Since Love had its Way', 'They 
Say I look Like God', and 'Brandenburg Gate', but 
all the cuts are worth listening to.

Very few people know very much about jazz and 
this record is an opportunity for the jazz novice to 
learn its basics.
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Richard Newell (King Biscuit Boy) has come tip 
from the bottom and his music shows guts.

The Blues lover will find this record right up his al
ley.

Newell can play the mouth harp better than anyone 
I've ever heard.

Ronnie Hawkins said that, "No one's ever been that 
good on the mouth organ before."

Not only does Newell play the harp but his riffs on 
the guitar are more than adequate.

The lyrics are sometimes a little loose and strung 
out, especially in 'Hoy Hoy Hoy', but the rest of the 
songs are fairly good lyrically.

Crowbar is an excellent blues group from the Tor
onto area and have been around long enough to dis
pel any rumors of type or shit that usually surrounds 
a new group.

tas
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He. This is a new Canadian sound unlike any other. 

They have copied nobody, and they are going to go 
places.

You won't hear them on radio because everyone 
knows Canadian groups don't make it.

If you get the chance, give them a listen. Official 
Music, King Biscuit Boy with Crowbar.
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the SOMETHING IN THE WIND - THE WINTER CONSORT 

(A&M SP 4207)»m-
the
of

Ever want to listen to music to relax? Just sit back 
and let it flow, not have to pick out the lead on the 
bass to see how good they are, because the rest of the 
band is shit? Wouldn't you like to hear a group in 
which each member is good? The music on 'Some
thing in the Wind is just like that.

The album has a little bit of everything on it - but 
it's not put together like a '24 electrifying hits' record. 
It has taste and the songs seem to blend together from 
one track to the next.

There's something for everyone from Bach (Canata 
127, Ayre on a G-string) to Sam Browne (My Horse 
Knows the Way) to the 'Love Theme from Romeo and 
Juliet.'

/ou

rdc,
ives The music is hard and driving in spots (not heavy) 

and light 'n' easy in others (not Mantovani).per-
tn.
t to 'Something in the Wind' is not original material 

but the way it is played makes you wonder if it 
shouldn't be.
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'Something in the Wind, The Winter Consort', an 
album to think about or with.stu-

ic in 
:erts
and
for-
kly.
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s: FEAST OF STEPHEN
McClelland and Stewart,

• 9

: 1970,164 Pg., <5.95 L
- a review by Prof. Donald Cameron

Dept, of English 
University of New Bmmwick
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There’s no reason for this. book. It is plea

sant to have these out-of-the-way selections 

handily available, but the reader who is going 

to read only a little Leacock wants the cream* 

not the crannies; the reader who is going to read 
a lot of Leacock wants the books from which 

the selections are taken: most of them are, after 

all, readily available in libraries and many are 

even in reprints. Feast of Stephen is not a book: 

it’s a Christmas gift.

Feast of Stephen: An anthology of some of 

the less familiar writings of Stephen Leacock, 

with a critical introduction by Robertson Dav
ies Toronto: McClelland and Steward, l970.Pg. 
154, $5.95. Introduction available separately in 

paperback as Stephen Leacock, by Robertson 

Davies.

And Davies himself is caught between two 

stools. Cheap paperback monographs have to 

be short, to keep costs down. Davies does not 
face the discipline of the essay, which yielded 

such brilliant results in 1957; on the other hand, 
he doesn’t have space for an extended critical 

study. The results is a kind of bloated essay, 
neither one thing nor the other. And I don’t 
blame Davies -1 blame McClelland and Steward, 

Copp Clark, and all the others who are com
missioning the masses-<# potted, low-priced 

critical monographs which have poured out in 

the last year or so.

Canadian literature, as a field of study, 
is suffering from dropsy. Suddenly the 
subject has become fashionable: under
graduate enrolments are soaring; theses 
pour out of our graduate schools; Can
adian Literature corpulent in the middle 
age, can no longer be read each time it 
arrives, but only sampled, like PM LA. 
Even Mordecai Richler has recently com
mitted an anthology. There are twenty 
poets in the town where I live - one per
thousand of population - and each of 
them has twenty critics, like the man 
going to St. Ives. But they are not going 
to St. Ives: indeed, rumour has it that 
Norman Levine is coming back.
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Even in this awkward situation, Davies is 

interesting. He no longer regards Leacock as an 

incipient novelist: now he finds Leacock’s tal
ent unsuited to the novel form, while before he 

bemoaned the unwritten novels. (I still think 

he was right the first time.) The strong sense of 

kinship which has always marked Davies’ writ
ing about Leacock serves him well again in con
sistently implying, beneath his sharpest critic
ism. a profound love and admiration for Lea
cock and his work. The obverse of this sense of 

kinship also appears. Here is Davies on Leacock’s 

attitude to coeducation:
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Well, it’s all groovy, but there’s growth.and 

then there’s dropsy. Canadian publishers, aware 

of a sudden new market for monographs, are 

rushing ones scries of studies after another into 

print. Books no longer find themselves presented 

modestly, to publishers; publishers commission 

them. Has George Woodcock written a fine es
say on Hugh MacLennan? Splendid : comrnis- 

sion a book. We need a book on Leacock: didn t 
Robertson Davies do a wonderful lecture? 

Yes. just the job: commission a short critical 

monograph.

Feminists will retort that separate-but-equal 
facilities somehow never turn out to be equal 
when the two parties are not equally powerful. 
And those with an eye for irony will be amused 

at the way Davies, in praising Leacock, somehow 

implies praise for his own lonely Toryism. It 

is not just that Davies is somewhat like Leacock; 
it is that Davies’ Leacock bears a remarkable 

resemblance to Davies. Which is hardly ground 

for complaint: critics, like other writers, are 

sensitive to the themes that concern them per
sonally. Those with a feeling for further irony 

will no doubt reflect that Donald Cameron’s 

book on Leacock is heavily influenced by Don
ald Cameron.

I
ful 1

...he did not deny the right of women 
to education, but he could see no sense 
in educating them as if they were men. 
Such an attitude, heretical in his own 
day, is thought merely laughable now; 
it may be another century before we 
recognize that Leacock was right, and 
that a woman's intellect, at its best, is 
not the same as a man's, and that its 
differences make it fascinating but 
inferipr; the world needs both.
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But alas. Woodcock had said what he wanted 

to say. and the book, though competent and 

readable - these men are professionals, after all. 
and never fall below a certain level - is little 

more than a gloss on the essay. Robertson Dav

ies' new study is workmanlike, but not in a 

class with his essay. Cutting the pie another way. 
McClelland and Steward released the study on 

October 3 as the introduction to a new Leacock 

anthology, just in time for the Christmas trade. 
Good merchandising - but in the same spirit I 

am bound to advise the reader that he can get 
the introduction separately for $.95. and a bet
ter anthology. Laugh with Leacock, for another 

$.95. That leaves him with four dollars to buy 

two or three more volumes of Leacock, or. if he 

prefers. Masks of Fiction, which contains Dav

ies’ original essay.
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agiiTogether, Leacock and Davies are capable 

of making a non-book. but not a dull non-book. 

And that is why, despite their crochets, we 

treasure them both.
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short story 7
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by Sheelegh RussellRed Thursday
i

Uncle Donald Connor was a strange and He was a tall man, a giant among the people 
quiet man, with magical black eyes and curly 0f the village, tiny among the pines of the forest
hair that would not go grey until the day before he loved. Huge, tough-muscled, roughened by
his death. He was a lonely man and always sur- the winds of winter and the damp heat of sum-
rounded. Aunt Connor, long before her years of mer, he was strange to the ways of people and
child-bearing had ended, but not before she had their transparent, perplexing speech. The mists
presented her husband with eight wild dark-eyed and the evening shadows carried shapes and
pagans, had seen fit to pass away, and not, as 
we had once heard mother remark to our father, 
she was up there, or down below, (this said in a 
lower tone, not for our ears), laughing in her 
large and awful way at the fine joke she had 
played poor Donald. Poor Connor, whom shp 
had loved and married for his distant look and 
midnight locks; who, she found, could never ask 
her into his strange world; and whom she had 
left willingly and bitterly with eight young 
mouths to feed and eight small hearts to fill. The 
youngest was nine weeks old, the eldest barely 
six.

Red Thursday’s startled gaze was seen no 
more under the lofty branches; her silent 
laughter died beneath the hungry waters of the 
gloomswept lake. But still her wandering heart 
returns to speak with the shapes and voices of 
the forest, and continues its solitary quest.

voices to him, and his wondering eyes looked 
past and through the human faces.

Of course, we never believed him. His tales 
were wreathed in whiskey and madness. But jjL 
those black winter nights, when lights glowed 
from the depths of the lake and the banshees 
wailed across the snow, it was good to be in 
front of the peat fire, under the eider guilts, 
with another's sleepy breath upon your neck.

He met her upon the wet and ghostly heath, 
another like him, who had escaped from the 
burning conflicts of the crowd into the gentle 
whisperings of her soul. He spoke to her the 
first human words that in years he had uttered. 

“’My strength is your weakness, and yours mine, 
you are me, and l am you. My strength is such 
that you will stay.”

>
She looked back over her 'shoulder at the 

smoky rooftops, and she met his fantastic look. 
“I will stay,” she said and turned away from the 
village. Together they saw the dawn and death 
of day and found, their minds entwined in its 
mysteries, the secret wisdom of the world.

Our parents took us, five brothers and 
sisters, up to Uncle’s great stone house, much 
of a luxury to our three small rooms, and mother 
took upon herself the taming of eight small 
demons. But they were wild and free as the 
birds of the forest, and my brothers and sisters 
and 1 soon followed. The air, the water and the 
mud held all the secrets of the universe for us, 
and we made ourselves wise in their ways. Our 
father smiled. Thus the years passed.

He and Red Thursday became lovers and' 
shared the dark and silent nights. "He was a quiet 
man, and gentle, and many were the poems his 
mind would sing to lier. But his searching eyes 
soon found that they could not pierce the in
tensity of her heart, as she moved farther in 
her puzzling and unceasing quest. Her eyes 
held pain and war and loneliness. She stayed 
with him through restless nights. But the world 
of man was not for her. He said to her, “Go. 
You may go and continue your journey. Do not 
rest here.” She watched his hypnotic eyes and 
stayed.

Jj
Uncle Connor drank. It was whispered in the 

parlour by older voices as we laughed quietly 
under the quilts, seemingly asleep. “The man is 
not a fit influence for young hildren. They are 
» cati in danger. And poor T th. He drove her 
to it.” It was carried in his brr ch as we gathered 
round him Saturday evening lor his terrib'-j and 
beautiful tales. (On Sunt . our wildne- would 
be scrubbed and powdeu i and shoed, and im
prisoned in hair ribbons and long trousers. Sat
urday evening we celebrated its weekly death in 
a midnight story.)
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The young man appeared to her cloaked in 
the piny scent of the afternoon. His youth was 
po!; bed, as
eyes, like the pool at the bottom of a near- 
empty well, were flat and lifeless. But his tongue 
spoke of marvellous things, and they loved. 
From him she learned the pleasures of the 
world and the secrets of silent darkness. She 
knew the blackness of heart and mind, and

though of marble, and his blue
Uncle Connor drank, but many were the aw

ful things he knew and told us, and much more, 
said, were the black and horrible thoughts 

the whiskey killed. Many said in fear and en
joyment, “Just look into his eyes, and there 
you’ll read reason enough why he should share 
his life with spirits.” And black and dismal were from him she learned the terrors of man’s anger A
the words he spoke. and the depths of his hunger. But the pleasures

many, and many were the times she stole 
from her gentle lover. She followed him

;
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back to the world of people.
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Her hair was the colour of the wildwood 
leaves at that time of autumn before the 
aging winds tore them from the branches and 
the dawn rains made of them a sodden carpet. 
It glinted in the sunlight as if the sun had darted 
its shafts through the scarlet tops of the forest. 
The skin on her face and neck was whiter than 
cream
were I3ce two grey sparrows, ever 
their freedom. She walked and safe in the 

i forests.
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He, the tall and gentle, also learned the pain 
of betrayal and the bloodiness of anger, and 
upon the deathly moor sunk his woodwom axe 
between those eyes as flat and blue as the 
watery heavens. And the heather ran red with 
blood. “Red Thursday, you are to me the begin
ning and the end, life and death.” But still his 
ache tormented, until his body lay beside his 
spectral rival.

scudded from new milk, and her eyes
watchful of

■!.
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For him she was the beginning and the end, 
life and death and he called her Red Thursday. t
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